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Apollo 9 Maneu^

SPACE CENTER, Houston W
— Linked nose-to-nose with their
awkward moon cab, the Apollo
9 astronauts rocketed higher today to make the spaceship easier to handle if rescue is necessary, in risky maneuvers ahead.
Air Force Cols. James A.
McDivitt and David B. Scott
and c i v i l i a n Russell L.
Schweickart fired their rocket
engine for nearly two minutes
at 8:12 a.m. CST.
Then in cleerful voices, they
described the scene in their

crowded space cabin.
"Hey Smokey," McDivitt
asked Apollo communicator
Stuart Roosa, "have you ever
been attacked by a band of wild
elephants?"
"Negative," Roosa replied.
"You ought to see what it
looks like in here with these'six
big black hoses" that feed oxygen to the space suits, McDivitt
replied. Roosa laughed,
"Did you ; ever dream about
octopuses?" Scott asked from
Apollo 9.

Sirhan Casual
As He Talks
Of Shootings

LOS ANGELES (AP^-In a
tone of voice that was almost
casual, Sirhan Bishara Sirhan
said on the witness stand that
he took the life of Sen. Robert
F. Kennedy.
The 24-year-old Jordanian had
admitted before that he was the
senator's assassin, but that was
in stormy session out of the
hearing of the jury. By contrast
he was composed and polite
Monday as he faced the eight
men and foiir women who could
sentence him to death.
He smiled often and grinned
broadly at times.
"It is alleged that on the Sth
day of June, 1988, you killed and
murdered Sen. Robert Francis
Kennedy, a human .being," began Grant B. Cooper, the leading member pf the defense legal
team. "Did you . . . shoot Sen.
Kennedy?"
"Yes sir," said Sirhan.
The white haired lawyer then
went down the list of five others
wounded an the wild fusillade
that felled the senator.
Q. Did you shoot Paul
Schrade?
A. That is what the indictment
reads. I might have.
;Q. You heard the testimony
here?- - ' - •'
¦
A. Yes. - \ ; ~"-;-™: ;;. : ';; - . . . ' ;:

Q. Were you aware of the fact
that you slot Mr. Schrade?
A. I was not aware of any
thing.

MRS. SCOTT
•Believed'

The spacecraft engine, dehvr
ering the power of a jet fighter
plane, .boostedthe high point of
Apollo 9's orbit to about 221
miles, with a low point of 123
miles.
"That's pretty good," the astronauts reported when Mission
Control told them the figures of
the new orbit. "Looked pretty
smooth, Apollo 9," Mission
Control replied.
One ef the aims of the planned
rocket firing was to reduce the
weight of the Apollo 9 by 7,355

pounds. This makes the ship
easier to maneuver with less
fuel, and backs up its ability to
rescue the untested moon cab if
necessary in days ahead.
It also checks out how well
the autopilot handles the expected wobble. « of the combined
spacecraft in rapid boosts of
power.
The Apollo 9 astronauts said
they did not get as much wobble
as they had expected on this
rocket firing. '
The scene was set for the first

rocketing maneuver of the day
when McDivitt reported from
space: "An interesting sidelight
here, Houston.'' He told the
earth that whea they accelerate
their combined vehicles they get
a lot of wobbly flight. He said he
expected the rocket firing "may
be fairly exciting."
The astronauts were awakened shortly after 5:30 a.m., reluctant to rise but brighter
voiced and obviously more rested on their second day in space.
When , '. ground communicator

Highlights of
Apollo's Day

SPACE CENTER, Houston (AP ) — . Here are the' highlights jjf the second day of Apollo 9:
BREAKFAST: 4:30 a.m., Canadian bacon, apple sauce,
corn flakes, brownies and fruit drinks.
SPS BURNS: 8:11 a.m., second firing of the 20,500pound thrust Service Propulsion System (SPS) engine that
will rocket the next Apollo ship to the moon, lasted two
minutes and changed orbit height maximum to 200 iniles.
1UNCH: 9:40 aim., tuna salad, chicken and vegetables,
fruitdrinksand sweet bread.
SPS BURN: 11:18 a.m., third test of this engine lasted
4'A minutes, put spacecraft 310 miles out.
SPS BURN: 2:28 p.m., final test ran less than half a
minute and altered orbit just over a mile.
SUPPER: 3 p.m., spaghetti, beef bites, bacon squares,
banana pudding and grapefruit drink.
BEDTIME: 4 p.m., crew has to get up at 1:20 a.m.
Wednesday.

SPACECENTER, Houston
(AP) — With the drama of
a flawless launch of their
husbands behind them, the
Apollo 9 wives settled down
today to a calmer but
watchful waiting.
"I just intend'to sit by
the squawk box,'* said Mrs.
Ann Scott,; wife of the cbhir
inand inoduie pilot;
rtshe reared to the elec*
tronic device by which : the
conversations between crew
members and .ground <!<»>
troliers are piped" jutto tile
astronauts''Monies.

Their children clustered
at their sides, the wives
watched home television
sets Monday as the power*,
ful Saturn 5 rocket propelled the spaceship into orbit. -\ . ", ' -, '
"I: want them to remember it as the high point
Of tieir lives," Mrs. J .Clare
Schweickart said of herfive¦
children, aged4to a /-M : '
Mrs. Pat McDivitt. said
she.;tdpubted ¦ her, children
j
;
^%Jn|'lt(ttmm :fe2i #ere
did enough; to fully -gjasp;;
the: isign|ficaiice *>f "thejspace

flight.
The wives delayed the
routine post-launch interviews until completion of
the delicate docking maneuver that linked the command ship with the "Spider," the vehicle designed
to . carry two American astronauts to the lunar surface this summer.
Mrs. Scott admitted to
being; a bit heCToiw,^noting t
that Iter fiosbjaiid^ ' snjens,
gency lahdteg?in ;Gemim <8
three- yjearS agtfv^rhade ihe 1
more aware$;all 4be pbR

MRS. McDIVITT
'A Happy Day'

sibilities. "
"I . don't mean ; to say I
was terribly apprehensive,"
she added. "I was a little
more prepared for any
eventuality."
Mrs. McDivitt said she felt
neither apprehension nor
concern, "Just a terrific.
;urge for success ¦ .' >,. if I'm
>
I don't know
\apprehensive;
¦
¦¦
¦:. ¦»-¦*?-;. '- -- ". = -=

-¦ - .-

The three -wive?-.braved
^
blustery, chilling winds to
conduct the interviews,
staged separately outside
their homes in Nassau Bay,

TOKYO (AP) — Peking marged the Russians "dream of
whipped up more and bigger an armed occupation of Chinese
territory."
demonstrations today against Red China also accused the
the Soviet Union in the wake of Soviet Union of "joining with
their newest border clash and the United States in attempting
to encircle China,"

East Germany
Again Closes
MainAutobahn

BERLIN (AP) — Communist
East Germany, campaigning
against a West German presidential election to be held in
West Berlin Wednesday, closed
the main autobahn link between
this city and West Germany late
today.
Travel wns halted on the 110mile-long superhighway about
three hours after West German
Chancellor Kurt Georg Kicsinger flew in to take part in tho
election of a successor to President Heuirlch Luebke.
It was not immediately clear
how long the East Germans intended to keep the road closed.
"Wo are taking the matter up
with the proper authorities," n
U.S. spokesman said.
This was taken to mean the
United States, Britain and
France -would approach tho Soviet Union to clarify tho situation. The Western allies hold the
Russians responsible for access
to Berlin.
Police said motor traffic on
two other highways, leading to
Hof 'in tho south and Hamburg
in tho north, remained unimpeded and railway and air traffic
was normal.
Tho ninlii autobahn runs between West Berlin and Ilolmstedc.
Earlier ln the day customs officials nt Hclmstedt, on tha
western end of tho autobahn , reported that , though castbound
cars kept moving, traffic headed west wns halted for two
hours inside*East Germany.

Peking followed up with another warning today, an editorial in the official Peking People's Daily and in the, Liberation
Army Daily. Titled "Down with
Tsars," it accused the Russians
of "premeditated military provocation" and warned "antiChina Intrigues on the part of
the rebel Soviet revisionist
group will come to no good
end. "
"The rebel Soviet revisionist
group is resorting to tsarist colonialist-imperialism ln attempting to suppress savagely tmd
ruthlessly the people of Eastern
Europe," tho editorial said.
"They have turned the People's Republic of Mongolia into
their own colony to materialize
gradually their - dream of an
armed occupation of Chinese
territory."

MODULE LINKED . . . This drawing
slows how the lunar module, left , appears in
space today while linked to the Apollo 9
spacecraft as it orbits the earth. The astronauts are checking out the operation of the

ROOKIE SAYS
EVERYTHING
IS BEAUTIFUL
SPACE CENTER, Houston (ff) — Here in the Apollo
S flight as seen hy some of
its key figures:
Astronaut R u s s e l l L.
Schweickart : "This is a
rookie saying everything is
looking beautiful. "
Mrs. Pat McDivitt , wife
of the Apollo 0 commander: "If I'm apprehensive,
I don't know it."
Vice President Splro T.
Agnew: "I will lend whatever thrust I can to nudge
¦the President Into an awareness of what I consider of
overriding Importance . . .
2'm afraid I an* going to
lie a regular nuisance about
Hie space program.."
Dr. Wernher von Brnun:
"I believe our chances of
landing on the moon first
arc now substantially better."
Dr. Kurt II. Debus, director of Kennedy Space Center: "Our highest heart rate
occurs at press conferences."

combined space ships, including three firings
of the main engine which shifts path of orbit
to elliptical between 132 aad 311 miles high.
(AP Photofax )

SAIGON (AP) - North Vietnam sent a column of tanks and
other armored vehicles deeper
into South Vietnam than ever
before today, but American
bombers drove, them back from
a remote Special Forces camp
in the central highlands.
The U.S. Command said there
were at least 10 Russian tanks
and several other armored vehicles in the column. More than 30
American bombers destroyed at
least two of the tanks and three
other armored vehicles, American spokesmen reported.

The analysts say allied spoiling actions are disrupting the
enemy 's plans to n certain degree, and "maybe he will and
maybe he won 't" launch the
second phase ns scheduled.
The current allied assessment
Is that the communist command is capable of division-si/e
ground attacks against the

WEATHER
FEDERAL FORECAST
WINONA AND VICINITY Fair to partly cloudy tonight
and Wednesday. No important
change In temperature. Low tonight 8-15; high Wednesday 3030. Outlook Thursday: Little
change in temperature ; chance
of light snow.
LOCAL WEATHER
Official observations for the
24 hours ending nt 12 m. today :
Maximum, 42; minimum, 18;
noon, 35; precipitation, none.

carriers were destroyed before
the allied defenders pulled out
of the camp.
The North Vietnamese bombarded the Ben Het camp and
an outpost to the west with rock-

sprawling Long Binh-Bicn Una
military complex, tho biggest in
Vietnam , 12 to 15 miles norlhcast of Saigon.
The enemy is also capable of
multireglmental ground attacks
on towns and bases west nnd
northwest of Saigon, particularly the provincial capital of Tay
Ninh City and the district capital of Trang Bang. Hundreds of
allied reinforcements have been
deployed to those areas in anticipation of enemy assaults.
Military analysts also report
the enemy is capable of mortar
and sapper attacks on the Saigon-military district, of ground
assaults by local force troops,
and also could launch widespread simultaneous attacks on
provincial and district capitals.
"The second phase will probably bo another round of heavier
attacks by firo (rockets nnd
mortars) and also some ground
attacks ," said one expert.

ets, mortars and their tanks*
76mm guns. They killed two
Americans and a South Vietnamese, set an ammunition
dump afire and destroyed an allied tank.

Foreign Issues
To Be Discussed

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Nixon reports to the
American people tonight in a nationally broadcast sews
conference keyed to his European trip but likely to touch
on new tensions ln Vietnam and Berlin.
The White House said the honr-Iong news conference
starting ,at 8 p.m. would be restricted solely to foreign policy
issues with the President entertaining no questions about
domestic matters.
The conference was the only Item on Nixon's schedule
today besides an early morning briefing for congressional
leaders of both parties,
Nixon was.certain to fee asked whether the United States
is consideringany retaliatory action rig » result of renewed
rocket attacks on Saigon.
Nixon is also likely to be asked to assess the situation
in West Berlin raised by the Soviet Union's disclaimer of
responsibility for the safety of any planes flying West German electors to the city.
The United States and its allies have told Moscow that
It remains responsible for the safety of air traffic despite
its effort to avoid such responsibility.
Nixon obviously views his talks with heads of states
daring his week's trip as having strengthened U.S. ties with
its traditional allies.

The rest of the column apparently retreated into Cambodia
or Laos with, the U.S. warplanes
in pursuit.
It was the first time in a year
that enemy tanks were reported
in action and also the heaviest
action reported in the highlands
so far 1in the enemy's spring oftensive, nowralts lOth day." ' "'
Elsewhere, more than 20
rocket and rnortar attacks were
reported overnight, but a U.S.
spokesman said the offensive
seems to have "leveled off."
Military analysts said the first
phase had ended in the area of
Saigon and its approaches, but
they added that the enemy is
believed preparing for a more
violent second phase, which
might Jjegin this weekend or
early next week.
No Listening
The target for the North Vietnamese tank column was the
It's getting so that womBen Het Special Forces Camp, en can do anything man can
24 miles northwest of Kontum do, except listen . . .. Madand seven miles southeast of the ison Av., says the cynic, is
tri-border region where South - where they took the padding
Vietnam, Cambodia and Laos out of the shoulders and put
meet.
it on the expense accounts
A spokesman said reconnais- . . . John J. Plomp heard
sance helicopters and photos of a current movie that's
identified the tanks as light So- being cleaned up a little, so
viet amphibious PT76's, weigh- it can be made into a book
ing about 15 tons and armed . . . A B'way personality
with a 76mm gun and a machine complained, "My wife nevgun. Earlier reports had identi- er met a dress she didn't
fied them as Soviet T34-85's like."
(For more laughs sea
which are twice as big and carEarl Wilson on Page 4A.)
ry an 85mm gun.
T. 2
It was the second time the Pg 1 Rookie Says
North Vietnamese had used
tanks to spearhead an assault
on a border outpost. In February, 1968, infantrymen moving
behind a column of 15 PT76's
and armored personnel carriers
overran the Lang Vei Special
Forces Camp near Khe Sanh, in
the northwest corner of South
Vietnam. Three of the tanks and
four of the armored personnel

Expect Second Phase ot
Offensive to Be Worse

SAIGON (AP) - The first
phase of the Viet Cong's spring
offensive in the Saigon area has
ended, and the enemy appears
lo be preparing for a mpre violent second phase, U.S. military analysts said today.
After going through mountains of captured documents
and prisoner of war interrogations, U.S. officers charged with
defending Saigon believe the
second phase is scheduled for
this weekend or early next
week.
But "Phase Two Is still shaky
and may not go, " one» , highly
placed officer said.
Until the second phase of tho
offensive opens, if it does, the
enemy is expected to concentrate on rocket and mortar attacks In an attempt to keep allied forces busy while tho Viet
Cong and North Vietnamese reconsolidate and reposition their
forces.

one of them said just before
turning in for their first ninehour sleep period. "And we sort
of missed lunch."
"Roger," Mission Control replied. "I could tell you were
really humping up there."
The biggest tests come on
days three, four and five. Scheduled for those days are complete testing of the spider-like
moon cab, a two-hour space
walk by Schweickart, and a
chase with two astronauts in
the moon cab,

Bombers Repel
Enemy Tanks

Demonstrations
Against Soviets
Grow in Peking

Radio Peking reported that
"tens of millions" of Chinese
demonstrated through the night
in all parts of the mainland. The
broadcast said . 450,000 Red
Guards and workers massed
around the Soviet Embassy in
Peking, waving placards with
demands to "hang" Soviet Premier Alexei N, Kosygin and
"fry" Soviet communist party
boss Leonid I, Brezhnev.
Chinese . and Soviet troops
clashed Sunday on an island in
the frozen Ussuri River which
separates Manchuria from the
Soviet Union's maritime provinces. The island, named Chenpao by the Chinese and Damansky by the Soviets, is 200 miles
north of Vladivostok and both
countries claim it.
Moscow and Peking swapped
protest notes Monday, each accusing the other of "provocative
armed intrusion" that resulted
in "many killed nnd wounded."
Each side demanded compensation and punishment of those responsible, and ¦warned "resolute
counterblows" would be dealt
future "violations?"

¦
bors. ' :¦
After that the next order of
business was breakfast. The
menu consisted of Canadian bacon, apple sauce, corn flakes,
brownies and fruit drinks.
The Apollo 9 voyagers were
flying nose-to-nose with their
buglike lunar module—a combination dubbed "gumdrop and
spider" by Mission Control—at
the end of a first day which often found them too busy to talk.
"We were pretty well crowded
today to get all these things in,"

RE TREA T IN TO CAMBODIA

FOR APOLLO FAMILIES -

AMme ^

Ron Evans, an astronaut himself, awakened them, one of the
Apollo 9 space pilots whose
drowsy voice was unidentifiable
murmured, "I guess we have to
wake up now, huh?"
"Yeah, it's about that time,"
responded Evans.
All the ensuing conversation
from space sounded brisk and
alert, however, as the astronauts proceeded to jot down an
updated fli ght plan and other
technical data preliminary to
powering up for the day's la-

North Warned
Attacks Will
Bring Revenge

WASHINGTON (AP) -. The
N i x o n administration has
served notice that continued indiscriminate shelling of South
Vietnamese cities will bring
both political and military
consequences to North Vietnam
and the Viet Cong.
Secretary of State William P.
Rogers said Monday the "consequences of these attacks " are
the enemy's responsibility, and
State Department press officer
Robert J . McCloskey confirmed
that the consequences could be
"both political and military."
It was the first time the State
Department had said specifically the series of enemy attacks
might result in military action,
although a halt to such bombardment was one of the points
WASHINGTO N (AP) - Tho former President Johnson inNixon administration apparent- cluded in the "understanding"
ly is making little headway in he announced at the same time
winning freedom or even im- he said tho bombing of North
proved conditions for hundreds Vietnam would end lost Nov. 1.
of Americans held prisoner in As of Monday, McCloskey
North Vietnam.
.said nt his daily press briefing,
A new memorandum signed "Everything is under review ,
by Secretary of Defense Melvin all aspects of policy, military
R. Laird says North Vietnam and political."
"continues to disregard the hu- President Nixon has not yet
manitarian protections" guar- stated what steps he will take if
anteed by tho 1049 Geneva Con- he determines that North Vietnam deliberately violated tho
vention.
understanding, but he likely will
"Our men are being denied be asked about it tonight when
basic rights , including the right he reports to the nation on his
of their families to know that eight-dny tour of European capithey are captured , tho right to tals.
correspond freely with their In his statement Monday,
families and the right of impar- Rogers denounced tho third enetial inspection of prisoner ol my rocket attack on Saigon
within n|no days as a "reminder
war compounds, " Lnird said.
of tho callous attitude with
All three things have been which the enemy regards the
major goals of the Pentagon's lives of innocent noncombatants
Prisoner of War Policy Commit- In tho Vietnam war. "
tee which was organized some Rogers said that while tho
months ago to handle POW "indiscriminate shelling of Saiproblems.
gon and other cities is costing
Laird's comments arc includ- additional severe casualties to
ed in a document directed to the the enemy," it will bring them
committee nnd dated last Fri- no military advantage nor will
day. It calls for a "new review it succeed in putting additional
of policies and practices" ap- pressure on the United States
plying to families of imprisoned and South Vietnam In the Paris
servicemen,"
negotiations.

Nixon Making
Little Progress
On Prisoners
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W isconsin Faculty ApprovesWi
^
Black Studies Department \&<xmtixim,A ^S S B S B6 J%SfcM!^ ? ^
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MADISON, Wis. m - Faculty
members Of the University of
Wisconsin have approved creation of a full-fledged black studies department, one of 13 demands submitted to the university Feb.
¦ 7 by Negro demonstrators. ' ' ¦
Students suspended a classroom boycott Feb. 17 to wait for
a reply from the faculty concerning the Negroes' demands.
Demonstrators had said the boycott would be resumed this
•week unless they won a favorable faculty response,
ABOUT 1,000 persons attended Monday's faculty meeting. The black studies department demand was accepted on
a voice vote after the faculty
voted 540-414 against considering
creation of a black studies program, instead of a formal department.
The process of setting up a department in which a student
could earn a degree could take
a year. The faculty set a target
date of July 1, 1970.
The next step would be apr
pointment of a steering committee by Chancellor H. Edwin
Young. A committee recommendation would be submitted
to members of the College of
Letters and Science, under
which the department would he
set up.
Approval -if regents and; the
Coordinating Council of Higher
Education would also be required- .
And funds would have . to be

ARTHRITIS?

If you are suffering from pain,
soreness or stiffness caused
by Arthritis, Neuritis or Rheumatism, I think I can help.
Write me for free information.

KAYE SMITH
2301 Terry Road BN
Jackson, Mississippi 39204

Thiede, professor of curricu- out of respect for education.
lum and instruction.
"This is a rational response
The committee had been es- to a long-standing, legitimate
tablished last May. The facul- request," he said.
ty sent the report back to the He said student demands becommittee Monday for re-writ- came non-negotiable only after
ing after some speakers object- their requests and recommendaed to a few of its phrases.
tions had been ignored.
"I cannot approve of the rhet- "Student behavior has paraloric in which these recommen- leled this progression from ordatons are phrased," sad War- der to violent," he said.
ren Lehman, a law professor
who sponsored the motion to re- SHELDON KLEIN , associate
turn the report to the Thiede professor of computer science
and linguistics, suggested postcommittee.
one
He cited su»ch phrases as poning the proposal until stua
"shameful neglect" and "woe- year had passed without
dent disruption. His plan was
ful lack'5 of Negro studies.
.
"If we're setting up a pro- rejected.
gram to teach all whites to feel Klein claimed any-action by
sorry for blacks, most students the faculty at the present time
would pass a qualifying exam will indicate a "surrender and
recognition of violence and force
Wa basha Doctor for placement with flying col- as
legitimate.
ors," Lehman said.
"We
must
not
con
students
Recovering From that the department will have
bias we do not intend,'* he St Charles Post
One-Car Accident asaid.
WABASHA, Minn. (SpeciaD- The Thiede committee report To Honor 50-Year
Dr. John Nehring is recovering was accompanied by a minority
from injuries received when his report, which contained the rec- Members Saturday
car went out of control Friday ommendation for a program usat'10:55 p.m. two miles south of ing seven existing departments ST. CHARLES, Minn.—Fiftyinstead of setting up a new de- year members of the St. CharWabasha on Highway 61.
les American Legion post will
He was traveling north when partment.
be honored at a banquet Saturthe car veered into the right The minority report called the day night.
full-department
plan
a
momen"
ditch, knocking off the mailbox
Guest speakers will be Donat the Joseph Hager place. He tary response to political pres- ald Gray, Winona, past district
sure."
fractured two vertebra and a rib
commander; Ray Gustaveson,
and received minor bruises. He BERNARD COHEN, chair- Albert Lea, present district comwas a patient in St. Elizabeth man of the Political Science De- mander; Mrs. Frank Koch, St.
Hospital two days.
partment, who signed the mi- Charles, district auxiliary presiHis 1966 was a total wreck, nority report, said he is hot dent, and Norman Tri, district
the Wabasha County sheriff's certain what students want.
membership chairman.
office said.
"As I've heard it, black stu- Honored will be Patrick Fay,
dies, is not a subject matter Carl Kramer, Lawrence Schneiwe should look at, but a way der, George Eckles, William Wilwe
look," he said.
kins, Leo Uhl, Jim Stevens, Ed
The Time Is NOW! Heshould
said the field is not yet Zeches, Sam Johnson, William
disciplined, and qualified fac- House, John Rendernick, Walulty members are not avail- ter Blank, Carl Olson, Art
able.
Hoyt, Del Rendernick, Marriel
"Students say we don't know Wiltse, Fred Wolter, Emmett
what quality is. They say Meyers, John Younger, Walter.
we have a Ph.D. hang-up. I say Midler, Matt McGrath and
professional qualifications and George Frisby.
standards are relevant."
S. K. Heninger, chairman of It took the combined efforts
the English Department and a of 4,000 companies to build and
4P Phone 4115 ^k major ity report signer, said stu- outfit the Freedom 7 Mercury
dents requested the department capsule.

authorized by the legislature,
which currently, is complaining
about state aid to students who
engage in campus disorder.
The black studies department
has been one of the chief issues
in campus disturbances that
broke out on the UW campus in
February.
More than 30 persons, most of
them from out of state, were
taken into custody befpre demonstrations subsided ancT 1,900
National Guard troops were
withdrawn.
THE FACULTY'S action Monday was based on a report submitted by a study committee,
whose chairman is Wilson B.
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S121,022 ]ob
For Sewer,
Wafer OKed

A bid of $121,022.80 for constructioa of .water and sewer
lines east of the Area Vocational-Technical school was, accepted Monday night by the City
Council as the lowest of five 'offered.
The lines will serve . the new
McNally Townhouse development now under construction on
property lying north of, and
abutting on, the old H o m e r
Road. The council also accepted
dedication of land from the owners, Mr. and Mrs. Bruce McNally, for a city street serving
the area. In accordance with
their request, it will be named
McNally drive.
Estimated cost of the project
w a s $107,000.
City Engineer r——
Robert J. Bol- ¦¦ Cifv
,?
lant told the
f
council the fig- Cnua%f >l\
ure was high- , V»OunCII
er because of
special difficulties presented by
the terrain and by soil characteristics. He noted that the line
will be beneath the water table
at some points. It will be pushed
under Highway 61-14 east of
Mankato Avenue and extended
to the McNally area.
Because of flat gradients necessary, the sewer main will
have to be vitrified clay pipe
since its coefficient of flow retention is lower than that of
concrete. To impede the flow
of sewage any more than necessary is to increase the chance
of sewage blockages built up by
the deposit of solids, he said.
Other bids:
3-Way Construction Co., St.
Paul, $137,651; Frank Construction Co., Winona, $138,442; Barbarassa & Sons, Osseo, Minn.,
$143,621, and Staley & Lawrence
Co., Beloit, Wis., $179,611.

Night Watchman Tries
To Cut Water Service
BAHIA BLANCA, Argentina
(AP) — A night watchman at
the water works admitted he
tried to cut off the water supply
to this southern Argentine city
of more than 300,000 because he
didn't like his working conditions, authorities said. Ruben
Ruest, 24, was quoted by police
as saving he removed lubricating oil from the water pumps.
The malfunction in the pumps
was caught in time and there
was no damage.

Juryf ,IH € ^^Wmi&^
Of Fatal Collision
Testimony continued this
morning in a District Court action brought by Mrs. Marian
Pollema, Minnesota Ci t y ,
against St. Mary's College and a
former student, Michael Hannon, in connection with the death
of John Pollema in a highway
accident Aug. 31, 1966, near
Homer.
Mrs. Pollema is asking $250,000 in the action which arises
from a collision of Pollema's
truck-semitrailer and an amphibious duck owned by the college and being operated by Hannon.
JUDGE 6. Russell Olson called court at 10 a.m. and a La
Crosse, Wis., trucker who witnessed the accident, was called
for direct examination by S. A.
("Jim") Sawyer, plaintiff's attorney.
Trucker Jack Denton told the
jury he was driving a trucksemitrailer loaded with cheese
from New Lisbon, Wis., en
route to New Ulm, Minn., when
he approached the Lamoille
area on Highway 61-14 early in
the morning of Aug. 31.
Denton said that about 2:45
a.m. he noticed another rig
ahead of him which he later
identified as Pollema's. He said
he had turned out to pass the
semi ahead as he approached
a slight knoll and curve in the
area of the entrance to the St.
Mary's College hydrobiology
station. He suddenly saw flashing red lights, he said, there was
a crash, and the Pollema truck
and another vehicle, later identified as the duck, went into the
ditch.
UNDER cross-examination by
defendant's attorney, Roger P.
Brosnahan, the witness was led
through his testimony which, it
was contended, was in conflict
With several previous written
and oral statements he had
made regarding the distances
between his vehicle and Pollema's at the time of the crash
and whether or not he had seen
the lights on the St. Mary 's vehicle for a period prior, to the
accident.
At one point, Brosnahan interrupted his questioning to call
Winona County Deputy Sheriff
Elroy Balk, who investigated
the accident, in order to lay
foundation regarding questions
about Denton's statement to the
deputy just after the accident.
TESTIMONY in the case began Monday afternoon after the

morning session had been spent
drawing a jury. In his opening
statement, Sawyer said the
plaintiff would seek to prove
that at the time of the accident Pollema, who was 31, was
an employe of Kujak Bros.
Transfer Co., Junction Avenue,
had driven his truck-semitrailer
to Lima, Ohio, and was returning to Winona after picking up
a loaded trailer at Aurora, HI.,
at the time of the accident
which occurred on Highway 6114 near the St. Mary's College
hydro-biology station just south
of Homer.
Sawyer said the evidence
would show that the death of
Pollema was due negligence on
the part of defendants.
Brosnahan, in his statement
to the jury, said the evidence
would show that there was no
negligence on the part of defendants and that there may
have been contributary negligence on the part of Pollema.
MRS. POLLEMA was the first
witness called by Sawyer and
she told the jury she and her
husband were married Dec. 29,
1953, and had two children, a
daughter, Linda, now 12, and. a
son, John Jr., now 9. She told
of her husband working successively for Fiberite Corp., as a
driver for Fred Fakler Construction Co- and the Interstate
Beverage Co., and for Kujak.
She said the family had moved to a house they bought in
Minnesota City in May 1964.
Her testimony was concerned
with family matters, her husband's work and civic activities. She said her husband's
health was excellent and that
he never missed work because
of illness. :
UNDER cross-examination by
Brosnahan, Mrs. Pollema said
she did not witness the accident and had no knowledge of
the circumstances surrounding
her husband's death other than
what she had been told.
She was followed on the stand
by John Beard, 32, 4655 8th St.,
Goodview, a research chemist
for Fiberite Corp. Beard testified that he had been a fellow
employee of Pollema at Fiberite, that the two families had
been active in the same church
group and the Boy Scout program and that they were close
personal friends.
Beard also disclaimed specific knowledge of the details of
the fatal accident when crossquestioned by Brosnahan.

School Boa^

er studying the new board proBy C. GORDON HOLTE
Daily News Staff Writer
posal said it found certain inApparently abandoning hope adequacies in the revised schedfor the establishment of a comprehensive system .of determin- ule and implied that it probably
ing public school teachers' sal- would not/establish Winona . in
aries on a merit basis for the a competitive salary position
1969-70 contract year, the Wi- with other school systems of
nona School Board Monday
night offered teacher represen - comparable size.
tatives a revised salary sched- ACKNOWLEDGING t h a t
ule proposal" stripped of certain there were valid arguments supprevious merit implications and porting some type of merit pay
providing some upward cdjust- system, the council's chairman ,
ments in sal- .
. Lowell dbhnson, told school diary figures at c |_
l rectors that the council had
the top steps dCHOOl
been giving consideration to the
of the four
broad outlines of a schedule that
most advanc- D«% -,r*J
incorporate certain merit
would
ed t r a i n i n g Poarq
features.
lanes.
Johnson asked the board
It was the third proposal whether directors would be indrafted by the board in its terested in seeing the draft of
more than three months of con- the teachers' projected propostract negotiations with the Wi- al when it's completed.
nona Teachers Council.
Allen said the board would
PRINCIPAL departures from like to consider any proposal
the last schedule presented for the teachers might develop and
teacher consideration nearly a agreement was reached that
month ago were the elimination another meeting of board and
of an extra merit pay step council should be called for next
above the 13th step of the three Monday night.
master's degree lanes — never The salary schedule now in
previously included in a Winona effect has a starting figure of
salary schedule — and the provi- $6,000 and ascends over six
sion, of $300 increases in the top training lanes and 14 steps for
steps of the lanes for instructors teaching experience to a maxiwith bachelor's degrees and 30 mum of $1,1,100.
additional credit hours of trainTHE MOST recent teachers '
ing, the master's degree and proposal
is for a schedule with
master's degree plus 15 and 30
credit hours. In the previous a range of $7,200 to $14,950 for
board proposal the three mas- a 187-day work year while the
ter's degree lanes had tho same board is offering a $6,500 to $11,maximums for 19GD-TO as the 400 schedule with tho possibility that some meritorious teachcurrent schedule.
The range in salaries in the ers at the top steps of the adboard's new proposal is from vanced training lanes might re$8,500 for a beginning teacher ceive higher salaries on the recwith a four-year degree and no ommendation of the administraprevious teaching experience to tion based on individual evalua$1M00 for those with master 's tions.
degree and 30 additional credit The revised board proposal
hours of training and 13 or more was developed by a board salyears of teaching experience. ary subcommittee and was presented to the full board for its
BOARD President Frank J. approval Monday night precedAllen , in presenting the new ing the meeting with the Teachoffer to tho Teachers Council, ers Council.
explained that although the It was estimated that applicaprevious merit step beyond tho tion of the new schedule
13th step of tho master 's de- would increase the teachers
gree lanes allowing for increas- payroll cost by about $124,000,'
es of up to $1,000 for outstanding or approximately 6 percent ,
teachers now at the top of the over the expenditures for salarschedule had boon dropped from ies this year.
the printed form, it was still the
intent of tho board to move to- IF NO CHANGE were made
ward a merit system and that in this year 's salary schedule,
some superior teachers at the cost for tho 1969-70 contract
top of their respective advanc- year would rise something like
ed training lanes might be ad- $43,000 ns a result of routine
vanced to higher salaries than advancement on tho schedule
those specified in the sched- by teachers with another year of
ule,
i"
teaching experience and adTho fivc-member council aft- vanced training.

Teachers now on the top step
of the advanced training lanes
who would receive only the $300
adjustment provided in t h e
schedule would be receiving
wage increases amounting to
approximately 2.8 percent while
other individual teachers would
realize hikes of up to about 13
percent, exclusive of any possible merit increases contemplated by the board for certain
superior teachers.
Also recommended by the
subcommittee and approved by
the board was the offer of a new
schedule of increments to be
paid members of the athletic
coaching staff.
PREVIOUSLY, the board offer
was for increments to be determined on a formula based on a
percentage of the amounts paid
the head basketball and football
coaches which is $1,000 this
year.
Objections to this had been
raised by the athletic department and the council on grounds
that holding the line on the top
figure on which increments for
other coaching personnel are
based would result in some assistants receiving less pay next
year for their, assignments than
they're receiving this year .
The board recommendation
was that the increments for the
head basketball and football
coaches be raised to $1,100 so
that all coaching staff members
would receive upward adjustments.

ALSO presented for council
approval was a revised school
calendar for 1969-70 which had
been drafted by Superintendent
of Schools A. L. Nelson after
consultation with a committee of
teaching and administrative
personnel.
As bargaining now stands, the
teachers have served notice on
the School Board that an adjustment panel is requested to
mediate contract issues If the
board and council members
should reach an impasse in negotiations.
The request for a panel of
three mediators was made with
tho stated understanding by the
council that "implementation of
tho panel is not necessary until
an impasse has been reached.
Until then the Teachers Council
wishes to continue negotiating
tho ns yet undecided matters
with tho board ."
Amended contracts for 1069-70
reflecting any changes in contract provisions should bo presented to tho teachers by March
20 and returned, signed, by

THIRD WITNESS was Martin
Kujak, 44, 355 Junction St., terminal manager and partner in
the trucking finn which employed Pollema. He described the
type of equipment Pollema was
operating at the time of the accident and the driver's checklist and log procedures required
of employes while on trips for
the firm.
Kujak said he had been notified of the accident about 4:30
a.m. Aug. 31, 196f?,.and he went
immediately to the scene. He
said the cab had been ripped off
the tractor and that the loaded
trailer was laying on its side in
the - ditch. Kujak told the jury
that Pollema's average pay had
been about $200 weekly but under cross-examinaticn by Brosnahan he changed his testimony
to say that toe pay was between $150 and $200.
Brosnahan asked why the
signatures on Pollema's driver's
log and trip Inspection tickets
varied on his last trip and Kujak denied that there was any
discrepancy.
At the conclusion of cross-examination by defendant's attorney, Judge Olson recessed court
until 10 a.m. today.
JURORS hearing the case
are: Mrs. Ralph R. Haedtke,
757. W. Broadway; Mrs. Ronald R. Stoskopf , 356 Cummings
St.; Mrs. Carl A. Anderson, 4225
7tb St., Goodview; W. P. Busse
Jr., 420 High Forest St.; Mrs.
Ruth M. Bergaus, 475 W. Sarnia St.; Mrs. Lois M. Hipps,
601% E. 3rd St.;
Mrs. Curtis H. Schlueter, 845
38th Ave., Goodview; Allyn
Burt, 470 9th St., Goodview;
Henry W. Studt , 681 W. Sth St.;
Mrs. Hazel Buege, 853 E. Mark
St.; Joseph L.Gryszkiewicz, 162
Mankato Ave., and Francis J
Lilla, 403 E. Wabasha St.

Vote to Repeal Law
That Is Obsolete
BOISE, Idaho (AP) - Under
Idaho law, a woman cannot be
charged with a crime if it is
shown that she acted at the
command of her husband—except in cases which carry the
death sentence.
The Idaho Senate voted Monday to repeal that law.
Sen. Wayne Kidwell, R-Boise,
said the law was enacted "when
wives were regarded as chattel."
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LeveePark
Plaza Bids
Asked April 7

New Ordinance on
Dog Control Asked

City Council members bit the
bullet Monday night and voted
to introduce a brand-new ordinance aimed at controlling the
A hearing on Levee Plaza activities within the city of
sidewalk improvements drew dogs, cats, miscellaneous other
no objections Monday night at animals and their owners, if
the City Council meeting and any.
A motion to hold off action
they were ordered to proceed for another week on¦ the historically touchy ... ' ¦. ' ¦
as planned.
.
subject
was i
opened
April
7,
Bids will be
lost for want
City
t h e council
of a second.
"
was told by | _
City Manager r r t l m r:l
City Manager
tlTY
Carroll J. Fry |lOtlnC..
C a r x o l l J.
c
a l l e d the
Fry. The rea- r 0|
,nr jl
council to heel with a remindson is that |^OUnCIl
er that spring is at hand. This
this will co^
ordinate the city project close- is a time of quickened emotions
ly with that of street remodel- among dogs and of rising coming to be instituted by Winona
Area Industrial Development
Association, acting as agent for YMCA May Get
the plaza promotion action
committee.
Heat Toni g ht
The council also told Martin
It looks as though the
A. Beatty, who has an office at
116 Center St., that a previous YMCA will be open this
resolution for the project would evening, James E. Anderson,
be amended to conform with executive secretary, said at
specifications for the project.
The specifications, he said, noon today.
eliminate the north 20 feet of
Water connections have
the Center Street portion of the been,completed and from all
project.' This exception is not indications there will be hot
made in the resolution, he
water and heat this evening,
said.
he added.
The activities' center has
been without heat and water since Friday night when
a coupling came loose from
two sections of copper water
pipe and flooded the basement and sub-basement
,
G r a n t s totaling $25,615 86 with thousands of gallons
from the Winona County road of water.
Karate classes will be
and bridge fund to the 20 townshipsin the county were approv- held this evening as well as
ed by the Winona County Board family night ; activities.
¦
Monday.
The allotments are based on RATINGS AT PETERSON
the adjuste d mill rate and on PETERSON, Minn. — Two
the total twonship levy for 1968 additional A ratings were
for road and bridge purposes. awarded Peterson High School
The amounts of the allotments musicians at the district contest
at Caledonia Saturday. Julie
for each townHanson with a trumpet solo and
ship were an- i
nbunced at the CoiintV Julie, her sister, Catherine and
annual meet' Koren Solberg in a trumpet trio
won entry into the regional coning of the WiD^-,,,-. test at Red Wing May 10. Anne
h o n a County I POa rq
Benson, flute, and Beth Hanson,
Township Ofsnare drum, were named winby
ficers Association Saturday
County Highway Engineer My- ners in the Monday edition.
ron R. Waldow.
A grant of $3,500 to Farmers the only income for the facility
Community Park was also okay- other than a small amount of
ed by board members. This is donations and work done on imr
the annual grant given to the provements by the Neighborpark for maintenance. This is hood Youth Corps.

Township Road
Monies OKed

those teachers wishing to re- staff on the top steps of the
main on the staff during the next master's degree lanes.
contract year by April 1.
He said that the teachers
UNDER THE continuing con- should understand that it is the
tract law a teacher who does intent of the board, under pronot return a signed amended visions of the amended schedcontract presumably would be ule that although the merit step
employed for the next contract
year under the same contract is not included merit consideraprovisions in effect during the tions will be taken into account
current year, s
in determination of 1969-70 salThe teacher has the options of aries.
agreeing to amended contract
conditions by signing the amend- "SOME WILL get a $300 ined contract, working under the crease," Allen explained. "Some
existing contract for the ensu- will get less than $300, some
ing year or resigning from the will get more," adding that destaff.
termination of any increases
After the board subcommittee granted will be on the basis of
had presented its recommendation for a revised salary sched- competency drawn from evaluule to the board prior to the ations by the administration. "
meeting with the teachers Mon- Allen explained that the reday night, Director Daniel S. vised schedule had been drafted
Sadowski said that in consider- with the philosophy that it would
ation of contemplated additional be geared to "the majority of
teachers.''
expenditure for school operation the
Johnson
asked if it was still
resulting from anticipated future school consolidation pro- the board's intent, as previously stated, to implement a comceedings and other factors he prehensive
of merit
couldn't "seo where we can go raises within system
the interior strucany higher than thi s schedule," ture of the schedule
other than
referring to the one recommendat the top steps.
ed by the committee.
"We expect not to now," AlTHERE WAS a discussion len replied. "You deterred us
among board members as to from that for this year, and
whether the earlier merit step probably with some justificaof $1,000 should be retained at tion. We honestly and sincerely
the point beyond the maximums want to get into some sort of
for the advanced training lanes merit consideration , and fast.
in consideration of the fact that The school board can't afford
an upward adjustment had been to raise the top of the schedmade in previously-frozen max- ule for all. We're purposely
holding the top down but we're
imums.
Board members recalled that not necessarily holding all of the
the teachers had expressed some teachers at the top down. "
concern at a previous meeting
over this merit step, holding ASKED BY council member
that there were insufficient con- John Pendleton what the counditions established to indicate cil had done to deter the board
how many teachers might rea- in its development of a widesonably be expected to benefit spread merit system, Allen
from tho additional merit step said that it had been the imand that procedures in determi- pression of school directors that
nation of which teachers would the teachers felt progress tobenefit and In what amounts had ward (his end was being undertaken "too fast with the
not been spelled out.
details not worked out. We agree
IN THE light of the previous with you that before you can
council objections, board mem- have an entire merit system
bers agreed to eliminate the you have to throw the whole
merit step with the provision salary schedule in tho wastethat some teachers at the top
basket and it doesn't
steps in the advanced lanes paper
like we can throw tho
might bo granted larger salary look
increases than the $300 specified schedule In tho wastepaper
in the schedule and that some basket this year."
teachers, on tho recommenda- "We haven't exactly given up
tion of tho administration, might on the suggestion of a merit
receive a lesser raise, if any system," Johnson observed.
at all, than that provided for in "We have been toying around
with a schedule that's not anythe schedule.
After tho revised schedule where nenr completed. We think
had been presented to the coun- maybe we should finish what
cil Allen noted that this year we're doing—wo think It inthere ore 57 members of the corporates some of these ideas

— and then maybe you'd like
to look at it ."
NOTING that teachers now at
the top of the advanced training
lanes would be receiving increases—exclusive of any merit consideration — of 2.8 percent next year, Johnson said,
"When we hear all the time
about the cost of living going
up 4.7 percent this year we
feel that this schedule is a
little on the inadequate side. "
After studying the board proposal Johnson commented, "One
thing that bothers us is that this
seems to be a very common proposal around the state. There
seems to be a trend toward $250
or $300 across the board; this
doesn't seem to us to indicate
much individual or independent
thinking but seems to go pretty
much along the lines of the Minnesota School Board Association. "
Board members took issue
with this assertion , pointing out
that with virtually only one exception among the offers made
by school boards to teachers in
the Big Nine Conference thus
far in negotiations the Winona
proposal is the most liberal,
When Johnson pointed out
that the Mankato board had offered a schedule with a maximum of $12,300, Sadowski asked
if the average income of residents of the city of Winona
probably wasn't higher than
Mankato 's.
"DOES THAT mean Winona
has to have cheap teachers?"
Johnson asked and Allen replied , "I don't think you 're
cheap labor. We have teachers
getting $14,000 or more a year
in our system (he was referring to increments earned for
various assignments in addition
to base salary) so don't tell us
we don 't pay for teaching. We
are. What we want to do is
single out the good teachers
and pay them but we're not
going to pay all if they don't
deserve it. "
Recalling Allen's statement
that the new board schedule was
geared to tho majority of the
teachers Johnson said , "I fall
to sec where this schedule is
taking caro of the majority.
You're not saying too much for
the majority when tho top is
$11,000."
"We're not saying much for
a salary schedule," Allen replied , "but wo want to pay
good money for a good teacher. "

plaints by the city's human
populace, Fry counseled, and
to postpone action is to invite
both chaos and an avalanche
of telephone calls to city officiafdom at all levels.
IN GENERAL, the ordinance
—which comes up for final action in two weeks — provides
that the city hire a poundmaster, set up a city kennel
and provide procedures for incarceration of straying dogs,
licensed or unlicensed. Owners
are required to keep their pets
under restraint at all times. If
a dog is picked up as an unattended stray, it can be claimed within five days by its owner, who must pay $2 for the
first day and 50 cents for each

additional day of impoundment.
AThe city now has a dog
pound ordinance, including a
provision for a poundmaster,
but recently there has been no
poundmaster. )
The new ordinance even provides for the admittedly rare
problems raised by stray
horses. A horse found wandering at large would be cared
for by the poundmaster and
its owner would be charged $5
the first day and $2 for subsequent days.
A dog or cat impounded as
a public nuisance may not be
redeemed by its owner unless
such redemption is authorized
by a court having juri sdiction.
Unspayed stray female dogs
which are impounded cannot
be retrieved by owners unless
owners or prospective owners
agree to have the animal
spayed.
-THE poundmaster has disFair to partly cloudy skies, cretionary authority to cite
little chance of precipitation owners of straying animals for
and temperatures about normal viofation of the ordinance. A
for this, time, Pf ....the year are vicious or dangerous dog,,
in prospect for the Winona area known to bite without provocation or to act as if it would,
through Wednesday.
be confined. It must be;
A cooling trend dropped tem- must
muzzled
taken outside its
peratures from a high of 42 place of when
confinement.
Monday afternoon to a low of*
The poundmaster must make
18 this morning.
all reasonable efforts to notify
It was 35 at noon today, a owners
of dogs impounded and
low of between 8 and 15 is of conditions
under which they
predicted for tonight and a high can be reclaimed.
He is reof 30-38 Wednesday.
quired to keep all impounded
Temperatures Thursday should animals at a shelter under hube near normal but there'll mane conditions and those unbe a chance of some light snow. claimed after five days are to
Another week of generally be disposed of humanely.
thawing daytime temperatures Rabies control also is coverhas brought an additional re- ed by the ordinance. The burduction in the snow cover here. den of such control is placed
The depth today was 7%
inches, less than half that on the city 's health officer.
measured about three weeks Whenever a report is made
to the chief of police or poundago.
a person has been
\ A measurement taken Feb. 12 masterbythat
an animal, the animal1
showed 19 inches on the ground. bitten
to be securely quarantined
This was sliced to 15 inches a is
for 10 days. Stray animals are
week later, and last week's to be quarantined at the city
depth reading was 11 inches. animal shelter or a place considered suitable by the police
chief.
IF THE presence of rabies in
a quarantined animal is establishedT the health officer may
recommend to the mayor a
city-wide quarantine for six
months. In this period, no animal may be taken into the
streets or allowed therein, and
Winona County sheriff's office no animal may be removed
from the city without written
in investigating a break-in and permission
of the health yoffitheft at Altura Hardware store cer. ;
which occurred late Sunday All physicians are required to
night or early Monday morning. report animal bite cases to the
The incident was reported Mon- chief of police. Veterinarians
are required to report diagnoses
day morning.
According to Sheriff George of aft animals observed as
rabies suspects.
Fort, entrance was gained by The poundmaster or any pokicking in the lower panel of a lice officer is empowered to
rear door and unlatching from enter any premises where a
the outside, Once inside the dog is kept and demand that
the owner show the dog 's libuilding, the burglars broke a cense.
glass panel into a storeroom and
took seven watches, two transis- These officers also may enter
tor radios, three packs of coun- premises to investigate reports
animals being cruelly or inter checks for banks in Altura, of
humanely
treated .
Rollingstone and Lewiston and
two tool boxes containing miscellaneous tools.
Value of all items taken
amount to approximately $400,
according to Fort . The sheriff
said the investigation is continuing.
Fort also said today that two An off-sale license for-3.2 beer
men were arrested at Dover was granted to Nash-Finch Co.,
about 9:45 p.m. Monday and owner of the Warehouse Market ,
turned over to Rochester police 1733 Service Drive, Monday
to face charges of car theft and night by the City Council.
embezzlement. They w e r e The license request had been
James E. Shelly, 19, Guthrie heard two weeks ago but counCenter, Iowa, and Michael Mi- cil action was delayed pending
chels, 22, Grand Rapids, Minn. a report by the chief of police
Fort said ihey would be ques- on a routine investigation. Tho
tioned regarding the Altura chief 's report was submitted
break-in.
Monday night ,
D
Councilmen said they want to
be sure that all license appliCHAIRMAN AT ETTRICK
ETTRICK, Wis. (Special) _ cants are thoroughly familiar
Mrs. E, O. Runnestrand is with the laws under which sales
chairman of the Easter Seals of beer are legal and that they
sale for crippled children in Et- are advised of these laws by potrick.
lice officials.

Melting
Weather
To Continue

Questioning Set
In Burglary of
Altura Hardware

Nash-Finch Gets
Off-Sale License

3 Governors Ask
U.S. Aid on Snow

ST PAUL (AP) - The governors of Minnesota , North Dakoa and South Dakota agreed today to submit a joint request to
the federal government to have
a snow emergency declared in
most of tho three states.
Govs. Harold LeVander ol
Minnesota , William Guy of
North Dakota and Frank Farrar
of South Dakota talked over
massive snow removal costs
nnd impending floods in a 23minute conference call , w i t h
newsmen listening in.
LaVnndcr gained only partial
agreement from his fellow governors that the states should
ask for an "anticipatory " disaster designation because of the
likelihood of floods.
The only question , Guy said,
is whether it will bo "a bad disaster or a very bnd disaster."
A federal disaster designation
would make the three states
and their local governments eli-

gible for federal relief for damage to public property .
Guy appeared somewhat pessimistic about getting federal
help, noting that snow emergencies have been declared by
the President only five times.
LeVander said Minnesota has
spent $5 million for snow removal this winter , over and
above a normal winter.
"If we have any more snow,
it'll just be a tragedy for our
municipalities ," LeVander said.
Tho Weather Bureau has predicted flooding between tho levels of the 1952 and 1965 levels
for most of tho region.
LeVander turned down a request from Mankato officials
last month for a "pre-disastcr"
application to tho federal government but has since changed
his mind.
His current stress , LeVander
said, will bo on the "stitch in
tiino" philosophy.

By Ed Dodd
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Daughter Doesn f
Care What Occurs '

Marriage Formula:
Never See Hubby

By EARL WILSON . <• / ¦
NEW YORK — Joan Fontaine announced to me exclusively
¦~ giving me a worldwide scoop ... . that she's found the way
. ' t
to a happy marriage.
"I haven't seen him
said.
"
Joan
husband,
see
my
never
"I
Insyears.
"The only time I've seen Mr. Wright" — not to be confused with "Mr. Right," but Al Wright, the golf writer -- "was
when he came to tea and we discussed divorce. At this time
Mr. Wright doesn't want a divorce. When we got married in '64,
I hoped I was going to have a nice long marriage and lt looks
like I am."
Joan explained that maybe it doesn't want a time change; Robert L. Webber, Rushford.
was her fault -- not knowing she declined one. She'll do "lo- was elected senior counselor of
that a golf expert would have cation" shows, and tremendous Winona Council 69, United Comto go where the golf courses promotion. As a real pro, she mercial Travelers, at a meetare, and there are precious few fears nobody.
ing Saturday evening at the
Joey Heatherton got engaged Odd Fellow Hall. He succeeds
on Manhattan Island.
She and her sister Olivia to Lance Rentzel, Dallas Cow- Donald Wood.
deHavilland surely have con- boys star who's also in pictures. Others elected: Stanley S.
fused the conformists. Olivia Joey (never engaged before) Morcomb, junior counselor;
divorced her husband, but they took her parents, the Ray Heath- Wood, past senior counselor;
kept living in the same Paris ertons, to 21 and, she said, Marvin A. Meier, secretaryhouse. Joan stayed married but "My dad spotted the ring'' . . . treasurer, a re-election; Hardidn't live with hers. Try to Jackie Onassis is spreading it old W. Briesath, conductor;
explain that to your computer. around. Becoming a good tip- Bruce A . Edwards, page;
Joan's a big part of a Bell per. Gave a store mgr. a 20 Vernon Hemming, sentinel; G.
Telephone special, "The Selz- for helping her shop. Attababyl Vernon Smeiser, chaplain, and
nick Years," March 21 on NBC . . . Blow some my way . . . Milton Knutson and Peter KusDavid 0. Selznick cast her in Rumored that the Ford Founda- telskl, two-year term on the ex"Rebecca" in '39; next she did tion will drop its PBL . > . A ecutive committee.
"Suspicion" and got an Oscar. top Nixon aide got the message Members of the nominating
I gathered that Joan is some- that he'll .be out in six months. committee were, Morris Bergsrud, Hal0 A. Stow and Arthur
thing of a feminist. As we were
Officers will be inlunching at Sardi's, somebody A WORLD-famed entertainer Pflugboeft.
stalled
at
the
April meeting in a
try
it
a
and
his
wife
will
few
happened to mention that there
installation with the Auxilare certain "one-woman men." more months before" deciding joint
"Show me one," said Joan, whether to end it . . . Rocky iary.
Graziano was jumped by two Elected delegates at the 76th
"and I'll show you a liar."
muggers on Eighth Av. ; he flat- grand council session of the
I WAS very late getting to tened both and they rah off. Minnesota - North Dakota Jurthe Plaza Persian Room (for ("When I wore a sweater and isdiction at Mankato June 12-14
John Gary's zing-zangy open- no tie, I wuz never bothered," were Webber, Wood and Moring.) I suspected my Beautiful he philosophized. "You get comb.
Wife, waiting for me, would dressed up, you get in trou- The council voted to again
give me hell. I was right. ' ble") . . . B'way bookies give sponsor a safety poster contest
"Where have you been?" She these Oscar odds: "Lion in Win- for junior high schools in WinoWinona County. Prizes
flashed a steely smile.
ter;" "Funny Girl," 8-5; "Oliv- na and
be awarded v: each grade
"I had to stay late at the er," 3-1; Barbra Streisand, Jo- will
Prize posters will be suboffice."
anne Woodward, 7-5; Katharine level.
mitted to the grand council and
Hepburn,
8-1;
Peter
O'Toole,
"To do what?" she asked suscouncil safety poster
even money . . . David Mer- supreme
piciously.
contests.
Bergsrud, chairman
"I had to sew a button on rick heard Tom Courtenay (Of of the local council safety commy coat," I gulped. "I couldn't "Otley") singing on TV, offer- mittee, is in charge of the contest. ¦;
find the needle, then I couldn't ed him a B'way role.
thread it. Woman's work is TODAY'S BEST LAUGH: The The council will hold a friendfrom sun to sun but man's work worst blow to a man's ego, is ship dinner in the Teton Room
having a pretty girl say she's at Williams Hotel for new prois never done."
The B.W. not only forgave sitting alongside you at a bar spects on Wednesday at 6:30
p.m. Members are to call the
me for sewing on a button that because she feels safe.
women would have sewn on 50 EARL'S PEARLS: A Woman secretary for reservations.
years ago . . . she also said, asked beautician Mr. Marvin if There are no townships in
"I'm going to get you some he had anything for her wrink- Texas. Local governments are
needles with bigger eyes so you les, and he said, "Yes, ma- classified as cities, villages or
won't have so much trouble dame — the greatest respect." towns.
threading them next time."
Comic Van Harris said his
I owe Lucille Ball an apology son, a sociology student, anthough she didn't ask for it. nounced he wants to clean up Winona Daily News
I incorrectly reported that she's the mess in the world. "I told
TUESDAY. MARCH A, 1969
battling CBS to get to a new him," said Van, " «0 K- start
VOLUME 113, NO". 87.
time slot so as not to oppose with your room.' " . . . That's
Published dally except Saturday end HolVLaugh-In. " Lucy not only earl, brother.
idays by Republican and Herald Publish-

OCT Council
Elects Webber
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Voice of the Outdoors
Ice Fishing Attracts
Although the results might
not have justified the effort, ice
fishing made a strong comeback
over the weekend. There were
more fishermen on tha ice than
during any other recent weekend, but none of the sports,
men were bragging about linv
its.
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POETRY PRIZE
PARIS (AP) - Albert Fabre,
an 84-year-old former salesman,
was awarded the 1969 Prix
Guillaume Apollinaire for poetry. The jury chose Fabre's entry thinking it that of a young
man because of its ardor of sentiment and freshness of poetic
technique, a spokesman said.
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DEAR/ANNIE: Yes, laugh, too.
DEAR ABBY: The neighbor who lives across the street
from us leaves for work every morning at 7:30. Between
the hours of 10 a.m. and 3 p.m. I have seen about two or
three men drive up every day and stay for maybe an hour
or so and they leave. His wife couldn't be having that many
repairmen. Abby, I feel that I should say something to someone - but what? And to whom?
STUNNED
DEAR STUNNED: Whatever the men are doing in
your neighbor's home should not concern you. Since you
felt compelled to "say something to someone," you've
said something to ME. Why not let it go at that?
DEAR ABBY: You told CONCERNED that her husband
was "sick" for kissing bis daughter. If my father would
have shown me a little more love and affection, maybe I
wouldn't have gone crazy over the first man who kissed me,
and ended up in the shape I'm in.
ON THE COUCH
DEAR ON: Had your father kissed you the way
"CONCERNED'S" husband kissed their 10-year-old
daughter, maybe you'd have ended up on the couch anyway. With more serious problems.
Everybody has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply write to Abby, Box 69700, Los Angeles, Calif., 90069 and
enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
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, Abby
DEAR FATHER: I would ask my
young
people
family doctor to recommend an expert for
with emotional prolems. Mary is seething with hostility,
and she's determined to punish YOU regardless of the
price she herself must pay to do it. Admit your share
of the ''blame" for the communication failure between
you, and offer her "help" to discover the real reasons
why she wants to destroy herself, and embarrass you.
DEAR ABBY: When we eat out, even in real high-class
restaurants, my mother scrapes everybody's dishes and
stacks them one on top of the other — to help the waitress.
(She used to be a waitress.) She says she knows this isn't
considered etiquet, but she doesn't care. People look at us
like we just came off the boat, and my brother and I want
to crawl under the table.
'
Daddy laughs. He says it's good for Mora because she
just gave up smoking and it gives her something to do
with her hands.
Any .suggestions?
. ANNIE (I am 12)

OMOR
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By ABIGAIL VAN BUREN
DEAR ABBY : We have a 15-year-old daughter I'll call
"Mary," who has always given us a lot of trouble. 1 won't
go into the sordid details, but take my word for it, she is a
HANDFUL!
Her mother found proof that she was going the limit
-with a long list of boys, and Mary admitted it. She said it
was her life, and she didn't see anything wrong with it, and
if WB did. that was our *'hang up."
We finally sat her down and told her
that if she was going to behave that way,
we INSISTED she take 'birth control pills,
not so much to protect HER — but out of
consideration for any unwanted child she
might bring into the world. (We got the
pills through our family doctor.) Mary
now informs us that she is flushing the
pills down the toilet and doesn't care what
happens to her; AH right, Abby, if Mary
were YOUR daughter — what would you
do?
MARY'S FATHER

Below the dams, fishing
for walleyes and saugar
increased in poularity. Fishing was mainly from boats.
There were a half-dozen
boats below the Alma, Whitman and Trempealeau
dams. There werejsix boats
below the Dresbach structure during midafternoon
Sunday. Nearly a score of
fishermen were on the ice,
near the open water but the
IOWA SIX-POUNDER . . * Henry Gilbertson, 75-year-old
ice probably was perfectly
Spring
Grove, Minn., fisherman, is shown with the sixsafe. The fishermen walkpound eight-ounce brdwji trout caught from North Sear
ed in from the Minnesota
Creek in Winneshiek County, eight miles south of Spring
shore along the Trempealeau dike. We counted 20
Grove, Thursday. He got the fish on a night crawler on a
cars parked along Highway
six-pound test line. (Fred Onsgard Photo )
61 there.
ficers.
At Alma several groups were son is closed or sharply curfishing in fast water from their tailed next fall, other means
On Wednesday, Richard Behboats and south of the city will be found to replace
there were more than a score revenue lost from deer hunt- rens of Red Wing will show his
of cars parked along Highway ing licenses sales, accord- movie "Birds of the Marsh35, where the firhermen walked ing to Conservation Commis- land" at the Hiawatha Valley
Bird Club in Roger Bacon Hall ,
to spots in quest of panfish. sioner Jarle Leirfallom.
College of St. Teresa, at 7:30
They were catching big northerns at Lake City, and alio some Leirfallom and Gov. Harold p.m.
LeVander discussed the present
saugar.
A bill that would legalize
deer situation and announced
Close Deer Season
the possibility of deer season mourning dove hunting in
There is growing senti- changes. Such a change could Minnesota is pending in the
ment for making 1969 a mean the loss of $1% million to legislature. Doves are the
closed season for deer, al- the garde, and fish fund. Leir- most plentiful game bird in
though it would probably fallom said Gov. LeVander America. It is now legal' to
"break" the Conservation plans to meet with legislative hunt them in 31 states, inDepartment by cutting off leaders to discuss means for ad- cluding South Dakota. Mina large source of income — ditional funds pending a decis- nesota hatches the doves
and Texas kills them.
the sale of deer hunting li- ion on the deer season.
censes. Last year, deer
"A decision to close or
hunting license fees exceedshorten the deer season
gerian Student
ed $1% million.
will be based strictly on
"We should have a closed professional judgment,!' said Seeks Pen Pals
season," was the common Leirfallom. "There will be
comment, of deer hunters in no conflict with finances.
A Nigerian student is seeking
Southeastern Minnesota last
"But we must make up pen pals from the United States
fall, where the percentage of the deer license revenue regardless of age or sex.
success was low. Deer kill was losses or there will be a
Anthony 0. Orhewere is 18
also down in-parts of Northern major calamity.''
years of age, five foot, seven
ing Company, 601 Franklin St., Winona. Minnesota, where the loss of
Minn. 5S9S7.
deer through winter kill is al- The answer may rest in turn- inches tall and light in complexion. His hobbies include games,
ready high.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
ing the problem over to deer letter
writing, exchange of post
Single Copy - 10c Dally, 20c Sunday
able
to
biologists
who
are
best
Most
hunters
in
Southeastcards
and film shows.
Delivered by Carrier—Per Week SO cenh)
on the size of
ern Minnesota feel that a keep a check
26 weeks $12.75
S2 Weeks J2J.50
Anthony writes:
reand
its
annual
the
herd,
closed season would bring production. They should be "I shall be grateful if this my
By rjnatl strictly In advance ) paper atop
back the white-tail deer
ped on expiration date.
of retaining letter will be. published in your
population. Wisconsin, by given' the power
In Fillmore, Houston, Olmsted, Winona,
will
provide fair daily wide journal.
a
balance
that
using alternate open and
Wabasha, Buffalo, Jackson, Pepin and
cause
the least "I also shall be grateful if I
bunting
and
Trempealeau counties and armed forces
closed seasons, plans to repenonnel In the continental United States,
to
crops.
damage
can be enrolled in one of the
store
good
hunting
to
Westor oversees with APO or FPO addresses:
1 year
JU.oo 3 months
$4.00
religious associations in the
ern
Wisconsin.
Here
and
There
6 morlhs
J7.50 1 month
Si .50
The Winona Rod and Gun United States to rise my interAll other subscriptions:
However, there is a hazard Club
will hold its annual est and faith in God.
I year
$18.00 3 months
15.00 involved in ,
deer damage to meeting
"May God grow your efforts
t months
S10.00 1 month
J2.5J
at Holsinger Lodge
crops, and also to orchards and
at 7:30 p.m. today. After the with lots of success. Amen."
Send change of address, notices, undeliv- this arJjfte country. A workable
ered copies, subscription orders and other
His address: Uzebba Grambusiness session, Willard
mell Items to Winona Dally News, P.O. balance of the deer herd should
of
movies
Matzke
will
show
mar
School, P.M.B. 1085, Benin
Box 70, Winona, Minn. 55987.
be maintained.
his recent trip to Africa. City, Midwest Nigeria, West
Second class postage pild al Winona,
There will be election of of- Africa.
Minn.
If Minnesota's deer sea-
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Tupamaros-Trolible for Uruguay

MONTEVIDEO, U r u g u a y
(AP) — A small black car
pulled up at night outside the
home of Capt. Haul Manzino,
the Uruguayan army's top expert in explosives.
Two men quickly piled six
small wooden crates on the sidewalk, tacked a red.'"Danger"
sign and a note on the top case,
and hurriedly drove off.
Inside the crates were 60
pounds of gelignite, used in
quarrying stone. The note,
signed with a "T" inside a fivepointed star, told Manzino:
"This material hat gone bad
and is dangerous to handle. We
decided to destroy it. We know
of your technical ability and feel
there is no one better qualified
than you to do the job. Since you
will have to handle these crates
in the end anyway, we decided
to save you the bother of transportation."
The Tupamaros bad struck
again.
They are members of a left-

wing terrorist organization ture police have managed to and Chile, and probably Venecalled the National Liberation seize describes the movement zuela. Bank robberies that one
Movement that is out to make vaguely as a Marxist-Leninist Brazilian group recently carried
trouble in Uruguay, an economi- organization that sneers at the out in Sao Paulo to finance urcally tilingnation of 2.8 million. Moscow brand of communism ban guerrilla operations were
The tupamaros have kept po- as "too soft."
identical in pattern to those carlice on edge since two yeart It expressed admiration for ried out by the Tupamaros in
ago when they began stepping Ho Chi Minh, Mao Tse-tung and Uruguay.
up their activities. They have the late Ernesto "Che" Gue- Intelligence experts believe
shot it out with police at least vara.
the movement is from 500-to
twice, bombed radio stations The magazine Punio Final, l .OOOrStrong—with 50 or 60 men
and the offices of U.S.-owned published in Chile, describes the and women forming a central
companies in Montevideo, and movement "as part of an over- hard core—and still in ihe formstolen more than 350 pounds of all continental strategy to cre- ative stage.
explosives from stone quarries. ate many Vietnams in Latin The Tupamaros do this by
At times they have Infiltrated America."
means of small, bold raids
peaceful street demonstrations This Cuban-oriented publica- mostly to get money and weapto provoke charges of police tion quotes an unnamed Tupa* ons, but also to try to make
brutality.
maro speculating on the possi- Uie police look silly and underbility of provoking U.S. inter- mine the image of Uruguay's
The name Tupamaro derives vention in this way: "Imagine constituted
authorities.
from Tupac Amaru II, an Inca the city of Montevideo occupied
Indian chieftain put to death by foreign troops, with the conin Peru two centuries ago for sequent aggravation of national
leading an abortive rebellion pride, a bothered population;
against the Spanish empire. while opposing
is an
Communist literature in Latin armed revolution them
group with
America often uses the name good bases within the city."
to symbolize imperialist oppression.
The Tupamaros are in contact
What little Tupamaro litera- with groups in Argentina, Brazil

The Chilean magazine indicates the Tupamaros are in no
hurry to escalate their activities. It quotes a member as saying of Uruguay: "The country itk
broke and a capitalist development plan to increase production of exportable goods, if that
can te applied, will give only,
meager results after several
years.
"That means we have several
years before us... "
The United States has stepped
up an unpublicized aid program
to help Uruguayan authorities
cope both with Tupamaros and
street riots.
Despite that, Uruguay's police
remain an underpaid and underequipped force.
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House Subcommittee to
Probe Seizure of Pueblo
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WASHINGTON <AP) - A spe- At the Coronado inquiry, the sledgehammers to destroy the gardens, Spring home Improvements, repairs, and new steps
cial House subcommittee is Pueblo skipper, Cmdr. Lloyd M. sensitive intelligence-gathering to enhance the beauty of your house — at the saem time
opening the first of what could Bucher, and other crewmen equipment and that the Navy
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the Milwaukee Railroad Station in Minne- the platform about 6 to 10 times—a good two as the leadoff witness at today's
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apolis with yardmaster Dick Bourgerie in miles. Bourgerie joined "bounding Burt" for opening session as the commit- Adm. Leslie J. O'Brien said fu- rules for control of such ships to
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course) are a y>t&
Pueblo-type incidents assure swifter communication
close pursuit. Lancaster, who is in Minne- a couple of quick laps. (AP Photofax )
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tee sought information on why ture
with
superiors
responsible
for
by
a
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should
be
apolis for the filming of "Airport", keeps
the Pueblo was sent on its mis- ty of measures the Navy has sending aid and to give skippers
sion and what steps were taken taken, including increased pro- clear guidelines on what to re' ¦ ' "« " ¦
to protect it.
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tection for its intelligence ships, gard as harassment by hostile
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potent weapons, devices to ships or planes and how to
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House
Armed
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destroy
secret papers and react.
Services subcommittee hearings
Order Now for Early Spring Installation!
came as a Navy board of in- equipment and scuttling sys- A major point of criticism in
Congress and elsewhere has
quiry in Coronado, Calif,, tems.; : . . .
moved into its seventh and pos- Be said these devices, lacking been the lack of warplanes close
sibly last week of investigating on the Pueblo, can be set off enough to help the Pueblo.
the intelligence vessel's Jan. 23, more rapidly than any equip- The subcommittee's inquiry
1968 capture by North Korea.
ment previously available and into the code of conduct comes
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The committee also will look can be triggered by "very few about as a result of the Navy
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Ameriof compensation for Motorola In
By JOHN CUNNIFP
military personnel who are cap- Cmdr. Bucher told the Navy can prisoners the day after cap- "Look at your steps.. . everyone else does!"
the
East, said some unforeseen WASHINGTON W :,- . Post- tured by enemy forces.
NEW YORK (AP) — Last
court his ship had only axes and ture and without being tortured.
New Year's Day, Motorola Inc. savings and benefits could, be master General Winton M.
abandoned the use of timeclocks realized, in addition to the fully Blount says he subscribes withas a means of checking on hours anticipated improvement in moout reservation to Post Office
worked by production and rale.
Department programs of equal
maintenance employes.
The real surprise to the MotoThe timeclock, said President rola executives in charge of the employment opportunity.
Elmer Wavering, "is a hang- new system, however, was the Blount, the only Deep South
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tendance he gets a 53rd week's "It's snrprisliig," he taid, "to Among his suggestions were
^
realize
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that
that postal workers initiate Jobpay at Christmas; otherwise he
gets paid for any days left in the are thinking about eliminating training programs, speak up for
clocks or planning to do so. We fair housing, and help solve lobank.
Now, two months later, the didn't realize so many of them cal transportation and child
new method seems to be work- were planning to go this route." care problems.
ing out as well, if not better, Lest the clock people get un- At the same time, he proposed
than expected. Employes have duly concerned, let it be record- that postal officials re-examine
expressed approval. Tardiness ed that even Motorola cannot department requirements for
get along completely without skilled and unskilled jobs and
hasn't become a problem.
In fact, Jack Melton, director their services. Thirty-seven view complaints and grievances
clocks have been sold but 10 will as "opportunities for correction
be retained to regulate alarms and not as a burden."
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for shift changes and lunch
breaks. Workers no longer worker and sent to the payroll
punch in or out.
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INCOME TAX

Taxes have you on the ropest
A little fancy footwork will
bring you to the nearby office
of H & R BLOCK-The Income
Tax Champions! We'll give
your tax return a knockout
punch with our fast, accurate,
guaranteed service.
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The Notre Dame View
Of Campus Violence
While some university presidents choose
to negotiate with perpetrators of campus
violence, the president of Notre Dame University has no such intention. Here are excerpts from a letter the Rev. Theodore M.
Hesburg wrote recently to faculty members, students and their parents:
ANYONE OR any group that substitutes

force for rational persuasion — be it violent or nonviolent — will be given 15 minutes of meditation to cease and desist.
They will be told that they are , by their
actions, going counter to the overwhelming conviction of this community as to
what is proper here .If they do not within
that time period cease and desist, they will
be asked for their identity cards;
Those who produce these will be suspended from this community as not understanding what this community is. Those
who do not have or will not produce identity cards will be assumed not to be members of the community and will be charged with trespassing and disturbing the
peace on private property and treated accordingly by the law . . .
After notification of suspension, or trespass in the case of noncommunity members, if there is not then within five minutes a movement to cease and desist, students will be notified of expulsion from
this community, and the law will deal with
them as nonstudents . ..
There seems to be a current myth that
university members are not responsible to
the law, and that somehow the law is the
enemy — particularly those whom society
has constituted to uphold and enforce the
law. I would like to insist here that all of
us are responsible to the duly constituted
laws of this university community and to
all of the laws of the land . There is no
other guarantee of civilisation versus the
jungl e or mob rule, here or elsewhere.
If someone invades your home, do you
dialogue with him or call the law?
WITHOUT THE law, tha university is
a sitting duck for any small group from
outside or inside that wishes to destroy it,
to incapacitate it, to terrorize it at whim.
The argument goes — or has' gone: Invoke the law and you lose the university
community, My only response is that without the law you may well lose the university and, beyond that, the larger society
that supports it and that is most deeply
wounded when law is no longer respected,
bringing an end of everyone's most cherished rights.
I have studied at some length the new
politics of confrontation. The rhythm is
simple:
1. Find a cause — any causej silly or
not.
2. In the name of the cause, get a few
determined people to abuse the rights and
privileges of the community so as to force
a confrontation at any cost of boorishness
or incivility.
3..Once this has occurred —-justified or
not, orderly or not — yell, "Police brutality!" If it does not happen, provoke it by
foul language , physical abuse, whatever,
and then count on a larger measure of sympathy from the up-to-now apathetic or passive members of the community. Then call
for amnesty, the head of the president on
a platter, the complete /Submission to any
and all demands .
/
One beleaguered president has said that
these people want to be martyrs thrown to
toothless lions. He added , "Who wants to
dialogue when they are going for the jug ular vein?"
SO IT HAS gone, and it is generally

well orchestrated . Again, my only question: Must it be so? Must universities be
subjected , willy-nilly, to such intimidation
and victimization, whatever their good will
in the matter? Somewhere a stand must
be made.
I only ask that , when the stand is made
necessary by those who would destroy the
communit y and all its basic yearning for
great ""and calm educational opportunity,
let them carry the blame and the penalty.
No one wants the forces of law on this
or any other campus , but if some necessitate it , as a last and dismal alternative
to anarchy and mob tyranny, let them
should >r the blame instead of receiving the
sympathy of a"- community they would hold
at bay.
The only alternative I can imagine is
turning the majority of the community
loose on them , and then you have two
mobs. I know of no one who would opt for
this alternative — always lurking in the
wings.
Wc can have a thousan d resolution s as
to what kind ot a society we want , but
when lawlessness is afoot and all authority is flouted — faculty, administration and
student — then we invoke the normal societal forces of law, or we allow the university to dio beneath our hapless and
hopeless gaze .
I HAVE NO intention of presiding over

such a spectacle: Too many people have
given too much of themselves and their
lives to this university to let this happen
here. Without being melodramatic , if this
conviction makes this my last will and testament to Notre Dame, so be it .
May I now say in all sincerity that I
never want to sec any student expelled
from this community, because in many
ways this is always an educativo failure.
Even so, I must likewise be committed to
tho survival of tho university community
as ono of man 's best hopes In these troubled times . . .
We cannot allow a small minority to
impose their will on the majority who have
spoken regarding the university's style of

A WORD EDGEWISE

We Can t Give
What Latin
America Wants

By JOHN P. ROCHE
Every year at budget time the liberals in
the Senate and House hold a wake for the Alliance for Progress. "Whatever happened to
John Kennedy's great dream of an awakened
Latin America moving steadfastly toward political democracy and economic development?"
"Why are there more military dictatorships today than eight years ago?" "Why is antiAmericanism gaining ground?" The easy answer to these questions (and to virtually any
other question in the field of public policy ) is
"Vietnam." Doubtless American commitments
in Southeast Asia have deflected concern and
funds from Latin America, but the real problems with the Alliance are structural, not transitory, and do not respond to American rhetoric.
Cuba's ten years with Fidel Castro are an interesting example of tie extent to which structural imperatives dominate "revolutionary" regimes as well as anti-communist states. Castro set out with great fanfare to break Cuba
from the chains of "Yankee imperialism."
This required "instant industrialization" and a
repudiation of Cuba's agricultural economy,
notably its dependence on sugar. Over the
pa£t few years, however, this industrial goal
has been quietly pushed aside in favor of a
massive return to sugar. The reason was simple: It was cheaper to buy buses from Britain,
or farm equipment from East Germany, than
to produce them in local factories. In effect,
Castro altered the structure of Cuban society
by a "share the poverty" program, but he has
in no way altered his country's subjection to
the world market.
THIS POINT was highlighted about six
years ago when the governments of five coffee-producing nations went to the Organization
of American States with an interesting complaint. The United States, they argued, was
intervening in their domestic affairs by not
subsidizing the coffee market! Initially this has
a sort of humorous impact, but in plain fact,
the South Americans were right. Indeed, someone did a careful study of the impact of American refusal to help rig the wholesale price of
coffee and discovered that the decision virtually wiped out American aid to the nations
involved. That is, they lost as much from the
price drop as the United States was providing
in assistance. But the average American, understandably, preferred coffee at 80 cents a pound,
even if it did cause some dislocation in Colombia. .
To put it bluntly, what the nations of Latin
America want from us we can't give.

IN YEARS GONE BY
Ten Years Ago . . . 1959

Charles, P. Biesanz has returned from Atlanta, Ga., where he attended a four-day stone
convention. While there he visited the Georgia
Marble Co. quarries and stone finishing plant,
and learned of new products being manufactured of the crushed marble.
Lester W. Graner, acting postmaster four
years, has been nominated for Kellogg postmaster by President Eisenhower who has submitted the appointment for Senate approval.

Twenty-Five Ye ars Ago . . . 1944

Mr. and Mrs. A T. French received a radio cablegram from their daughter Barbara
notifying them of her safe arrival in Honolulu.
Miss French is in the employ of the government, her work being with the Army Air
Corps.
Mrs. Ward Lucas went to the Twin Cities
where she attended a meeting of the Minnesota War Services Association of which she is
a trustee.

Fifty Years Ago . . . 1919

Winona Council No, 69, United Commercial
Travelers of America, at a meeting elected
F. A. Sheehan senior counselor.
Members of the Do-ers Club , organized to
boost home products , lunched at the Arlington
Club and then visited plants where "home
grown eats " are made and took turns at sampling the Winona-made goods.

Spventy-Five Years Ago .. . 1894

The interior of the McNie & Co. store is undergoing a thorough renovation , being completely repainted and refurnished.
Members of the St, Paul Guild were entertained by Mrs. H. 0, Shepard.

One Hundred Years Ago . . . 1869

C. W. Thompson , who has been for a year
connected with the elevator office here, left for
New York City.

life; we cannot allow a few to substitute
force of any kind for persuasion to accept
their personal idea of what is right or prop,
er. V/e only insist on the rights of all, minority and majority; the climate of civility and rationalit y, and a preponderant
moral abhorrence of violence or inhuman
forms of persuasion that violate our style
of life and the natur e of the university.
•
Verily I say iinfo you , Inasmuch as ye have
done it unto one of the least of these my brethren, ye have done It unto me.—Matthew 25:40.
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WILLIAM S. WHITE \

Campuses Chosen
For Crackdown
WHITE

By WILLIAM S.
WASHINGTON —From the whole range of hoine issues,
President Nixon had chosen campus disorders for his first
truly major commitment to action in the domestic field.
The President's denunciation of student rioting, made in a
letter saluting the strong line taken by Father Theodore Hesbnrgh of Notre Dame University, was in fact the sipal for
a push involving in one way or another the Administration's
total resources. Tha long and short of it is that the government has selected the'frenzy of the campuses for a display
of a great deal more than mere moral disapprobation of
academic hoodlumlsm.
of
his
Not only has Mr^ Nixon assigned the top member
Administration^ Vice - President Spiro Agnew, to monitor
To Your Good Health the issue, in cooperation with
the nation's Governors, among
others. The entire Cabinet,
save for Secretary of State
William Rogers, has also been
brought into the picture.
BY NECESSITY, however,
the real buck stops at the desk
of Atty. Gen. John Mitchell.
Mitchell, though fully conscious of the essential constiBy G. C. THOSTESON, M.D. tutional limitations on the federal government's power to
Dear Dr. Thosteson: What
deal with local disorders, is
causes an almost constant
nevertheless far from weapondripping of the nose? — less here. He is first of all
W.P.
makings cooperative arrangeand
Sinus is only one cause of ments with the governors
give
to
them
local
officials
to
a constantly drippy nose, Or
wherever
let's put it this way: Such a indirect assistance
More
imporcan.
he
lawfully
sinus
nose may be related to
preparing
to extantly,
he
is
trouble aid it may not. Or it
may indicate a condition ercise one undoubted federal
which eventually will bring on authority that has never thus
far been invoked.
true sinus trouble.
This is a section of the
dripping
A continuously
1968
nose in most cases raises a Safe Streets Acts offederal
strong suspicion of allergy. which makes it a
to cross
Just as some people have this crime — a-felony —
trouble during the bay fever state lines for the purpose of
disseason, others can be allergic inciting to riot or public here
order. To make a case
to
something
that
is
constantTHE WASHINGTON MERRY-GO-ROUND
ly present, such as house is admittedly not easy, since
dust, the feathers in pillows, effective prosecution actually
animal danders, or countless requires the hardest job of
proof in all the criminal law,
other things.
Polyps or some deviation of that is, the marshaling of unthe nasal septum, or other fac- assailable evidence of what
tors interfering with normal amounts to a conspiracy.
drainage of the nose can also Still, the thing can be done,
and Mitchell is resolutely decause an exasperating drip.
Some chronic infection in termined to do it.
The Federal Bureau of Inthe nose also can be responsible, although usually there will vestigation has long since been
aware that while some stuDole, working with Hatfield be some other symptom in ad- dent
have been at odds.
By DREW PEARSON and
"demonstrations" a r e
dition.
preof
Oregon,
when
governor
NOTE: Agnew wanted WalJACK ANDERSON
strictly
home - grown, soma
The
sinuses
are
a
sort
of
Washington, the capital's pared such careful regulations
fomented by leapWASHINGTON-Vice Presi- ter
for offshore drilling that ihe network of "caverns" in the others are
Negro
mayor,
as
his
special
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'30 23
park, a shelter across from Ga- water, is searching the river Richard Jereczek, assessor,
! council approval so the appara- Omaha , cloudy .
Burial will be in
Hubert Jereczek, clerk ,
tus can be installed in time for Philadelphia , cloudy 44 29 ' .. ' officiating.
brych Park, was built.
today. He's using a camera and
1 use with' the first hew plating Phoenix, clear .\... 71 .44 .. Greenwood Cemetery here.
ahd
Eugene
Galewski, constaFor
70
years
the
name
Sieever-changing
to scan the
machine scheduled to arrive in Pittsburgh , clear .. 46 19 '¦... Pallbearers will be Michael
brecht has been synonymous sandy bottom. The current ble, drew new opposition at the
m In the Rollingstone Area
May at the company 's new l Ptlnd, Me., clear ... 34 30 M and Douglas Hunter, Roland
with the floral industry in Wi- runs 8 to 10 miles an hour . caucus Saturday night.
Call Rog or Tom
Gaskill Jr., Thomas and Gary
Ptlnd, Ore., cloudy . 53 33
j' plant.
Other nominated : Eugene Za- I
nona. Greenhouses have been
Lorimor
and
William
Sackett.
loose
Rapid
City,
broken
THE
ICE
HAS
clear ... 22 7 ..
!
Mayor Norman E. Indall and
binski, incumbent , and David
operated in several locations.
Friends may call at the fu; City Manager Carroll J. Fry Richmond; cloudy .. 47 28
In 1898 Charles W. Siebrecht from the east bank of the riv- Wicka for chairman; William
I . told the council Peerless is to St. Louis, clear .... 45 26 .. neral home after 7 tonight .
Sr. built at Howard and Wash- er—from the point where Mi- Jereczek , incumbent , and Mrs.
streets. From there the chael presumably fell in Sat- Marcel Thomas, treasurer;
ington
i be commended for being a good Salt Lk. City, cloudy 46 30 ..
Peggy Sue Lisowski
! citizen of the community arid San Diego, cloudy .. 59 43 .. ARCADIA,
business
was moved to Wabasha urday about 11 a.m. easterly David Hoesley, incumbent, and
Wis. (Special) ; for voluntarily arranging to San Fran., clear ... 54 48 .,
and
Zumbro
s t r e e t s . Then toward the Highway 61 bridge Frank Kramer , first supervisor ,
45 40 .. A Mass of the Angels for Pegtreat its discharges to such a Seattle, cloudy
Charles
Siebrecht
Jr., after the —but alon g the westerly shore and Frank Peplinskl Jr., in. high degree.
Tampa , clear . ..... 65 50 .24 gy Sue Lisowski will be Said
death
of
his
father
in 1913, built the ice still covers the stream. cumbent , and Paul Wagner ,
Wednesday at 10 a.m. at St .
Charles W. Siebrecht
a larger greenhouse at 626-630 The Wabashc County sheriff's second supervis6r.
Stanislaus Church by the Rev.
department is working there
E. Sanborn St.
Roman J. Papiernik. Burial will
To Supp lement State License
Siebrecht's florist shop once again today, with other offiAmong the most primitive of
be in St. Stanislaus Cemetery.
was in part of the building at cials and volunteers. They are fish are the sharks, which h ave 1 U £ M Plumbing 1
Friends may call at Killian
Bl CM IV| & Heating 1
6d W. 3rd St., present location cutting 4-by-4-foot holes in the slits instead of movable gill cov- i
Funeral Home after 4 p.m. toH
Phbna 4SP-2337 - II no mtwtr
B
skin
diver.
They
the
ice
for
of
Jordan
Dress
Shop.
A
lar's
erings
,
cartilage
skeletons
rathday.
probing.
ger and more complete store are dragging and
er than bone and a tough skin
¦
was opened in 1918 at 58 W. 3rd
dotted with tiny denticles.
Ben Ryan
St., in the building now occuARCADIA , Wis . (Special) Funeral services for Ben Ryan Final passage was voted Mon- pied by Shumski's Floor Cover- Independence
A motion to introduce an or- Councilman Barry Nelson will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. at day night by the City . Council ing, In 1922 the present greendinance replacing the city 's cur- hailed introduction of the new the American Lutheran Church fdr an ordinance calling for re- house on old Highway 61, near Cubs Entertain
rently antiquated foe' establish- ordinance. "The day this ordi- here. The Rev. O. G. Birkeland, zoning of land lying just West Homer Road , opposite St.
ment regulations was adopted nance passes will be a great day retired pastor at Whitehall , will of Miracle Mall Shopping Cen- Mary 's Cemetery, was built. INDEPENDENCE , Wis. (Spewith acclaim by the City Coun- because it means the -end ol officiate. Burial will be in the ter, owned by John Seclham- That- same year the business cial) — Cubs and Boy Scouts
was incorporated under the of Pack and Troop 308, Indecompulsory X-rays at city ex- Glencoe Cemetery.
cil Monday night ,
mer , 258 W. Wabasha St.
One of the principal changes pense for these food handlers," Friends may call at the Kil- The land was changed from name of Siebrecht Floral Com- pendence, entertained their parents, brothers and sisters at a
is establishment of a license he said.
lian Funeral Home after 4 p.m. R-l (1-family residential) to R-3 pany.
blue and gold banquet at the
system for local food outlets
(multiple
family
residential)
today.
A
devotional
service will
THE DOWNTOWN store at fif> parochial school dining room
and vendors of all kinds. Each THE UNRESTRICTED X-ray be conducted at 8 tonight .
classification in which special W. 3rd St. was occupied in 1923,
establishment would be licensed program has been criticized
uses are permitted. These uses and in September 19(56 it was Sunday night.
'Z
™*
both
potentially
injurious
as
to
• TAXIUI
Edward F. Kullg, grand
and the owner subject to posREPAIRS
are restricted ^_ ,
moved
into
a
new
store
and
the
local
Knights
of
knight
of
sible suspension if provisions of public health and as a losing Birders to
to profession- i ^,,
' conservatory adjacent to the
/ BHA90NAL.
Hear
Columbus , sponsoring organizatA CAR
the ordinance are found to have proposition for the city. While
al and comCity
the
food
handler
license
$1
fee
Homer
Road
greenhouses
where
master
of
ceremonies.
tion
,
was
been- violated by the city health
I
PAYMENT©
mercial office
was to cover costs of issuance , Photograp her of
the residence also is located. Sam Ilngerman , director of
officer.
b
u
l
l
dings
.
fV.,.,,-:!
the cost of X-rays, alone has
if MEDICAL
1
Survivors are : His wife, the Camp Decorah, led in group
S e e 1 h a m- . lOUnClI
'
AT PRESENT the city does been computed at ' about $1.1/6 Marshland Fowl
V APPLIANCE* >
BILL©
former
Josephine
Schneider
,
on
the
relaand
spoke
singing
ner
also
I
not. license food establishments. each in a recerit report submitand
a
nephew
James
Sichrecht
,
scouting.
,
parents
to
of
tionship
It does, however, hnvc a com- ted by, tho city health depart, An area businessman with an would be able to erect apart- fnlm Bench, Flo. A daughter Also present were Mike Trusplicated system of licensing In- ment nt tho direction of City avocation in depth will provide ment buildings in the R-!i area. and three brothers have died. soni , new executive of the Dethe progra m at tho Mdnesday Also- voted final passage was Funeral services will be at 2
dividual food handlers , with Manager Carroll J. Fry.
corah district , and David Lucas,
Take command with a Payment Ease
each such individual required to Fry said he would have cop- meeting of the HtavVatha Val-' an ordinance redefining special p.m. Thursday at Fawccti Fu- scoulmnster , art teacher at Inassessment procedures for tho
pay a $1 fee for a 2-y«nr li- ies of the new ordinance distrib- ley Bird Club of Winona.
neral Home, Dr. Edward S.
High School .
cense. The license is issued upon uted to. all affected establish- He is Richard H. Bchrens, city. It changes the statute un- Martin , Centra l United Metho- dependence
cubmnsler , preDonald
Klo&s,
the basis Of proof that tho indi- ments in order' to ''familiarize dealer in automobile parts and der which assessments are made dist Church Officiating. Burial sented the awards.
Also helping
to
MS
429.011.
It
was
introducvidual is free of tuberculosis operators wilh its provisions. supplies whose spare time is
will
lie
in
Woodlawn
Cemetery.
with
tho
event
were
Ernest Soed
Feb.
17.
symptoms, More than 1,000 Councilman Earl Laufcnburg- spent in filming birds and othAnother ordinance Retting fi- Friends may call nt the fu- botta , Eldon Brnndenhcrg, Ray
such licenses arc issued each er asked whether the new or- er wild life particularly around
year to individuals who show dinance would compel establish' his home baso in Red Wihg, nal approval was that calling neral home Wednesday (rom 4 Pictrck and tho den mothers ,
Pay all your bills with one loan. Hdva just one
for snow removal on all city to 9 p.m. A Masonic service Mrs. Eldon Brandenbur g Anti
negative Manloux tost reactions ments to use city water. This Minn. His.latest , "Birds
of tho sidewalks. It provides- that prop. will he conducted at It.
Mrs. Ernest Sobotta.
L.
or negative X-ray readings.
sensible monthl y payment at one place. Coll us and
is not required , Fry replied , but
, " will be the fea- city owners or occupants . can
City restaurants already are water sources , must be period- Marshlands
we 'll tell you how much we can reduce your monthl y
licensed by the .state department ically tested under state laws ture of the local bird club be held responsible tor such
in the Lecture Hall , cleaning. If snow Is not cleanof health nt fees hosed on the and rcgulntioas. The city also meeting
payments.
Guaranteed SALE
number qf employes. Average will conduct tests, he indicated, ground floor of the Roger Bacon ed off a sidewalk, the City can
Center,
College
of
Saint
Teredo it and bill the appropriate inol Annual Town Meeting
annual cost of such n license is
about $7. Fees for city licenses THE HEALTH officer is re- sa. The meeting will becin at dividual who must pay withHOMER, MINN.
would have to be established by quired by the new ordinance to 7:30 p.m . and will be followed in 30 days. If payment is not
conduct inspections pf all such by coffee and refreshments. mnile, the charge becomes a
tho council.
TOW N HALL
The finger Bacon Center Is lien against the property;
Some council critics h a v e establishments at least once n
¦
charged in the past that preoc- year or as many additional on West Broadway between ViTUES., MARCH I!
cupation with enforcement of times as deemed necessary in la and Gould streets nnd the
Eighty-five per cent of the naihe food handlers ordinance individual cases. Provisions are Brondwn" entrahce will be tion 's municipalities of 50,000
Beginning at 1:00 p.m.
MINNEB dTA LOAN & THRIFT
Was so intense that little time made for notifying operators of open. The public of all ages population or more had housing
Gertrude Rflmtdon,
was left to devote to overseeing violations and for :ettlng times is invited to attend.
codes in 1967, the National Comm Walnut Street
Winona
•
Town Clerk, Homer, Minn.
major sanitation requirem ents within which corrections must
No field trip will be held this mission on 'Urban Problems re
FOR PHONE LOAN SERVICE DIAL 8-2976
in food establishments.
be made.
month,
ports.
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OBSERVES S4 YEARS
SPRING GROVE, Mhw. (Special) — Mrs. Nellie Weftmager,
formerly of Spring Grove, is
celebrating Iier 94th birthday
today at her home at Phoenix,
Ariz. She is in a wheelchair but
. Mrs. Joseph Kryzer. reported is in fairly good health. Mrs.
on the state auxiliary meeting Oscar A. Morken, Spring Grove,
heW Feb. 25 in St. Louis Park is her daughter.
when .the Winona Police and
HOSPITAL AUXILIARY
Peace Officers Auxiliary met
SPRING GROVE, Minn. (SpeMonday in the patrolmen's room cial) — The Hospital Auxiliary
of the police department.
will meet in the ¦'. new meeting
Mrs. Arnold Waldow was, elect- room at Tweeten Memorial
ed treasurer of the newly organ- Hospital Monday with the
Mmes. Clarence Moore, Minnie
ized group. Mrs. William Fraut- Ellingson and Clarence Jetson
ner was named chairman of the as hostesses.
refreshment committee and
Mrs. John Scherer and Mrs. VISION, HEARING SURVEY
Paul Michalowski will serve on An organizational meeting ior
the pre-scbool medical survey
the sick committee.
Posters have been put up to for vision and bearing was:held
attract entrants to the Minneso- Monday at Jefferson Elementa Police and Peace Officers tary School. Representatives
Auxiliary 23rd ¦ annual high from the area council PTA
member schools 'met with Mrs.
school essay contest.
Chief of Police James McCabe Donald Hittner . to form comwill be the guest , speaker at the mittees. Screening < is scheduled for April 21 through May
next meeting.

Peace Officers
Auxiliary, Hears
State Report
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Who 'll Celebrate
Golden- Wedd ing?

Of the many young couples
who will be getting married
this year in Winona County,
what proportion of them will
live to celebrate their golden
wedding anniversary?
The answer, based upon recent
national studies , is — more
than a third of them. The. assumption that goes with it , of
course, is that no divorce or annulment intervenes along the
way. In that event , all bets are
off.
THE LIKELIHOOD that both
husband and wife will survive
to mark that 50-year milestone
is more than twice as favorable

Job's Daughters
Initiates Five
Five new members were initiated into the International Order of Job's Daughters, Bethel
8,# Monday evening at the Masonic Temple.
Honored queen Cathey Koontz
announced that a mother and
daughter bus trip will be held
March 15. Reservations should
be made by Friday with Mrs.
Harry S. Johnson Jr., Bethel
guardian.
Go to Church Sunday will be
observed Sunday at Hope United Church of Christ , Cochrane,
Wis. with Miss Koontz hosting
a brunch at her home following
the services. Transportation will
be arranged for members attending.
ARTICLES PUBLISHED
TAYLOR , Wis. (Special ) Mrs. Robert K. Olson, rural
Taylor, had an article published in the . February issue of
the Scope magazine. She also
has written a poem that will be
appearing (iri; McCall's magazine this summer.

as it was for their grandparents ,
when they got married.
The improvement in the prospects for a longer life span Is
the r e s u 11 of spectacular
achievements in the fields of
health , biology and medicine
during the last few decades.
Just what the chances are of
a person's reaching the various
landmark stages in life are detailed in the latest studies made
by insurance statisticians and
others. :
For the avera ge Winona
County couple just getting married , where the bridegroom is 22
and the bride 19 _ there are
some 320 young men and' 380
young women locally at those
ages at present) ¦— the odds are
about 7 out of 10 that both of
them will be around in the year
201O to mark the bride 's 60th
birthday.
FOR THEIR grandparents ,
the odds were only 5 out of 10
that they would reach that point.
The prospects of living to the
retirement age of 65 are also
greater than ever , the figures
show.
Of the 400 young men in the
local area who are no ' 18 and
are going to . work or into the
armed forces or to college, the
indications are that some 280 of
them will reach 65.
At that point, their chances of
living an additional 10 years are
listed as better than 6 out of 10.
Of particular importance to a
man are the first 30 years or
so of his married life, when
there are likely to be dependent
children in the family. It is a
period of maximum economic
responsibility.
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Footwear Joins
Unisex Parade
By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK m — Footwear
manufacturers have finally gotten around to joining the
unisex fashion parade with an
array of matched, "he or she"
shoes.
THE SHOES are not identical ,
of course — not yet at least —
but they are cut in similar
styles with look-alike trims.
Leather Industries of America reports several clear trends,
including the demand for metal buckles, chains,' ! studs and
bands on shoes of all kinds.
Heels are low for men; low
to chunky
mid-height for wom¦¦
en. . ' . . -: .
Materials include polished
smooth and glazed leathers,
suede, grained leathers and embossed or antiqued hides.
They're available in a wide
range of colors.

1QO0 View Glockoram a y
Div is ion Win ne rs Na me.d ll^v

More than 1,000 persons viewed more than 150 timepieces at
the clockorama held at the
Historical S o c i e t y . Museum.
The' event - was sponsored by
the Winona County . Historical
Society and entries were displayed by area enthusiasts.
: Mrs. Rolland H. 'Wilson, Lamoille, was, named winner for
her :m»st- unusual clock which
was band carved' from a solid

UCT Auxiliary
Elects Officers
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Mrs. Harold Briesath was
elected senior counselor of Winona Auxiliary 388 of the United Commercial Travelers at a
meeting of the auxiliary Saturday at the Odd Fellows hall.
She succeeds Mrs. Robert Webber.
<£)ther officers elected: Mmes.
Hale Stow, junior counselor ;
Webber, past senior counselor;
Marvin Meier, secretary-treasurer ; Donald Stedman, conductress;- Goodwin Erickson, page;
Morris BergsUrd, sentinel; Donald Wood, chaplain; Norman
Larson, faith, and G, Vernon
Smeiser, hope. Named to the
executive 'committee were the
Mmes. Milton Knutson, Peter
Kustelski and Stanley Morcomb.
Mrs. Stedman will also serve
as organist. Officers will be installed at the April meeting in
a joint installation with the
men's UCT council.
Mrs. • Briesath was elected
delegate to the grand council
auxiliary session June 12-14 in
IS Mankato.
The auxiliary will conduct a
bake sale March 15 beginning al
jl 10 a.m. at the Miracle Mall.
Proceeds of the sale are used
to assist the children retardation program , cancer and Girl
Scouts.
In charge of the social hour
which followed the meeting
were Mrs . Knutson and Mrs.
Kustelski.
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HOIMEIYIAKERS MEETING
WABASHA, Minn . (Special)
— The Wabasha-Nelson Homemakers were entertained by
Walter Lilleman, Spanish teacher at Wabasha High School,
who showed and narrated
slides on the two years he
spent teaching in Buenos Aires,
ArRentina . The Homemakers
will hold an open meeting
March 27 for interested persona
from Wabasha and ' Buffalo
counties. A demonstration on
Ihe uses of discarded plastic
bottles will be held. The meeting is to be hefd at Nelson
Community Building.

Daisy Chains
Red, White and blue links
Gold and silver links
Gem-set medallion chains

|
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i
|

- - - these and many more
f rom our "rei gn of the
chain" collection.

|
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block of wood. L. A. Rail, Galesville, displayed the most historical clock which was a replica of a 1492 wooden Columbus
clock. •' .
Other winners included Ed
ward Klinkj Arcadia, Wis.,
owner of a whale oil globe
which dates back to 1689. He
won in the oldest clock division
A hand-carved grandfather^
clock made in 1862 took the
prize for the most artistic
piece. It is now owned by John
de Groot , 606 W. 5th St., and
was made by his father.
Mrs. Ward Lucas, Holler
Hill, won in the category of the
smallest timepiece. It was a
miniature castle with a tiny
clock in the tower.
A chocolate cake with choco
late frosting detailed with gold
filigree hands, face and trim
mings took the prize for the
most modernistic dock. It was
displayed by Sister M. Ralph ,
College of Saint Teresa.
Judges for the coj itest were
Leo Larige, Winona general
chairman of the .Clockorama
committee, Sister^. M. David,
CST, r.nd Frank Whetstone, Winona.
Mrs. Hubert Bambenek and
Harlan Holden were in charge
of the art work for all posters
and displays.
Illustrated brochures on the
"History of Time" were distributed to visitors and are
available at the museum,
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WELCOME WAGON
LAKE CITY , Minn. (Special)
— Miss Ellen Sloane was the
guest speaker when ' the Welcome Wagon Club met a'f the
home of Mrs. Harvey Gerken .
Miss Sloane spoke o[ her experiences last summer as an AFS
exchange student in Austria
and also showed slides. Mrs ,
Barrel Spores was co-hostess.
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Wool in smart petti point pattern nnd favorite
classic lines , . . with -generous helping of
braid. Your coat for Spring!
•
Wisses' Sizes

p A put-on-nnd-go - coat of 100% wool In textured
fabric. Simple tailoring with curve of sleeve
|
|
I seaming, curved pockets nndTioflly rolled collar.
MEDICAl SECRETARIAL SCHOOL ^
Misses' Sizes
Y |
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© Classes Beg in March 24 ®
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A style that bridges the generation gap. 100%
|
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Advanced Clastei in
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Designed for easy-to-wear elegance. Souffle
fabric of 85% wool nnd 15% nylon in delicate
shadow check design. Comfortable dolman
sleeves, slash pockets . . . and an abundanco
of braid trim.
Misses' Sizes

\ March 24, 1969
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KELLOGG, Minn. (( SpeciaDThe St. Agnes Parish council
voted to sponsor a Korean child
again this year when the group
met Feb. 27 at the church .
Persons interested in the project should contact Mrs. Ervin
Irish ,
Members were asked to leave
old greeting cards for the Indian missions at the church.
Mrs , Arthur Hager spoke on
the family affairs commission.
Lunch was served by Miss Loretta McDonough and her committee.
Unit seven will clean the
church this month and unit one
will visit the sick and shut-ins.
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Area Church Women
To Sponsor Korean '

1

$7.50 - J k l
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ummatntzsmV DRIVE BEGINS . . .
Volunteer workers for the Winona Community Concert Association met Monday at the
home of Mrs. Irving Gepner, 1302 -Parkview,
to receive their- kits and begin the niembership drive. In the picture, Mrs . Gepner pours

. . . The very link of fashion!
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Ifeung
cartliieves
need your
help.

DOHTGIVEtT
GARDEN CLUB
J0 H >s
WORLD PRAYER DAY
TO
THEM.
WABASHA, Minn. ( SpeciaDf
f
f
l
&
m
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TREMPEALEAU, Wis. — A
At the February meeting of the special program for the comLOCKYOURCflti
Garden Club, Mrs. Frank O'- munity's observance • of the mAJBiiTAKEYOTO
KOSJ
Flaherty showed slides on her World Day of Prayer will be
^
trip to Africa. The meeting was held at Mount Calvary • Lutherheld at the home of Mrs. Ben an Church Friday at 2 p.m.
Koopman with Mrs. Donald
Roemer as co-hostess. Next Because , sliced CanadianPrf Jps^. Ai^jjr
coffee for two workers, Mrs. Vernon Kallen- meeting will be held at the An- type bacon is very lean, overV |j
advartltlng
tontrlbutedfor
'
born , left, and Miss Elsie Naylor . Arrange- derson Hotel March 27. The cooking will make it dry. Add
*,«
Hie public gotxJ
of flower arrangements is a little butter to the pan and
*
ments are being made for four concerts dur- art
the program. Mrs. Evelyn Stock: heat the Canadian bacon until
ing the 1969-70 season and memberships must , ton will host the 'meeting.
it is just hot.
be obtained before the drive closes March 14.
<
« -TV'" \„ / ^y -Jt^ssm^&zf i
)
WMZ
A
"i/A^r^>»*»ts^»sw^R»i;«^«i
(Daily News photo) ;.

FOR THE 320 men in Winona
County who have arrived at
age 22 and are at the marrying
stage, the statistics show that
no less than 89 percent of them
will be on hand to witness the
marriage of their youngest children. This occurs, on the aver- SANDALS ARE popular with
age, when the father is about both sexes. Most of them feature small cutouts near the
53 vears old.
back of the foot, seldom in front
BETHANY WOMEN
or at the toe.
BETHANY, Minn. (SpeciaD- Another favorite is the . highThe Bethany Moravian ladies tongued slip-on, often decorated
aid will meet Wednesday at with brass or silver hardware,
1:30 p.m. at the home of the monk straps, spectator-style
Misses Alma and Ellen Wollin. trim or leather fringe.
Devotions and Bible study will
be presented . The church wom- CIRCLE M MEETING
en will also participate in the Circle M of St. Martin 's Luthworld day of prayer service eran Church will meet WednesFriday at 2 p.m . at the Lewis- day at 7:30 p.m. at the home
^1^, ton Presbyterian - Church . Reg- of Mrs. Ronald Ramin , 362 E,
istration will be at 1:30 p.m. 5th St.
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St . Mary 's Girl Scout Cadette ^
Troop 265 wiir sponsor a fash'
ion show Thursday at 8 p.m.
in the grade school gym.
Styles will be modeled as will
garments that the troop has
made as projects. Stuffed animals, made by the troop, will
be on' display.
Coffee and dessert will be
served. , The public is invited '
to attend .
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Gilford Insurance
Federal
Income
Tax
I
J Coverage Rises;
I Questions and Answers 1

WGA to Open
Season With
¦Sty le Show

Committee to
Claims $37,406
Begin Probe
With Review

i

¦'' The executive board of the
Winona Country Club Women's
'Golf Association met Monday
-morning at the home of Mrs.
;Roger Schneider to formulate
• plans for the coming golf season.
? A style show May 6 at the
'country club will open this
year's activities. c Mrs. R. J,
Harkenrider is in charge of arrangements. The first general
membership meeting will be
held May 13 followed by golf
and bridge.
Officers for the year includa
the Mmes. Schneider, president ; T. Charles Green, vice
president; John Pendleton, secretary, »and Miss Marjorie
Woodworth, treasurer.
Mrs. Bruce McNally was appointed chairman of the tournament committee with Mrs. Ruth
Lucas as co-chairman. Other
committee chairmen appointed
were the Mmes. Ralph Petz,
handicaps; W. S. L. Christen
sen , rules and chairman of the
•MWGA committee; Douglas
flobinsoti, prizes, and C. W. Biesanz,' publicity.
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(EDITOR'S NOTE: This Can I claim him as a dependcolumn 0/ questions most ent even though he did not live LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special)
frequentl y asked by toipoy- with me?
—Two directors were re-elected
er« on federal income tax
A—Generally, you can if you to the Gilford Mutual Fire Inmatters with authoritative
answers is provided by the provided more than one-half of surance Co. at the annual meetoffice 0} the district director the child's support , and the ing Saturday : Arthur Damof internal revenue, St. other dependency tests are met.
MADISON, Wis. iff)- ' A legismann and Roy Heise.
Paul.)
The dependency requirements The financial report showed lative committee set up to in^Q—Were there any changes are explained in the tax instruc- that 839 policies in force Dec. vestigate campus disturbances
has decided to begin work with
in the tax law last year 1 tions.
31,1968, totaled $20 ,044,068, a a review of a 1967 University
Q—I
collected
state
unemployshould know about when I file ment benefits last year. Do I decrease from the 843 on the of Wisconsin clash in which
my lflffe return? ....
70 demonstrators and
declare them as income?
same date in 1967 which to- about
policemen were injured .
A—Adoption of a surtax in A—No, state unemployment taled $19,362,388.
1968 was the major change. benefits are not taxable and do Receipts for the year totaled The joint committee, under
the chairmanship of State Sen.
This surtax will increase the not have to be reported.
Of this amount , $44,- Milo Knutsen , R-La Crosse, met
amount of income tax most in- Q—Do I have to report my $55,298.
for the first time Monday.
dividuals will pay for 1968 by company pension as income? 178 was received in premiums, Members decided to submit
the
company
paid
A—If
the less $189 in premium refunds. recommendations today
IVz percent. A line has been
on
added to the tax form to help entire cost of the pension, ihe A total of $10,560 was received what topics to consider , t
amounts
you
received
-usually
taxpayers make this calculafor re-insurance and $748 in
THE INITIAL meeting attion and it is explained in tho will be fully taxable. If you paid
GOLP SEASON PREPARATIONS . . . held May 6 were made. The first general instructions that come with the part of the cost, only a portion interest on savings.
tracted five of the committee's
of your pension benefits will be Losses paid totaled $37,406. nine members, barely enough
Plans are now under way for the upcoming membership meeting is set for May 13. Mak- tax form. •
taxed.
A total of $7,688 was paid for for a quorum .
Schneider,
the
Mmes.
plans
are from left,
Q—If I send In my return
season at the Winona Country Club. The ing
If you will recover the total losses by lighting; $29,451 by Knutson and Sen. Gordon
executive board of the Women's Golf Associa- C. W. Biesahz, John Pendleton and Miss Mar- now, how long will it take to amoun
Roseleip, R-DarBngton , caut of your contributions fire , and $267 by vandalism.
get my refund?
tion met Monday at the home of Mrs. Roger jorie Woodworth. (Daily News photo)
within three years after you re- Operating expenses totaled tioned their fellow members
A—Refund
claims
filed
now
Schneider and plans for a style show to be
on the basis of previous
can be processed and- the check ceive the first payment, your $56,265. These included $3,465 that,
campus
there may be
pension
will
not
be
taxed
until
paid in commissions; $372 to difficulty studies,
in 5-6 weeks. Returns
in getting students to
Nicaraguan student will read issued
filed in April take longer to you have recovered your cost. agents for adjusting losses; le- testify before
the committee.
the poem, "Caupolican."
process, because of the high voir If you will not recover the gal fees, $496; fire department "Last time," Knutson said,
amount
of
your
contributions
service, $678; veterinary fees, "each question would mean a
A group of Hawaiian songs ume of returns received at that within the three
years, a por- $80, etc.
will be presented by Brother time.
fi ve-minute conference^ with an
tion of the pension will be taxre-elected : Nor- attorney. " And of several perJohn Anguay, Brother Ronald An error oh the return, such able each year.' Additional in- Officers were
as a mistake in figuring the
bert Marx, Wabasha , president ; sons asked to testify before
Bumanglag, Brother Wilfred new tax surcharge or a missing formation is contained in the in- Arthur Dammanh, vice presi- predecessor
committees, "some
Morales and Brother Jerrold social security number or signa- structions for Schedule B of dent; Lawrence Miller, secre- of them never showed up at
1040.
tary ; Harry Dohrn , treasurer, all," he said .
Perreira. Miss Maureen Carr ture, wiU cause delays. If your Form
tricia Leon will emcee. Hong "Jeux d'enfants" will be pre- will dance "Tahuefue."
refund is delayed, wait at least Q—I've just turned 65. Will and Ralph Breuer, director , all "They 're afraid for 'their
make any difference as far of Lake City; Roy Heise, Zum- lives," Roseleip said "There
Kong will then be introduced. sented by the members of the Thailand's contribution will be 10 weeks from the time you fil- this
.
as taxes go?
ed
before
writing
IRS
about
it.
bro Falls, and Donald Som- have been beatings in the
A colorful Chinese dance, "Fong French Club and Miss Marline the dance, "Thai Dance," by
A—Yes
, there are various benQ—I support my grandson.
Platteviflo area."
efits the law provides for tax- mers , Theilman , directors.
Min Fah," will be executed Winsback, native assistant in Thira KLayamon and ReaRoseleip urged the committee
payers 65 years of age and
Gemma Chang, Betty Chen, Re- the French department will sing son Thitacharud , and two couto seek the help of federal inover. Taxpayers 65 and over
vestigators to track down what
becca Ching, Kwan Ling Lock, a French song accompanied by
Esperanza Fiol and Pedro
are allowed an extra exemption Easter Seal Drive he called communist influence
Anna Mak and, Elizabeth Tsai. Miss Elizabeth Coquaz, also ples,
because of age. If you are preson campus.
Two Chinese songs will be sung, an assistant in the College of Lanas and Patricia Lord and
ently employed and have taxes Leaders Named in "We've got to know about
"Song of a Coachman," and "I Saint Teresa Modern Language Ivan Rios will execute the
withheld from your wages, you
communism," he said.
live by the Yangtze," by Hardy Department.
Puerto Rican dance, "Pachan- ¦ ¦ ¦ ¦
may want to file a new with- Trempea leau Co.
•
Final selections of Part I will ga."
. A
Chan.
holding statement . Form W-4 WHITEHALL , Wis. (Special) THE COMMITTEE agreed to
Mexico will be introduced include folk songs of the Unit- A group of Latin American HOUSTON, Minn. - Voters of with
your employer to claim — Mrs. John Taylor, Whitehall, pick up where a 1967 study of
with the colorful Mexican hat ed States, "Jinny Clay" and songs will be presented by a Sheldon, Mound Prairie and the extra
disorder left off.
for age, to chairman of the Trempealeau campus
dance, "Jarabe Tapatio," by "Pack Up Your Sorrows," by male trio, Augusto Anderson, Yucatan townships will decide reduce theexemption
Knutson
said he would conamount your employ. County Easter Seal Society, has tact senators
Patricia Lord and Patricia Le- Mark Allen and Tom Underdahl. Pedro Lanas, and Ivan Rios and at their annual elections March er withholds.
who were on a
11 whether the town boards
named the following local chair- committee that studied a UW
on.
and
Patricia
Flavia
Cardenas
men for the annual campaign anti-war demonstration series
The mood piece, "Tea Cere- FIRST NUMBERS after the Leon will portray the colorful should be authorized to provide
against job recruitment by Dow
this month :
mony" with its Japanese cul- intermission will be presented Colombian dance, "Galeron fire protection and to levy an Trempealeau ARC
Mines. Richard Glowcheski, Chemical Corp., manufacturer
ture and ritual, will be portray- by the Saint Teresa Slavic Club Hanero." The evening will annual tax for this purpose not
ed, by Michiko Suto and Hsiu and the college ballet departwith a song by the Inter- exceeding five mills in any one To Meet" Monday at Arcadia; Donald S t a n f o r d , of napalm.
ment. Songs "Kolokolehik" (The close
year.
Blair ; Cedric Suttie, Caledonia;
Chen Yeh.
group,
national
Galesville School
(The
Lambert Tulius, Dodge ; Gordon 83RD INFANTRY
Uganda will be represented Little Bell) and "Kalinka,"sung,
PRODUCTION STAFF memGALESVILLE, Wis. (Special) Semingson, Eleva ; E. O. Run- Former members of the 83rd
by a native African dance, Snowball Tree) will be
— The Trempealeau County As- nestrand , Ettrick ; Roy Lyga, Infantry Division the Thunder•'Ohufuluba," by Ruth Wasibi. The Russian dance from "Swan bers aire chairman, Patricia Le- Marine Recruiting
Lake" and a Russian Folk on; technical adviser and diIndependence; Howard Frem- bolt division of World War II,
S. Sgt. Robert G. Smith, Ro- sociation for Retarded Children, stad,
THE SPANISH Club will pre- Dance will be presented.
Osseo; Thurman Frem- are planning a reunion for Derector, James Tiplady of the chester, Marine Corps recruitwhich has five specific aims,
sent three songs, "Lo , Mucho SopYong Lee and Paulina Yu Saint Teresa theatre arts de- er, will be at the veterans serv- will meet Monday at 8 p.m. at stad, Pigeon Falls; David Hul- troit, Mich., in August, accordque te Quiero," "Malagiiena," will dance the Korean dance, partment ; program design, ice center, on the second floor the elementary school in Gales- berg and David Bjorklund , ing to Larry Redmond, 132
and "Los Das
tail Felices,1' with "Kayakoom ," and the College
Strum; Thomas Hovell, Trem- Rockwood Dr., Havertown , Pa.
¦'Joyce Meyer; A folk German -Club will: present a Hsiu Chen yeh and program or- of the . Winona County court ville.
guitarist, . ¦
ganization, Rebecca Ching. house on Thursday from 3 to The aims : Creating summer pealeau ; Stanley Skroch', Burndance ;of Norway, VGammel dance-skitj "Ein deutscher Members of the stage crew are 4:30 p.m. The recruiter said programs , camping, social ad- side; Alice Youle, Galesville,
Reinlebderi'1 will be danced by Tanz.',;
Mary Christenson, Barbara the Marine Corps has Z-, 3- ju stment, parent counseling, and John Taylor and Miss Alice
GcnnariApj siand and Inger Kris- Blanche, and Mary ; Bennett, Goetting, Katbryn Meisl, Patric- and 4-year enlistments: avail- and scholarships for teachers. Speerstra, Whitehall.
ftrfeC ^Sgay^ Vietnam's dance. sfct^^lrbni > the Philippines, ia Stamen and Barbara Tauber. able along with the four-year This association , organized in
VHaM ptiiic ttsa Xuan," will will \ peporin tie colorful and Sister M, Ricarda Raab is for- aviation guarantee program. 1960, and the Youth ARC, or- TAYLOR PIANIST
be illustrated by Chau NguyenJ intticate]dance, "La Jota Mon- eign student adviser at Saint All of these enlistments can be ganized in December , both are TAYLOR, Wis. (Special) French' Children's games; cade'na?*: Augusto Anderson, Teresa. Moderators of the vari- used with the 120-day delay seeking members this month.
Kathy Ofte, junior at Taylor
A business session and pro- High School, will go to Blair
ous language clubs assisting are program, he said.
gram will be followed by lunch March 12 for an area piano
Dr. T. Gajecky, Slavic Club;
m
at the Galesville meeting, to contest. The pre-contest solo and
Amm / f t ~mm*v£am\
Mrs. D. Einsman, German Club, KELLOGG GIVES $113
and Miss B. Nazarczuk, French KELLOGG, Minn. (Special)- which the public is invited . Fur- ensemble event will be held in
Mrs. Martin Kennebeck, chair- ther information on both groups the high school gym here
Club.
¦
.
man of the Heart Fund drive, maybe obtained from Mrs. Law- March 27 at 8 p.m. The subdisreports $113.65 received in Kel- rence Clipper, Blair, president trict contest will be at Blair
Teacher Examinations logg.
of the adult group.
April 12.
Less than two weeks remain
for prospective teachers who
plan to take the national teach- . wBr
^^^g^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^f^^^^^^^^T^^j^^^^^^^^^^^B^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^^.^^^^^BEPBRIBBa ¦
mf i ^^^
er examinations at the College ^mm
of Saint Teresa April 12 to
register with Educatidrial Testing ,Service, Princeton , N.J.,
Sister M» Romana Walch,
chairman, department of education, announced. Registrations for the examinations must
be forwarded to reach the
Princeton office not later than
March 21. Bulletins and registration forms may be obtained
from Sister Romana.

Internarional Night Set for
Frid ay Per for ma nee a t GST
International Night, a tn-college event, will be held Friday
at 8 p.m. in the College of Saint
Teresa theatre. The event is
open to the public and there is
no admission.
Native costumes, songs and
dances of five continents will be
featured by the students of Winona State College, the College
of Saint Teresa and St. Mary's
College. Student coordinators
are Miss Patricia Leon, Bogota,
Colombia, Saint Teresa; Gary
Schoening and Rod Roopchand,
Winona State, arid Pedro Lanas, St . Mary's. Guest participants in the annual International Night Program are from the
College of St. Catherine and
Wisconsin State University, La
Crosses .
ACTING AS master and mistresses of ceremony will be
Blanche Bennett, Mihran Habibi, John Ho, Patricia Leon and
Chau Nguyen,
Students are from Colombia.
Mexico, Thailand, N o r w a y,
Spain, Germany, France, Philippines, Vietnam, Japan, Hong
Kong, Canada, Kenya, Uganda,
;
and a representation
; frordr the
state of ^Hawaii.
The entire cast will open the
program with a song and Pa-
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HARRIS SURVEY

Public Feels
Draft Should
Be Continued

Five Nominated
A) Trempealeau

TREMPEALEAU, Wis. (Special) — Five candidates were
nominated for three trustees on
the Trempealeau Village Board
at the caucus attended by 28
electors Saturday night. Two
were nominated for president.
Nominated for trustees were
Ervin Brommerick and Roily
Kribs, incumbents, Thomas
Rand, Oliver Landers and Edward Wojciechowski , Gerald
Hunter, incumbent , wasn't nominated.
Nominated for village president were Morton Simersoh Jr.,
incumbent, and James Leavitt.
George Roberts was nominated for constable to succeed Oliver Landers, who resigned some
timejigo. Milton Uhl was nominated to succeed himself as municipal justice.
Kenneth Hovell was named
chairman of the caucus and
George Roberts and Jack Wiersgalla, tellers. Holdover trustees
are Joseph Hunter, Walter Hanson and James Leavitt. If Leavitt were to be elected president,
he would have to resign his
trustee position.

Cuba Says MM

WASHINGTON (AP) - Cuba
is keeping a curtain of silence
over the fate of most of the hijackers who make one-way trips
to Havana .
One thing is clear from
sketchy reports: Aerial highwaymen rate no automatic red
carpet treatment when they
land at Fidel Castro's capital.
Some get jailed ,

apprehensive, then he handed
his gun to the Cuban civilian
saying, 'The safety 's onu ' That's
the last I ever saw of him."
This is the last the ".FAA
knows about the well-dressed
passenger, age about . 30. The
current status of many of the
other "successful" hijackers is
unknown to U.S. goyeromerit officials too.
Among the reports giving
some clues is one from Alben
William Barkley Triiitt, grandson of former U.S. Vice President Alben Barkley. '
Barkley was charged with hijacking a private plane; to Cuba
last Oct. 23. He returned to the
United States via Canada and
said he had been .placed in; solitary confinement in a Cuban
prison. Another returned hijacker, according to the FAA, spent
his first six weeks in Cuba in
jail.
Two Miami News reporters
quoted an official of the Cuban
in the other it stores food it Interior Ministry as saying last
shares with other ants in its
summer:
nest.- - '
"These people are unstable,
If : you're a duffer at golf, crazy, or feey wouldn't do this
"
make a reservation now for a -.-.-. A person who comes here
trip to the. moon. On its surface will he welcome, but not ifI he
a 150-yard drive would travel steals a plane to do it . ..'We do
half a mile." '
not need people here with' this
¦
' * ¦. ' '¦
.
It was Knute Rbckn'e 'who ob- -kind of problem."
served, "Most men, when they The basic reason for hijaciking
think they are thinking, are to Cuba lies in the cold war bemerely rearranging their, preju- tween the communist-run-island
and its big neighbor, the United
dices."
States. Washington and Havana
have no diplomatic relations
DIES IN FALL
HARTFORD, Wis, Uft- .-A Mil and no treaty in force between
waukee man, Charles Gardner, them for extraditing criminals.
67, died Saturday night in a The United States has kept its
Hartford hospital of injuries doors open to Cubans fleeing the
suffered when he slipped and Castro ..regimes-including
¦ some,
fell down a flight of' stairs such as group which 'yflew to
during a lodge gathering near Florida in a cropdustej* last
year, arriving via stolen plane.
Sliriger. ,

ban press and radio putting out ty ranging from 20: years to scoreobard lists 35: "successful
death.
hijackings" of U.S. aircraft to
details.
The question of what happens Of 17 suspected offenders ap- Cuba—meaning the hijacker
to the hijackers is important, in prehended in the United States made it to Havana. Of these, 13
part, because if word gets since 1961, records slow 20-year took place last year. This year's
¦
around that an unpleasant re- sentences have been meted out total is already up to 11. -. . . ;-•
ception awaits them in Havana three times. Three- juveniles On one recent flight the FAA
they may be less inclined to were sent to reform school. Two had a man in the cockpit of a jet
commit the crime.
sailors were court-martialed liner headed for Tampa. He
The single most.effective de- and sentenced to four years' turned around to see a gunterrent against the mounting confinement . at hard labor. wielding passenger holding a
wave of hijackings, in the opin- Some of the hijackers were put stewardess at the cockpit door.
ion of many experts, would be in mental institutions, .one was "After we landed at Haadvance knowledge on the part acquitted after pleading insani- vana ," FAA trafficcontrol speof a potential hijacker that he is ty and other .cases are pending. cialist William Stevens related;
likely to face stiff punishment.
"two Cuban militiamen and a
The-United States has tough But this accounts for only a civilian boarded the plane and
legal deterrents including a 1961 fraction • of the hijackers. The grabbed the hijacker.
air piracy law carrying a penal- latest Federal Aviation Agency "For a moment he seemed

By LOUIS HARRIS
But concerned U.S. officials
would like to know a lot more—
Despite widespread criticisms of the way the military
and they say the communist redraft is working, the American public .prefers continuing the
gime is not supplying this inforpresent draft system to either a lottery/or a volunteer method
mation to the Swiss Embassy,
of recruitment. Specifically, the present system is preferred
which represents the United
to a voluntary armed force by 51 to 38 percent and to a lottery
States in Havana, nor are Cuamong 19 year olds by 60 to 27 percent.
During last year's political campaign, President Nixon advocated abolishing the draft in favor of a system of volunteers.
Although he has not reiterated
this stand since he entered the fortunate enough to le going to
White House, a group of U .S. college or to get into deferrable
Senators representing a broad jobs such as teaching are usspectrum of political views — ing these activities as a shelter
ranging from Republican Sen. against being drafted. There is
Barry Goldwater to Democratic more resentment against these
By HAL BOYLE
it with massive doses of -vita- Fair warning: The next time
Sen. George McGovern — has believed inequities than there is
your kids turn up the rock 'n'
mins.
introduced such legislation in outright opposition to the draft
NEW YORK (AP)— Things a Quotable
Congress.
roll too loud, <tell .them that a
notables:
rea"The
system itself.
know
if
never
columnist might
son why worry kills more people scientist ¦recently subjected a
By contrast, Secretary of De- Fundamentally, the draft ishe didn't open his mail:
than
work is that more people guinea pig. to 90 hours of 120fense Melvin Laird has indicat- sue illustrates the fact that
It isn't how much a brain worry than work."—Robert decibel "harii rock" music—and
ed that he would favor a change there are two very different
weighs, it's what you can do Frost. the animal ended up hard of
in the draft to substitute a> lot- American societies operating on
with it that counts. Man's brain
hearing. If the guinea's pig ear
tery under which all able-bod- quite different levels. The roughslightly outweighs that of womcan't take it, can the human
subject
ied men would be
to a ly 30 percent of the population
an's, but science hasn't been
ear? - ' ;'<
call to service regardless of oc- which is highly ed ucated and
able to prove he's more intellicupation or educational status. affluent tends to be more disOdd legislation: . In the early
gent—something women have
Such a lottery was advocated satisfied with the draft. The
1800s, an ordinance introduced
been saying for a long time.
by a special commission appoint- sons and daughters of these peoin the Philadelphia Common
Think you can drink and
ed by President Johnson. .
Council seeking to ban bathing
ple who are attending the more
family's
for
your
drive?
Welly
However, leaders in Congress, privileged colleges and univerfrom Nov. ,1to March 15 was dein
(Special)
ALMA, Wis.
sake at least leave the car
- In
most notably the chairmen for. sities in many cases are in open
That's Buffalo County Court tlus morn- feated by 'only two -votes.
Saturdays.
the
garage
on
the armed services committees, revolt against the draft.
the day when most fatal crashes ing, the county board , clerk and Worth remembering: "The
have resisted either suggested But the broad mainstream of
treasurer were granted a stay beauty of the old-fashioned
involving
alcoliol occur.
change in the draft. The latest Americans cling to the more
until
April 15 to pay $1,400 due blacksmith was: that when you
Harris Survey would appear to traditional view that all young SALISBURY, N.C. W . . - To get yonr dime's worth durRandall
E. Mprey, Mondovi at- brought him your horse to be
support the position of these men, regardless of status or The father of the bride wore an ing a three-minute call from a
torney
who
appealed to the Su- shod, he didn't think of 40 other
Congressional leaders against money, should be eligible for oxygen mask Sunday in the phone booth, talk faster. A slow.
preme
Court
the case of Ron- things that needed to be done to
changing the system. By 57 to services in the arrJied forces . chapel of Rowan Memorial Hos- talker can get only about 400 to
¦ ¦;: " ¦¦
ald
H.
Ramer,
Alma. Ramer
.'
35 percent, the public favors the Therefore, they conclude, the pital.
450 words off his chest in that was convicted of taking inde- it." 1
draft as it now works.
talker
can
do
notes: A whale can
Nature
Elizabeth
Karen
Benson
and
but
a
fast
time,
draft is the only equitable way
cent liberties with a female dive a mile deep and stay subSupport for the present draft in which to maintain, a citizen William Ernest Gardner had 600 or more.
child;
OPTOMETRIC OFFICES
S
merged for an hour before he
system should not be taken to army in time of war or peace. planned their wedding in more Schizophrenia, or "split per117 WEST THIRD STREET
orthodox surroundings until her sonality," is the most wide- The board voted Feb. 18 not has to surface and blow out
mean that the American people
WINONA, MINNESOTA 55987
are satisfied with the way the The other commanding fact of father became ill. They were spread mental disease and oc- to pay the bilL If not paid by stale, air; The wild goose is as
TELEPHONE 84648 draft now works.There is wide- public opinion is that no alter- going to postpone the wedding curs around the world in all April 15, the, board and officers graceful as an airplane in flight,
spread criticism. A cross-section native plan seems capable up but then Elizabeth had an idea. races and cultures, affecting at will have to appear in court and about as complicated; it
DR. C. R. KOLLOFSKI
;
least one out of every 100 per- April 18.
has 12,000 - muscles, of which
of 1,478 people was recently ask- to now of replacing the present Why nor, the hospital chapel?
DR. M. L. DeBOLT
9 a.m. through 5 p.m. ~i.
draft
in
the
view
of
a
majority.
Morey
was
appointed
by
the
Her
father
needed
the
oxygen
sons
Researchers
who
believe
10,000
control
the
movements
of
ed by the Harris Survey:
.
DR. R, C. McMAHON
Saturday 9 to 12:30
"Do you think .the present mil- Here are the questions testing mask because of his illness but it is caused by a chemical im- court to represent Ramer. The its feathers. The ant is an insect
the
idea
of
a
volunteer
OPTOMETRISTS
armed
Supreme
Court
upheld
Ramer's
the
wedding
went
off
on
schedphilanthropist.
In
one
of
its
two
balance
report
they
have
had
at
itary draft system is working
__^__
services and a lottery plan :
__Ba aaaMaa_ HBBaaaHaH aBBMsiBssasaia
ule.
least limited success by treating conviction.
stomachs it digests its own food, _^___a^___ i^__ H
fairly or not?"
Ba
^
"During
the
election
camIS DRAFT WORKING FAIRLY?
paign
,
President
Nixon favored
Worluiig Not Not
Fairly Fairly Sore abolishing the present draft and
substituting a system of a volNationwide ... 50 42
8 unteer armed force, Would you
favor keeping the present draft
By Education
system or substituting a volun8th grade or
less
56 32 12 teer system?"
51 41
8 SUBSTITUTE A VOLUNTEER
. High school
College
.42
52
6
SYSTEM ,
The margin of public opinion
which sees the draft as working
Total Public %
fairly is narrow at best. Signifi- Keep present draft ' ¦•
51
cantly, the college educated are Substitute volunteer most critical of the equity of system .
; 38
the present system. Their main Not Sure
—
n
reasons for feeling this way is
"It
has
been
suggested
that
that the draft during the Vietnam war has been a major the draft be changed so that
BII^BlHL^^BIIIlflBISlHnHHB ^B3K9BlflH ^HHB^BBBS1^9^B%HU^HsBM^SIHlH
contributor to the creation of 19-year-old boys would be subthe generation -gap between jec t to a draft by lottery-that
them and their own affluent is, any 19 year old can be
drafted, and, if qualified , would
children.
Young p e o p l e themselves, serve in the armed forces. For
those in the 26 and under cate- those chosen , it might mean no
gory, however, do not show deferment for college or any
signs nationwide of voicing ma- other reason. For the rest not
jority opposition to the present drafted , they would know they
draft. By 55 to 37 percent , they would not be drafted and could
favor it. However , this younger make plans for a normal life.
group feels more strongly than Would you prefer this new sysany other that "a lot of draft tem of drafting 19 year olds or
evasion is going on." This view, the present system?"
held by 54 percent of the draft SUBSTITUTE A LOTTERY
eligible group, stems mainly
SYSTEM
from the criticism tha 1: those
Tetal Public %
Keep present system
60
Substitute lottery system 27
Not Sure
13

BUT HE'S NO SMARTER

Man's Brain Outweighs Woman's
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Granted Stay
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6 Houston High
Musicians Place
In District Meet
HOUSTON, Minn. - Houston
High School will have two vocal and six instrumental entries
•nr the staie-regional solo and
small groups music contest at
Red Wing May 10 as a result
We make sure you
of receiving A ratings at the
Root River district contest at
arc getting the best
protection for your money, Caledonia Saturday,
Vocal winners were Darlenc
by keeping you informed
Rosaaen , soprano , and Tom
of new developments.
Dahlc, tenor. Their instructor is
Tcrrel Hoopman .

Winning Instrumentalists wore Mike
Kerrlnan, trombone solo,- Daniel Nelson ,
tuba solo , nnd Waynes Foldmcler, trumps .10/0, plus « brass quintet, brass
sextet , nnd saxophone quartet.
Members ot the hro-ss quintet are Mike
Kerrigan, Daniel Nelson, Debbie Norris,
Wayno Feldmoier nnd Arlnn Runnlnem
brass sextet, Gerald Feldmelor , Mark
Abraham, Ken Van toon, Mike Mnrkoanrd, F.d Krunmlr* nnd Steve Kerrigan, end saxophone qunrtct , Karen Feldmelor , Jean Kelly, Sharon Goeda and
Meg (lunge,
\

Instrumental instructor
Leonard C. Partington .

is

Dick Theurer

One of the
Associates of Our
Staff Who
Serves You First
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State
Winona
DAILY NEWS
To Register
Night Students
Plan

Winona Daily Newt -ID
Winona, Mlmestrra ¦¦¦

TUESDAY, MARCH 4,1969

Armofy
Vote Deferred

Group Asks
New Route
For CSA 23

MEETING MARCH 11

CD Director Says
Flood Plans Set

Dedication of
Street Asked
In Goodview

Winona State .College will ofAttorney Duane Peterson and
fer a total of 48 courses evehis client, Pauf Brom, along
nings and Saturday mornings "We're going to get some wa- siderable melting and some run- ing.
with William Wieczorek , ap»
~
during the spring quarter the ter," Roy Evett, Winona Coun- off , the area
peared before the Goodview
THE
BOARD
members
asked
week of March 31.
ty and City Civil Defense direc- upriver, where
Evett why his headquarters for Village Council Monday eveFirst registration will be tomost of the wator, told the Winona County ter c o m e s
night;
final
registration
will
be
emergencies is in City Hall rath- ning to propose the dedication
A decision on whether to ap- contribution would equal about
'
Board Monday.
"
"
..
from
8
a.m.
to
2:30
p.m.
March
f
r
om,
\
.
hasn't
er than in the county jail build- of 35th Avenue from Servics
prove an armory going beyond 30 percent of the total, since
ready for it," he said, had any yet CotJIltv
31.
re
"We'
ing
had been planned. He Drive northerly to 9th Street.
the
federal
share
is
fixed
and
vut
basic
federal
standards
was
put
A /delegation of Ti persons,
"7 said as
and the water *»
Off-campus classes are schedthat plans are being made Because of a difference of
including two state senators, ap- off until next week by the City will not be increased. The total uled for Caledonia, Red Wing, after outlining briefly what table is at an n
j
to improve the area in the base- opinion between the land ownplans had been *»ade to com- all-time h i g h
price is estimated at $333,000. Hastings and Austin.
peared before the Winona Coun- Council Monday night.
BOar/CI ment
of the jail building and ers, the council advised both
ty Board"Monday and asked the Cost of extra features, in- The state-city share is about Continued expansion of the bat the flood.
allowing f o r
•
that the facility may be used to reach an understanding and
of
cludingincluding
the
enlarged
board to consider relocation
larger
main
drill
hall
$118,000,
a
¦
little
evening - Saturday morning of- "WE'RE PRETTY well "or- v e r y
when it is altered to meet the again appear before the coun.'
County State
and auditorium, would be about drill floor, whose cost is item- ferings implements a policy of
moisture to be
c
specifications of an emergency cif with a concrete proposal
-7"— $29,700, reported Col. W . H. ized at about $17,000.
ome
of
us
Aid Highway rt;
he
said.
"
ganized,'
'
taken up in the
insuring maximum utilization
for said street.
operations center.
23.
County Cheeseman, assistant adjutant
have worked two floods. I've ground.
of
facilities
and
expanding
the
colCouncil members were inAT
PRESENT
rates,
Evett
also
discussed
the
sum'
f'
"b
r
Plans
general f o r
The plans for combating the mer storm situation and the use formed that a number of vilonel estimated that a bond is- study opportunities for students been in four myself."
t h e coming
M
i
n
n
e
sofe.
I
,*»• .
for offi- of private and public communi- lage residents have complainBoard
Q»ciiu \
sue for the city-state share of who may be employed during He told the board, that al- flood will be outlined
year call for I
Col. CheeseLlty
cials at a meeting March 11 at cations systems. He said that ed of trucks driving off truck
the
day.
'
$118,000
would
be
retired
in
36
this
area
has
had
conthough
'b
r e u i 1 <jman recalled
.
4 p.m. in City Hall, Evett said. the emergency radio network is routes, particularly to reach
years by annual payments of The offerings:
ing about a mile of the road "seven years Council
He urged board members to at- operative and that the citizens several manufacturing plants
Monday
evenings
— Two secfrom Highway 14 in Stockton to of effort that 1
;———J $8,000. The state Armory Build- tions of Education 565, Remetend.
band and amateur radio people on 4th Street. Merlin Iverson,
ing Commission is limited by
about a mile south, including a have gone inEvett said that four other are cooperating. The public sys- marshal , was instructed to ardial
Reading
Methods
and
Medstate
law
to
maximum
annual
a
bridge.
to this project" and asked the
counties in Mobile Support Area tem — city police, sheriff and rest any truckers found off the
ia; Education 570, Research
contribution of $4,000. ,
I — Rice, Waseca, Mower andy highway patrol and KWNO ra- designated truck routes
THE RESIDENTS said the council for an irrevocable reso- If the city-state share were Writing, and three sections of
Attorney
Olmsted — will assist Winona d i o — i s also part of the net- Village
Dennis
toad would serve more resi- lution committing the city to $100,000, he added, the same Psychology 569, C o u n s e lin the flood situation. These work which goes on emergency Challeen advised the council on
dents if it were relocated on the pay its assigned share. On this repayment schedule would re- ing Practicum.
counties have very little flood- standby during the tornado sea- the setting of a public hearing
Tuesday evenings — Business
ridge rather than realigned on basis, he said, plans and spedate for the extension of water
the present route in the valley. cifications would be drawn im- tire bonds in 23% years. Fig- 3116, Business Law U; Indusson.
Harlan Northouse, Stockton, mediately and construction ures are based on interest at trial Arts 570, Research WritEvett presented a proposed service on 6th Street. Date set
was spokesman. James Paper- would probably start late next 6 percent, a rate City Manager ing; Music 002, Orchestra ; Psycounty ordinance calling for was March 18 at 7:30 p.m. in
Carroll J. Fry called high in chology 312G, Mental Health,
fuss, commissioner from the summer.
community shelters to be con- the council meeting room in
view of the fact that bonds arc and Psychology 578, Research in
district in which the people live,
structed in every new " public the basement of the Goodview
WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special)
ANNOUNCEMENT was made classed as tax-exempt.
asked them to express their
Psychology.
building constructed in the coun- Municipal Liquor Store. .
— Judge Merrill Farr , Eau
wishes in a petition signed by Monday by the National Guard Any proceeds from sale of the Wednesday evenings — Art Claire, called the calendar for
ty
and urging private concerns
all the residents of this area. Bureau, Washington D.C., that present armory would be ap- 110, Lettering; Art 214, Crafts; the March term of Circuit Court
to
consider this in their new
Sen. Roger Laufenburger, Lew- $211,000 has been allotted as plied to bond reduction, Col. Biology 516, Cell Physiology 11; in Trempealeau County Monday
construction.
)
WHITEHALL,
(Special
Wis
.
the
federal
contribution
to
a
Cheeseman told the council. Economics 203, --Principles of
iston, said the requests of the
morning.
Thrpnson, Trem- THE DIRECTOR told of comresidents is a good idea. He 1-unit Winona armory; Col. The city is guaranteed the first Economics 111; Business 242, The jury panel will report — NoMe E.
Cheeseman
said
that
costs
for
pealeau
County
highway com- pleting the community shelter
opportunity to buy the property* Accounting 111;- Business 540,
then introduced Sen, Lew LarWednesday morning to hear missioner, has announced that
TAYLOR, Wis. (Special) —
a
standard
armory
are
split
without
restriction
on
its
subseMabel,
son,
who served these
SIan and the allocation of shel- Twenty students
Accounting for Management the one criminal case listed on
receiving A ratamong
federal,
state
and
local
;r
space
to
county residents.
quent use or disposition. If and Control; Business 423G,
people in the legislature. '
the following weight restrictions
He noted that he had lost this governments/ The federal share the city does hot choose to buy General Office Management 11; the calendar. The case against were placed on the county high- Winona has a surplus of about ings at the Taylor High School
10,000 spaces after all residents forensics contest last week will
area in the last reapportion- is three-fourths and the rest it, the property would be ad- Physical Science 115, Physical Layton Thompson, Ettrick, incompete at the subdistrict conhave been accounted for.
is divided between the state vertised for sale to the high- Science; Education 314G, Prep- volves five Holstein heifers ways Monday:
ment of the state legislature.
allegedly
taken
by
Thompson
test at Cochrane-Fountain City
Class
B
—
good
base
and
Not
everyone
will
want
to
be
and the city.
"
est bidder by the armory com- aration of Audio-Visual MateONE OF the residents noted", However, said Col. Cheese- mission.
from the Edner Borreson farm county trunks, 16,000 pounds housed in a public shelter but High School March 11.
rials;
Education
505,
Principles in the Town of Ettrick Sept» 16.
that this was not too bad , be- man, it would be desirable to
The winners:
single axle gross weight; 26,000 will have areas in their own Jaydean
Darwin Boe, . Galen
cause they have had three dif- add the extras, increasing drill RESPONDING to a question of Secondary Education 515, Ad- Two jury cases are listed.
homes that will provide protec- Koxllen andCasper,
David Krol, play aetlno;
ferent commissioners in recent floor space from the standard by Councilman Barry Nelson, vance Tests and Measurements; James Lee is asking $23,400 pounds tandem drive dual tion from fallout, he said.
Jane! Rlttscho! and Kathy Johnson, pros*
years because of realignment 6,300 square feet to 7,000, pro- Col. Cheeseman said the new History 451G, American Revo from Keith and Sharon D. Cul- gross weight.
He showed the board a mock- interpretation; Retn Llttlcgeorgo and Roglutionary Era ; History 552, The- ver , for property damage and The exceptions to the restric- up of the brochure that will be er Morden, poetry Interpretation! Sondra
of commissioner districts.
for
building
would
be
available
Bot and Judy Slmonson, declamatloni
viding some additional lighting,
The senators had driven from kitchen facilities, face brick and use by local organizations on ories of History; Psychology personal injury allegedly result- tion are County Trunks EE mailed to every residence in the Marvin Anderson and Mark Galtije,
St. Paul after attending a mOrn- wainscoting on some interior a rental basis. It also could be 510, Seminar hv Self-Explora- ing from a two-car accident in from Highway 53 to E and county. This includes the shelter eight-minute speech; Karen SlmonsorJ
Bonnie Meyer; lourmlnulo speech)
ing session of the state Senate. walls for easier cleaning. Total used by the city for public tion; Psychology 564, Tests and Ramsey County, Minn., May 22, County E from EE to Pleasant allocation locations and traffic and
Sterner and Connie Rltlschof,
ville; County C from U.S. 53 pattern and information about Randy
Measurements; Sociology 415G, 1966.
signillcant speech; Carol Gathla and
floor space would be 16,990 meetings at no cost, he said. Criminology and Speech 225,
Paul
Jones,
public eddress, and Ronto the village of Ettrick; CounState Farm Mutual Automo- ty G from Highway 35 to fallout, shelters, food , first aid ald Anderson and Paul Olson, extemsquare feet. (That's the equiva- Councilman Dan Trainer's Stage Make-up.
and farm planning in event of poraneous speaking.
lent of a 170 by 100-foot build- motion to delay action until Thursday evening — Psychol- bile Insurance Co., National In- Dodge.
¦
demnity
Co.,
an emergency. This part of the Mrs. Ardell Stalheim coached
Shirmer
Transpor'
,
reconvened
n
e
x
t
Monday's
ing);
ogy 420G, Abnoraml Psychology, tation Co. and Leonard W. Halcommunity shelter planning is the 40 students participating.
Under the expanded plan, the council meeting was adopted and Psychology 586, Mental
in Washington, D.C., now for ap- Judges were from La Crossa
leday
are
asking
$1,176
in
propMovie
at
Houston
unanimously.
city-state
council was told, the
Tests 11.
State University.
r~
proval.
erty damage to the car owned
Saturday morning — Educa- by Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Quil- HOUSTON, Minn. — The The community shelter study
tion 500, Elementary School Cur- ling. The damage allegedly oc- Houston Sportsmen's Club is and planning is being financed DIRECTOR NAMED
The Minnesota Highway Department today added zones 3
riculum; Physical Education curred during an accident on sponsoring a free movie of an on a matching fund basis. The RACINE, Wis. im — J. D.
and 4 to its restricted travel list
530, Supervision of Physical Ed- Highway 53 about five miles African safari March 13 at 8 city and county have contributed Hopkins has been named direc«
because of the spring breakup.
ucation ; History 321G, Modern south of Osseo Feb. 15, 1967. p.m. at Houston High School $2,500, and the federal and state tor of original equipment sales
Earlier it had announced reEngland; Political S c i e n c e Trial dates for both cases will auditorium. The public is invit- departments of civil defense for the Walker Manufacturing
strictions oh trunk highways in
336G, Governments of Far East, be set later,
ed. "
have matched that.
Co. He joined the firm in 1961.
zones 1 and 2 — southern Minand Sociology 334, Sociology of
nesota.
State Sen. Roger Laufenburg- stating the wishes of each group Education.
Restrictions were effective toer, Leyff ixill?:: Monday u^edj ¦toJhayevthsirrespective projects Tuesday and Thursday eveday.
ctmsMerecT for the 1969 pro- ning — Business 401G, Data
The four zones involve the the Wincia County Board to gram.
Processing.
area south of line through Du- consider streamlining of Coun- Plans for 109 are completed
luth, Brainerd and Detroit ty Road 109 in Fremont Townand the board has ordered plans
Lakes.
ship this year..
for
107, which will be completThe department said that This project is part of the
about May ii according to
temperatures much higher than 1969 building program, but at ed
the engineer. The board will
normal have made the restric- the January session of the Coun- study the -posts of both projects
tions necessary.
ty Board Highway Engineer My,deciding which section MONDOVI, Wis. (Special) —
Restrictions in zone 5 will go ron Waldow recommended that before rebuilt this year.
Mondovi High School will host
will jb#
into effect next Monday.
the rebuilding of the four-mile
the
subdistrict forensics contest
"
Waldow
The department noted a spe- section of this road from CSAH -"We can't do both,"
Saturday.
Other schools partici"
cial listing — four-ton axle lim- 6 south of
; ' • •' 'fold the board. /' \
pating will be A l m a , Lincoln
it on Highway 60 from Zumbro L e w i s t q n be T~f Z
7~~ , "THIS road should be stream- High of Alma Center, E l e v a Falls to Wabasha.
V-OMlty lined," Laufepberger -said in S t r u m , Osseo-Fairchild ¦ and
dropped , t h i s
year ancf that1
reference to the wishes of the Pepin.
HARMONY TOWNSHIP
instead
a
students receiving,
oneresidents of 109.
¦ an A will
d
HARMONY,- Minn. — Har* Tfiile"secti6ri of «
1
•¦e'lsgibJeifbr'the-'"district coa"They
have
been
kicked
in
be
mony Township will vote at its County Road
the teeth several times oh • this' t£sr!iih" Eau Claire March 15,
annual meeting March 11 on i07;(Garvin Heights) from Lake road , and this winter hasvbeen* and winners there will go on to
whether 'it should 'sell 'its town Bouteprd to the Wincrest Ad- the worst," he added,
the state contest at Madison
hall in Harmony, to the village ditloni'area be reconstructed. . A resolution by the Winona April 26.
in exchange for- permission; to
Of the 50 participating in the
City Council asking the board
use the -Harmony Community Tffl& . COUNTY . board has to consider the 107 project over Durand invitational Saturday,
Center; and provide storage for heard.f frbiji residents of both the 109 project as it would serve 16 will be selected to enter the
areas^an'd petitions are on file a greater number of. people was subdistrict event.
the township patrol
Mrs. Vernon Schroeder is the
placed on file by the board. _
forensics coach here, assisted
ALSO FILED by < the board by Mrs. William Lover.
Monday was a lettei- from the
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Greenfield Lutheran Church
Smith offered the services at basement here Thursday at 8
^
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no cost to the county with the p.m.
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^^a^^K/t' is-approved by county residents, will be April 26 at Lanesboro
his firm -be engaged as archi- Community Hall.
tect. Tfiis-.is the same agree- These events were announcB.BHl^^^BBBfcSniMm_^
ment the County and the W- ed at the annual blue and gold
Sniith have'' had in previous banquet held at the American
bond votes,' including the most Legion hall. The Rev. I. C.
Gronneberg gave the table
j.^^^Bii^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ Biffifl^iili^^
recent in September, 1067.
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Another referendum is plan- prayer.
Cubmaster Harry Hogue prened for latotf this year.
sented awards to the following:
Brian Elton, David Mohr,
Mark Matson, Doug Hanson ,
Doug Fairchild , Joel Hardy,
Mark Presby, Robert Hogue,
Robert Troutcn, Randy Long,
Brian Johnson , Chris Skaalen,
and Bradley Dohrman.
¦
' HARMONY, "Minn,
B111HIH ^H
^^^^H,^flH ^I^H '**Yum t 11 af , c / t i ^f
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Three
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one
instrumenvocal ensembles,
tal ensemble, seven vocal solo-* Fire at Wabasha
ists and two instrumental solo- WABASHA, Minn. (Special)—
ists from Harmony High School Fire threatened the apartment
received top ratings at the Dis- of Mrs. Phyllis Burcham and
trict 1 music contest at Pres- three children here Monday
ton Saturday.
morning when the burner in an
Eligible for entry in the rc- oil space heater malfunctioned.
gnonal music contest May 10 at She called firemen at 8:45 a.m.
Dodge Center are :
Five popular 1969 Buick Skylark models are now specially
Vocal soloists — Bonnie Richardson, Firemen determined that there
Danetlo T»mmol, Jacfluo Michel, Mark were no flames In the chimequipped
with a lot of extra things. Things like door guards,
Seem. John Auso, Jell Milne am) Gerrl
ney. Damage was limited to
Michel.
remote control outside mirrors, convenience groups, vinyl tops,
Instrument*) soloist — Orleen Stoe- smoke. Mrs. Burcham and famkopl nnd Ann Slklrtnk.
ily
live
on
the
second
floor
of
whitewall
tires, deluxe wheel covers and belt reveal moldings. And
Vocal mixed ensemble — Dnnetto Tommet, Donnle Richardson, Josque Mi- an apartment house owned by
theyYe
offered
to you now at special savings, too. The reason?
chel, Charlens Hafner, Ralph Whalen, Fred Miller of Kellogg.
Hard

. .

One Criminal
Case Listed
At Whitehall

Weight Restriction
On Some Roads in
Trempealeau Co.

20 Taylor High
Speakers Named

2 More State
Highway Zones
Added to List

Laufenburger Backs
Freriiont "Fcwn Work

¦¦

Mondovi to Host
Forensics Coniesi
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HarmonyTownship
To Vote on Sale
Of Hall to Village
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Mark
y, Mark Seem and John
Ause.
Vocal ensemble — Drlon Houdek, Carlyn Klomp, Jell Milne, Mlko Sexe , Dennis Schrock, Olck Erlckion. Jelf Vlkro,
Jcrrold Tesmer , Vlckl Orlebcl , Diana
Skoalen, Ann Slkklnk, Lucy Moor, Joan
Ryan, Gerrl Michel, Cindy Scrabeck
and Cindy Krallno.
Bra n lextal — Dennis Molhlson, Mike
Grebln, Jim Karetad, Mark Hardy, Rick
Johnson and Mark Seem.

ACQUISITION
FORT ATKINSON, Wis. W) Nnsco Industries, Inc., has acquired Stono Bridge Press , Inc.,
of Gilsum, N.H., a service organization for . libraries and
schools.

Simple. Wewant to make your buying a Buick right now

J

Itii DelightfulDecisiontime at yourBuick Dealers* now.

I

a delightful decision. Your Buick dealer is waiting.
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STATE CRIME BUREAU HEAD

Higgins Believes in D/recf Approach

ST. PAUL (AP)—The pink
door on the second floor of the
old State Highway Department
Building isn't the entry to the
ladies' powder room.
The sign on it says Bureau of
Criminal Apprehension, and it
opens onto the improvised offices of a 50-man staff headed
by Supt. Harold P. Higgins.
Like the door, Higgins is a bit
unorthodox, too. He believes in
the direct approach. So when
you phone his number, you
don't get a switchboard operator, then a secretary who asks

HOKAH, Minn. (Special) Fourteen past commanders and
adjutants of the Houston County Council were honored by Hokah American Legion Post 498 at
the first dinner for them at Hokah Village hall. The council
was organized in 1954.
Guest speaker was Charles
Gavin, La Crescent, department
commander. He urged posts to
continue their traditional child
welfare, community service and
rehabilitation programs and
sponsoring their outstanding
work with Boys State, scouts,
baseball and the patrol camp at
Legionville.
COMMANDER Paul Hughes
extended the welcome and Verian Craig, chaplain, led in
prayer preceding the dinner,
prepared by the auxiliary and
served by the Hokah Chiefettes
color guard.
A special round of applause
was given Charles Sauer and
Cabby Heberlein, World War I
veterans and 50-year members
of the Hokah post. Commander
Hughes introduced the other local officers: Donald Sheehan,
adjutant;Hobert Verthein, first
vice commanders James Lynch,
second vice commander, and
Floyd Payne, finance officer.
Donald Walcker, originator of
the Hokah swimming pool corporation, was introduced. The
dinner was a pool benefit. Robert Becker, also a pool promoter
wasn't present but was honorel.'-?The croup stood in honor of '¦¦ ¦;. SEARCHING AN ENEMY . . . A captured North VietMr. ana Mrs. Fred Tschumper,
whose son, Robert, was kuled namese soldier holds his arms high while South Vietnamese
Rangers search his pockets. The captive was among enemy
in. Vietnam.
, ¦' James Sau«r, master of cere- .. troops who tried .to infiltrate Da l^ang. The South Vietnamese .
monies, introduced the council troibpfl, sweeping me s6uthwestern\outskirts of Da Nang killed 1'
commanders and adjutants hon- nearly 100 of the enemy and captured a dozen. AP photogored.
rapher Dang Van Phuoc, who took ftis picture, was critically
Coanandcrs were Charles injured in the course of the battle. < (AP/ Photofax)
Gavin, Ray Reisdorf, Winston
Reider and Hugh Fay, La Crescent; Hollis Onsgard , Willie Solie and currently Don Ellestad,
Spring Grove; Arthur Wheaton,
Paul Iverson, Harold Poppe and
Kenneth Botcher, Houston; Bud
Craig and les Lange, Hokah,
and Robert Gaspard, Caledonia.
Adjutants honored: Winston
Reider, Donald Schicht, Charles
Gavin and Loren Diekrager, La
Crescent; Oren Lanswerk, Don
Ellestad and Barry Wold, Spring
Grove ; Claire Peterson, Claude
Kremer, Royal Happle and Virgil Benson, Houston; Les Lange
and Bud Craig, Hokah, and
Claude Kremer, Caledonia.
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Ike Continues
Remarkable
Recovery

-WASHINGTON (AP) - Former President Dwight D. Eisenbower is eating more and his
doctors are talking less—two indications the 78-year-old five
star general is continuing his remarkable recovery from abdominal surgery.
' After reporting Monday that
Eisenhower was overcoming the
complications of pneumonia,
doctors announced they would
start issuing only one medical
bulletin a day.
Bulletins at least twice daily
have been the rule at the
Army's Walter Reed General
Hospital during the worst of Eisenhower's health crisis.
• Pneumonia set in last Friday,
blit doctors said "the area of
pneumonia continues to clear,"
and Eisenhower's diet was
being increased gradually.
Eisenhower has passed the
usual halfway mark in the critical two-week period f ollowing
the Feb. 21 operation. Doctors
said this critical period might
extend longer for Elsenhower
because of his age and seven
heart attacks.
In 1968, 76 per cent of the apJeals for variances before zonig boards in the nation's major
cities were approved.

BIRDS AND ROCKET TAKE WfNG . . . Birds fly
from lagoons as the Apollo 9 spacecraft is hurled into
orbit by the huge Saturn rocket at Cape Kennedy, Fla.,
Monday. The three spacemen aboard the craft today reported
the mission was progressing according to plan. (AP Photofax)
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. j )0 marijuana ;,LSD and other hallucinogenic drugs
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To DRUG BOOKLET
Winona Dally N<ws, Winona, Minn.
PO Box 5, Tuanock , N.J. 07«6*
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Robert Tepe, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Kenneth Tepe, 454 Glen
View Dr., will participate hn a
YMCA International camper
exchange program next summer.
Tepe, a junior at Winona Senior High School, will attend
YMCA Camp Sparrevlken, near
Ljungskile, Sweden, for three
weeks. Others in the Minnesota
contingent are from Mankato ,
Austin, Rochester and St. Louis
Park.
In addition to sailing on the
North Soa, hiking and canoeing, the Minnesotans will spend
two weeks traveling and visiting with Swedish families.
They will leave the U.S. July
11 and return Aug. 15.
There are still openings In the
gruop and boys or girls with
resident camp experience, who
are sophomores or juniors in
high school, may apply, according to Larry Schiller , YMCA
program director here.
Winona families have participated In tho international camping exchange program as hosts
: '
/' ' |Sp>||/"4C- ' 3|^7^|ffl for boys from Camp Sparrevikcn. Schiller expects visits
¦M't ^^^MmX' S
i this year cither from a group
WADCOTIfC ^¦ S of Swedish or German boys. He
^n-A^-' ** >
j M asked that families interested
in acting /is hosts call him at
«W
f
f
l
^&
'0
M
f the YMCA.
Plaas for 1070 include a Swcs/lisli trip nnd an lntornntional
YMCA enmp at Osaka, Japan ,
Schiller said.
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Blakeslee 's Series Begins Monday in
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MOBIL
FUEL OIL
Burna Cleaner
and Hotter

JOSWICK FUEL
& OIL
901 East Sanborn St. '
Phone 3389 :". . '¦ '•

J ^^^^ml
Where you get more heat
at lower cott.

Youth fo Attend
Camp in Sweden

Here are some other questions you may not be able
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• Is theone
best way to steer children
away from drugs
addicts
ine
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to
scare
them?
62,045.
,
shot heroin morph
make
%
of
or
a person
I
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K
<
hearI
an
addict?
recent
a
at
statistics
- J the
, re uoung peop le more susceptible than adults to
Appropriations
was \
: 4 Ing of a HouseWt
report
^
i
; 1 ratanM^
^ ftafm^. effccts of ha \iudnogm \c and other
m
drugs?
: I The total of 62,045 active I
31.
I
Dec.
of
.
addicts
narcotics
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marijuana
?
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Can
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le hecome dependent on pep pills and
of
use
' \The Increwlnft
. J Juana, Mr. Giordano ttW- W; {
depressant drugs?
' ) 'Do peop le who smoke marijuana go steadi ly down
1 So"? SrlS*to lead to I
hill?
dangerous
more
,
stronger
I
1 drugs. . . . ..
W
y°u ^on t know the answers, how can you discuss
i
\
tota, i ntff lin
the drug and narcotics problem intelligently with those
i addictsi h«s reported? live In
who need most to know?
1 NeW York City.
to
i Of the tote], *A^c!?' J?3SJL / You can get the answers these and many, many
( other <fuestions by reading Alton Blnkcslcc 's series on
B Mort 28.4M. ¦ iw! Ill the 21be22.989
brocket;
*ge
j "Safeguarding Your Teen-ager Against Drugs," and obJI to-30
tween 31 and 40; *£& £&, tainfng the expanded version in his $1 booklet on "What
"
I MO iS Si? 6?yourt|£f You Should Know About Drugs and Narcotics."
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Minnesota Crime Information
Service) and the nationwide network (LETS, for Law Enforcement Teletype System). '
A new computer system to be
launched this week will give
sheriffs data on such things as
stolen cars within three or four
seconds from the time information is fed into it. The "-Brain"
is located in the state's computer headquarters in the Centennial Building.
Up to now, an officer might
have to let a suspected, motor*
ist go if the checkup was going
to take, say, half an hour. With
the computer's aid, he should
get the information back within
a, couple of minutes of the time
he asks the sheriff's dispatcher
for a checkup.
Four investigators are proposed for a new drugs and narcotics division to help .stem the
acceleration in illicit drugs traffic.
Higgins said that practically
every high school and college in
the state has a problem with
students using drugs, particularly marijuana.
The "pot" parties with anywhere from 25 to 100 youths
abound more than people realize, he said.
Forgery continues as a frequent infraction, and a main
reason is careless , merchants
who cash checks without suffiient verification.
Snowmobiles—while chiefly a
recreational item these dayshave caught the eye of burglars,
says Mattson, who added, "Most
of them have one, arid perhaps
another for the girlfriend."
Higgins believes the public is
becoming less tolerant of crime.
"I think that people pre fed
up, and I believe that you are
going to see a stiffening of
attitude on the part of officials
and citizens in enforcing the
law," he said.
-

to Take Advantage of the Spectacular Savings in
Sears Winter Sale Catalog
Q

Here and Now?

!7ft uf*"'

Twelve of the proposed new
investigators would : augment
the eight now manning field offices at Duluth, Bemidji, Thief
River Falls, Fergus Falls, St.
Cloud, Willmar, Mankato and
Rochester. These are usually
located with sheriff's offices.
Two crime investigators are
suggested for an intelligence
unit, with this explanation given
in the budget: ''The high mobility of. criminals and new rules
of the courts, .makes it impossible to conduct investigations
in the manner of previous
years."
E. R. Mattson, assistant superintendent, explained the point
in an interview when he -noted
that 10 years ago a sheriff used
to be able to watch on a
county road just outside ajmall
town to nab a fleeing burglar.
Now, the lawmen have to have
witnessed a crime or otherwise
get a plausible lead on the case
first, as through the communito¦ stop a suspect's
cations ¦net,
car. -: . . ¦¦ ' .
"A case that took only four or
five hours to wrap up a few
years ago now may require a
couple of months," said Mattson, who has been with the
bureau more than 21 years.
The bureau was created in
1927 to coordinate the work of
peace officers throughout the
state and help them solve local
crimes. Law enforcement agencies have their work cut out for
them, as shown by a 16.6 per
cent hike in serious crimes in
Minnesota last year, to a total
of 108,076.
Of the total arrests for; all
crimes, 64.4 per cent, were persons under 25 years and 40.3 per
cent under 18.
Only 20.5 per cent of major
crimes in the state were solved
last year, but those in which
the Crime Bureau took an investigative part 1 resulted in a 49
per cent batting average, Higgins said. He added that the
bureau could only take an
active part in 30 per cent of
requested investigations because of manpower shortage.
One of the bureau 's key aids is
a communications l'n! with.the
87 county sheriffs (MINCIS, for

Onl y 5 Day s Left

62,045 Known Addicts in 1968!
ssr2r=-~^How Many Unknown
^
.
,
\ A Rise h Reported \

'; in Know Addicts; 1
J Oml Vf OWlSU t I

proposed an increase of 149 percent in the Crime Bureau's budget for the bienhium.
( The governor - "suggested 35
new positions including 18 more
investigators. So salaries account for the largest proposed
increase, from the current fiscal year estimate of $560,000 to
$901,408 next year and $1,015,616
in 1970-71.
, Police training costs would
rise from $33,423 currently to
$86,118 next year and supplies
and other expense from $162,245
to $461,865.

HoustonLegion
HonorsOfficers

BIG DAY FOR THEM . . . Mrs, dare docking of the lunar module and the comSchweickart, wife of Astronaut Russell B. mand module Monday. The children are, left
. Schweickart, and three of the couple's five/ " to right: Elin, 7; and twins, Handy and Rusty, ,
children make a happy group as they talked 8. Schweickart is lunar module pilot on the
with newsmen at their home near the Man- Apollo 9 spaceflight. (AP Photofax)
ned Spacecraft Center in Houston after the

9R
¦
¦*

who you are. Instead, it's answered "Higgins," in the forthright manner of a man who
served 24 year*' with the FBI.
The State TSlme Bureau —
with growing pains—is sandwiched between the first and
third floors of the building on
University Avenue, where the
Highway Department still uses
space. The main Highway Building is in the Capital complex.
In his budget message to legislators, Gov. Harold LeVander
stressed the need for a stepped
up campaign against crime. He

WABASHA , Mdnn. - The
Wabasha County welfare department is looking for foster
homes for adults. The departmen will pay from $85 to $135 a
month to eligible welfare reclplenlf> to pny for such enro In apiproved homes, according to
Wnllnce Walter , director.
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Low on Cash?

Catalog Phone Shopping IS
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There 's no need to . fret. Just CHARGE your
order on your Sears Revolving Charge or on
Sears Easy P^yihent Plan . . . with never a

Hi!

the Convenient W ay, tO .bhOp
A

J

down payment required on anything you buy
at Sears on credit.

It's also the easiest way to shop. Just look
through Sears Catalog and pick up your phone
to place your order. There's no need to go out
in the cold, fight the crowds or stand in line . . .
just relax in the comfort of your own home and
call Sears friendly Catalog Phone Shopper. '

There's only a few days left for you to' take
advantage of the fantastic savings on hundreds
of items in Sears^ Winter Sale Catalog . . .
drastically reduced to save you money.

Sale Ends March 10, 1969
SHOP AT SEARS AND SAVE

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Buck
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Sen. Wil liams Gladly Gives Up Role as Hanging Judge

By HARRY KELLY
care what he's done^-you affect pou but I think I'm right' and it lenge the mammoth DuPont
WASHINGTON (AP) - Con- their wives, their family, chil- was up to nie to prove it. It took Co., the major business in little
gress' most successful lone wolf dren. You just can't get away me 15 months before ever I Delaware. He opposed legislainvestigator says he never rel- from the fact that you're taking made a speech in the Senate on tion, supportedby the company,
to exempt from, income taxes
ished his reputation as a hang- down with that charge a lot of it," .
innocent
people
.
.
.
I've
always
ing judge, and he's giving up
Before it was over the case immediate gains to DuPont
had the horrible idea that some- reached into the upper echelons
the role with no regrets.
"I've always had the horrible time 1 might make a mistake." of the Internal Revenue Service
idea that sometime I might 1 When Williams came to Wash- and resulted in 125 .convictions
make a mistake," said Sen. ington in 1S47, he was a farmer for bribery, embezzlement, falJohn J. Williams, R-Del., whose and feed grain dealer. He thus sification of record and other
investigations , reach back a was interested in the big Com- crimes.
quarter of a century to include: modity Credit Corporation. He
The million-dollar foulup in pointed out to the senate that al- . Despite his refutation as an PORTSMOUTH, Va. (AP) the Commodity Credit Corpora- though the CCC was required to investigator, WiUiams is rather Charles F.-Burris Sr., 62, told
tion, graft and corruption in the make a. yearly accounting to shy and mild-mannered. His police someone stole his sevenInternal Revenue Service, and Congress on money paid out in reedy voice barely carries from room house.
farm subsidies it bad not for the Senate floor to the press galthe Bobby Baker Case.
five years. He estimated it was lery. He dresses in somber "It was all gone but some
Williams, whose one - man "out of bounds" by about $350 browns and grays, befitting a trash and some bricks from the
probes have been credited with million.
Methodist; Mason, Shriner, Ro- chimney" when he paid a Sunthe savings of millions in tax
former and successful day visit to the lot on which the
tarian,
recalls the comptrol- grain dealer,
a member of the old house-T-oflce rented but vadollars and the convictions of lerWilliams
general
made
an
investigaSenate
Finance
and Foreign Re- cant for six months—had stood,
scores of men, has announced
found the CCC couldn't ac- lations Committees, and a con- Burris said Monday. He valued
he won't seek re-election in 1970. tion
^
and servative Republican who nei- the . house at $7,500.
He is 65, an age at which he count for $366 millionreport
•
a
devastating
"wrote
Police filled out a stolen house
thinks congressmen as well as that the books had been de- ther smokes nor drinks.
,
report.
businessmen should retire.
Williams has other crusades,
irresponsibility
in
acstroyed,
city Building Inspector
Later,
Williams hopes to find an counting—I think it was the including a losing battle to hold
Trogden
revealed that
Dewey
investigative successor before most
report the down federal spending and to the house was condemned and
he leaves. If he does he will c o m pdevastating
achieve
a
balanced
budget.
t r o ller general ever
torn down last Wednesday. "As
pass on some advice: Don't try
He has even been willing to a hazard to the public .... It
"
wrote
.
to put crookedness under a partake such ' politically risky
state of collapse."
ty label. The man who laid out That, he thinks, led to the stands as opposing tax cuts and was in asaid
Burris
.
No,
the biggest case for Republican next case, the one he regards as demanding ceilings on federal hadn't beenTrogden,
notified—"We
Williams was a mysterious the most important in his life.
farm payments.
wait... he will receive
Democrat who refuses, to this "Shortly thereafter I got a Nor has he hesitated to chal- couldn't
shortly."
a
letter
day, to take public credit.
very
from
a
call
telephone
.
Like the hanging judge of old, prominent person in our state.
the senator regrets the responsi- He
did then and he still does not
bility fell to him:
want
to he officially: identified.
"I've never liked that role, He was
a member of the Demostrange as it may seem," he cratic Party,
I'm a Republlsaid in an interview. "I've nev- can, but heand
information
had
er been able to get away from which he was confident indicatthe. fact that you're hurting a lot ed there was an organized tax
of innocent people even if you're
ring operating in this
right and I've tried to be right. fixing
country . . . He wanted to know
We can go on the floor of the if f was interested, was. He let
Senate and destroy a man, you me call one of theIgirls in and
know that. You've got to be for about two hours he dictated
right. ' / ;
a memo—I still got it-but if a
"I've never been able to get man were to read that today
out of my mind that when you he'd swear it was written five
go ahead and bring a charge years after the investigations. It
against an individual—I don't was uncannily accurate . . .
"He was not in any way involved. He , told me to take it,
Winona Daily News
IR
.vD Winona, Minnesota
proceed. He said 'I can't prove
TUESDAY, MARCH 4, 1969
a thing in the world I'm telling

JERUSALEM (AP) — Mrs.
Goida Meir, the Milwaukee
schoolteacher who became Israel's leading woman politician,
looked today like a shoo-in for
interim prime minister of the
Jewish nation.
The 70-year-old grandmother
won overwhelming endorsement
from the ruling Labor party's
leadership bureau Monday, and
reliable sources said she was
virtually certain to accept the
post.
Mrs. Meir had been reported
reluctant to take the job because of her health, but she told
an interviewer from the Milwaukee Journal Sunday: "I feel
strong enough
It's just the
prime minister's job is horrible,
especially at a time like this
when the country is in a state of
continuing hostility with the Arabs."
The choice of Mrs. Meir was
another rebuff for Defense Minister Moshe Dayan and a boost
for Deputy Prime Minister Yigal Allon, Dayan's chief rival
for the top job after the parliamentary elections iirNovember.
Mrs. Meir is a member of the
Mapai faction of the Labor party which is favorable to Allon
and opposes Dayan .
Party officials said Mrs. Meir
Would announce her decision
Thursday, the end of the official
mourning period for Prime Minister Levi Eshkol, who died
Wednesday.
Mr£. Meir is the former Goldie Mabovitz, whose family emigrated to tho United States from
Russia when she was eight
years old and settled in Milwaukee. She was married to Morris
Myerson and emigrated with
him to Palestine in 1921.
A pioneer in the women's labor movement and tho Haganah, Mrs. Meir headed the political department of the Jewish

Agency for' Palestine for the two
years before independence and
after /independence became Israel's first minister to Moscow.
She joined David Ben-Gurion's
cabinet in 1949 as minister of
laborj theri iri 1956 became foreign minister, a post she held
for 10 years.
After her retirement from the
cabinet in 1956, Mrs. Meir became secretary-general of the
Mapai. She retired from the
party jpost last July.
She changed her name ; to
Meir in 1956 when President David Ben-Gurion asked all his
cabinet ministers to -use Hebrew names. Meir means
"gives light."
Elsewhere in the Middle East,
Iraq charged Monday that Israel's report of more spy executions to be held this week in
Baghdad was "a big lie." Twenty-two persons", including nine
Jews, were executed by Iraq in
January . and February on
charges of- spying for Israel,
and Israel said during the weekend that more hangings were
scheduled Monday or today.
The U.S. State Department
said it hoped the reports of "additional executions in Baghdad
prove unfounded." Carl Bartch,
a department spokesman, said:
"As we made clear on two recent occasions, we are concerned on h u m a n i t a r i a n
grounds by the circumstances of
these trials and executions."
Police sources in Jerusalem
said two , Arab women had admitted that they dynamited a
crowded Jerusalem supermarket Feb. 21, killing two Jews
and wounding nine others.
The, sources said a third girl
confessed to planting explosives
at the British consulate in Jerusalem. That blast five days after the supermarket bombing
damaged an apartment but injured no one.

Baseball official in
much hot water.
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stockholders from sale of Gen- ington I'd change my label; I'd
eral Motors stock that DuPont be a! Republican now. I'd
was ordered to get rid of in an change back in four years or
anti-trust case. He said the tax eight years or whatever it is.
relief proposal was too generous They're just like a leopard; they
¦ •
Regular $279
and worked out a compromise. change their spots.
Williams has preached econoJjE^t^^fesSbs.
it* 4mWa\m\ aWkm\
my to his colleagues, and prac- "Now , one of the biggest culprits
revenues
we
found
in
the
ticed it himself.
¦ ¦
^m.y
He tried to make it a law that scandal... was under the label : M^0^^
M_ |
: ^f] . Time
of
the
Democratic
party.
But
he
senators return to the Treasury
g
unused allowances and unsuc- came into government under
N0 MONEY DOWN on
cessfully fought this year the label of a Republican and
^W less thanr |
against raising congressmen's appointed by Herbert Hoover."
Williams says he has no inten*A OZ
I *eor* Eosy Poymenf Plon
$30,000 " annual salaries to tion
about
of
changing
his
mind
$42,500.
not running for re-election.
The climax of Williams' ca- He acknowledges there are This hearing aid is high powered — can bring a world
reer as Senate Sherlock was the men who are more alert when of well-behaved sound. Even the quiet sounds can bo
Bobby Baker case. He intro- they get older. But there are heard clearly. Lightweight for comfort.
duced the resolution which led also others.
to the Senate investigation of "If you don't have some rule,
Ernest Halvorson,Consultant
how Baker became a million- who is going to tell Mr. Joe or
Will be al Sears — Winona
aire while secretary to the Sen- Tom 'Now you're getting just a
ate's Democratic majority.
On Thursday, March 6th—1 to 5 p.m.
little old now.' Whether it be in
Williams denied he was ever industry or government, you
Next Visit Will Be Thursday, March 13th
more interested in digging for don't—with the result.. . well,
dirt about Democrats than you've looked down from the |
ntEE HEARING TEST ^ a^^ZaT \
about Republicans. He said:
gallery and you've seen the re"A man who wants to be sults of a few examples where it
BHOP AT SEARS I Q-.^-.-, I
crooked doesn't give a darn hasn't worked out."
AND SAVE
OGaTS
about his politics. If we have
S7 S9 E. Third St.
Corruption—and I hope we don't PETEKSON TEACHER
4EASS, aoKBtac AND OV Winona, Minn.
— in the next four years the PETERSON, Minn.-Mrs. Eschances are 10 to i it'll be with ther D e v i n e, Lanesboro, is
a Republican label because . teaching senior English and hisif I were a crook and wanted to tory as a substitute at PeterSHOP THE EASY WAY — READ THE ADS FIRST
do something crooked in Wash- son High School.
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Warriors' Valiant Effort Fails 66 - 61

Lose at St. John s in
OT nAlAPIaYoit

As Chicago
BelisStars6-I

CHICAGO (AP) - Although the third period.
the Chicago Black Hawks are Minnesota's only tally was by
bringing up the rear in the East Bill Goldsworthy at 12:04 of the
Division of the National Hockey second period.
League, superstar Bobby Hull is FIRST PERIOD—I. Chicago: Boudri1 (Mirctte, R. Hull) 14:28) 2. Chicapressing forward in the scoring as
go: Pappin 37 (Slaplelon, D. Hull) 17:23.
race as usual.
Penalties— Vasko (Minn.) :1i.o; BoiWn
4:54; Orban (Minn.)
15:31.
The Golden Jet scored twice ' (Minn.)
SECOND PERIOD — 3. Chicago: R.
Monday night to boost his total Moll 47 (Wharram, Stapteton) Stilt 4.
Goldsworlh 13 (Orban) 12:04;
goals to 48 as the Hawks broke Minnesota:
Chicago: Slaplelon 5 (D. Hull) 13:55.
a three-game losing streak with 5.Penalties—
D. . Hull . (Chi.) 5:03; Nestea 6-1 conquest of the Minnesota rtnko (Chi.) 14:34; Vasko (Minn.) 16:31;
Nanne (Minn.) 19:56.
North Stars.
PERIOD—«. Chicago: O. Hull
No other games were sched- 21THIRD
(Mohns, Martin) 6:17; 7. Chicago:
R. Hull 48 (Makl, Boudrias) 13:31. Penuled.
- McKay (Chi.) 14:55; Jarrcti
Bobby also added an assist alties
in Chicago. North Stars' goalie Fern Rivard,
(CM.) 16:11.
OH, SO CLOSE V . . It's a game of inches
and raised his point total to 93 Goallos-^MInneiota: .Rivard; Chicago: and Chicago Black Hawks1 Ken Wharram
with his tongue clamped between his teeth,
in .trying to overtake record-set- DeJordy. " .»,.,. . " ••¦'* .- ¦ - , .. .
Wbarram 's path. Also defending for
blocks
try
as
his
scoring
found
that
out
on
this
ting Phil Esposito of Boston, Shots on goal by:
Minnesota is Moose Vasko (4). (AP Photofax)
MINNESOTA ..;...
7 12 13—33
during
Monday
shot
hit
the
side
of
the
cage
who has 101.
'.. 15 15 11-41
CHICAGO
night's game with the Minnesota North Stars
Hull now has scored in eight A—IMM.
straight games, three short of
the record held by Andy Bathgate, former New York Ranger
star. The Jet has hit the 50-goal
target three times in his career
and has 11 games left to reach
the coveted mark again.
The victory left the Hawks
TONIGHT
three points behind fifth-place
DISTRICT TWO
At ALBERT UEAToronto in the East. The North
Hayfleld vs. Alien, • p.m.
Stars remained two points beAt AUSTINAlbert Lea vi. Elkton, l p.m.
hind fourth-place Philadelphia
FOUR
"From what I saw of Winona Saturday Af ST. OLAFDISTRICT
Rochester John Marshall and Dodge Cenin the West Division.
(NorfMleltf)—
night I'd say they were probably much too
Semifinal:
Goals by Andre Boudrias and ter are similar in at least two respects—
Owalonna vi. Medlord, I p.m.
quick for us. But then, that's been our
Jim Pappin put Chicago ahead both have good over all size and balanced
scoring.
problem all year," he said.
2-0 in the first period.
WEDNESDAY
Dodge Center will be able to match the
Hull collected an easy first
The resemblance most likely ends there,
DISTRICT THREE
goal at 3:23 of the second. Goal- however. The Rockets, 16-1 for the season Hawks in height, however. Peterson's start- At ROCHESTERSemlfinals:
ing lineup will have 6-2 senior Dave Andros
ie Fern Rivard slid out of the and Big Nine champion, are the foe WaWlrtona vs. Dodge Center, 7:30 p.m.
net while stopping Ken Whar- basha must elude if the Indians hope to reach
and 6-1 junior Paul Andros at forwards, 6-4
Rochester JM vi. Wabasha, * p.m.
ram's shot and the puck drib- District Three while Dodge Center faces the Earl Henslin at center and 6-2 Dick Knudson
THURSDAY
bled onto Hull's stick in the goal same problem against Winona.
and 5-9 Al Cole in the backcourt.
DISTRICT ONE
At ROCHESTERcrease.
Dave Andros leads the team in scoring
The Dodgers and Hawks square off at/
Consclaf/on:
Hull scored again at 13:31 of 7:30 p.m. Wednesday in the first semifinal with a 17-point,average while Knudson and
Preston vs. Grand Meadow, 7:31
p.m.
game while Wabasha and John Marshall do Paul Andros are also in double figures.
.
ChampioniMp:
"We've been a fairly strong rebounding and
battle at 9 p.m.
Rushford vs. Spring Valley, » p.m.
shooting team all season so we'll have to
Dodge Center is 14-6 on the year and
DISTRICT TWO
rely on those two things to overcome our de- At ALBERT LEAtied for the runnerup spot in the Wasioja
Semlflnal:
ficiencies," said Peterson.
Conference behind defending Region One
Austin vs. Glenvllle, I p.m.
While Dodge Center is shooting over 40 Al AUSTINchamp Hayfield . The Dodgers upset KasSemifinal:
'
percent for the year, John Marshall's person-Mantorville, a team it had lost to earlier
Hayfield-Atden Winner vs. Albert Leain the season, 55-46 in Saturday's West-Suh- formance from the floor is even more imElkton winner, • p.m.
pressive.
District championship game.
"The game against Kasson-Mantorville
The Rockets shot at nearly a .50 percent
Nat'l Hockey League
clip during the season and have four starters
was one of Our best of the year. It's been
MONDAY'S RESULT
averaging in double figures.
kind Of an up and down season, but when
Chltago «, MINNESOTA 1.
Mark Hanson (64) and Craig Jenson (6-5)
you get this far it has to be a successful
Only game scheduled.
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - Min- one," said Dodge Center coach Jim Peter- have 19 and 17 point averages, respectively
TODAY'S GAMES
No games scheduled.
nesota hopes for revenge tonight son today.
while Tom Senst (6-3) is averaging 13. Dave
„:
WEDNESDAY'S GAMES
as the Gopher cagers entertain
Hollander (6-3), who became eligible in JanThe young Dodger mentor (at the .helm
Los Angeles at Toronto.
the Iowa Hawkeyes at Williams since 1963) is optimistic over his team's uary, also averages in double figures while
New-York af Chicago.
Detroit at Boston.
Arena.
chances, but not overly optimistic.
6-0 Kraig Weld rounds out the starting five.
St. Louis at Pittsburgh.
Early in the Big Ten season,
the Hawkeyes handed the Gophers an 89-68 shellacking at
Iowa City.
But the Hawkeyes were considered a title contender then.
Since that time the Iowans have
lost six conference games and
enter tonight's contest with a 5-7
conference mark. The Gophers
are 4-8.
Iowa coach Ralph Miller said,
"We had the makings of a pretty good ball club but we didn't
jell and become a good team.
One night it would be poor defense.
"The next time we'd play
good defense and be lousy on
the backboards. Another time it
would be just poor luck."
Gopher coach Bill Fitch said
he expects to start Larry Overskei and LeRoy Gardner at the
forwards, Larry Mikan at center , Al Nuness and Eric Hill in
the backcourt,
Fitch said he expects the
Hawkeyes to employ a full court
press against his charges .
.

.
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Fives 'Up Against It'

This We^
Basketball

Gophers Eye
Upset of
Iowa Tonight

Vikings Want
Artificial Turf
ST. PAUL \m -,The Minnesota Vikings want a synthetic
WORLD'S BIGGEST SKI RACE . ,. The 8,308 skiers who
grass field that could cost $500,000 for the 1369 National Foot- participated in Sunday 's running of the Basalopett Ski Race
lcavo the starting line at Mora , Sweden , and head out over
ball league season.
General Manager Jim Finks
predicted "all the professional
ball parks are going to have
artificia l turf in the next 10
years and the longer the delay
the higher the cost will be."
The synthetic grass would
permit practice sessions in colder weather nnd eliminate any By TIIK ASSOCIATED PRESS the pitching ace's Omaha , Neb.,
schedule conflicts when the Min- Two round trip tickets on the home.
nesota Twins' baseball season morning flight from St. Peters- Gibson, who won 22 games
and the football season overlap. burg , i?)a., to St. Louis cost Car- and posted a record 1.12 earned
dinals boss Gussie Busch run average in the Cardinals'
$425,000 — give or take a dollar. pennant drive, reportedly will
But Busch and air travelers receive $125,000—a boost of
over last year and
BiiLg Devine and Stan Musial about $35,000
figure the trip was worth the the highest salary in the club's
price. And the six stray Red- history. Musial'fl $100,000 pact in
bird .! who've rejoined the flock 1958 was the previous high for
the Cardinals .
arc living proof .
It's estimated center fielder
General Manager Devine and
f
club Vice President Musial flew Flood will get $88,000, lc t fielder
Brock,
third
baseman
$87,000,
from the Cards' spring training
base to St. Louis early Monday Shannon , $52,000, and pitchers
and returned wilh 1969 salary Brilcs and Washburn , $38,000
acceptances from half a dozen and $35,000 respectively.
star performers, including Cy The six agreements left two
Young Award winner Bob Gib- Cardinals—shortstop Dal Maxvill and second baseman Julian
non.
The Cards' dynamic f ront ot- Javier—still unsigned. Javier
ficc duo lined up Lou Brock , was expected to arrive in camp
Curt Flood, Mike Shannon , Nel- today and Dcvino and Musial
son Rrilc s and Hay Washburn were back to welcome him—
after brief talks in St, Louis. De- pens In hand.
vino then reached agreement
Several other clubs were enwith Gibson in a phono call to couraged by the signing, or ap-

the 52-mile course. It was the 46th running of the race that |
commemorates a historic ski trip made by King Gustav
Wasa of Sweden in 1521. (AP Photofax)
-H

State's more-than-game WarBy BOB JUNGHANS
riors gave J St. Johq's all it
Baity Nem Sports Writer
wanted to handle and then
COmSGEVILLE, Minn. - some before losing 66-61 in ovGutty! Courageous! Fantastic.' ertime.'. '' ' . ' ' ; ':. '
There aren't enough adjectives, nor ones that properly des- "WE BEAT a good team,"
cribe the effort put out by the said a gracious, panting St.
Winona State College basket- JoKh's coach, Jim Smith. "They
ball team in a losing effort, gave us more than we wanted
here, Monday night.
to handle*.It's a tribute to their
Physically out-manned, play- ^ourage that they didn't let the
ing before a screaming, bois- crowd get to them, and the
terous, sometimes ugly crowd way they fought against some
in the St. John's University pretty tough odds. We had to
fieldbouse (a f f e c t i onately beat a great team to get out
known as "Rat Hall" .both for of our district." ¦/
the denizens that inhabit the The setback spelled the end
basement and the west end of the road for Winona which
bleacher section), W i n o n a winds up its season with a 14-

1
^MMM^
«

Winona Daily News / ,. ¦ :• TUESDAY, MARCH 4, 1969
Winona, Minnesota
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Waseca Passes
First Test
In Tournaments

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Waseca's towering Bluejays,
defending state champion Edina
and highly-rated Hopkins have
survived their first tests in district eliminations leading to the

Walter Retires
As Wisconsin
Track Coach

MADISON, Wis. w - Rut
Walter is quitting as the University of Wisconsin's track
coach, and he says even the
pleas of Elroy Hirsch won't
change his mind.
Walter, back in town Monday
after his team walked away
With — and occasionally even
ran for a third consecutive. Big
Ten Conference indoor track
championship, declared
he
would stand by his two-weekold announcement of retirement, effective in June after the
outdoor season.
"It was a firm decision, and
I'm going to stick with it. After 39 years of coaching, I'm going to step down," he said.
Hirsch, the "Crazy Legs" pto
football ace of the 1940s and
1950s, was recently named Wisconsin's athletic director. He
has been after Walter to continue , as the . Badger cinder
mentor.

Minnesota High School Basketball Tournament.
Waseca, 2GM), outscored Kenyon 99-84 in District 4, as 6-foot8 Gene Wood poufed in 34 points
and 6-9 Rolf Iversen added 19.
Edina, shooting for an unprecedented fourth straight state
title, swamped Robbinsdale Cooper 62-36 in District 18 play. It
was the Hornets 28th straight
tournament victory dating back
to: 1965. - - v : .
Hopkins, ,17-3, champions, of
the Lake Conference which has
produced the , state titlist the
past;four years, slipped past
Bloomington Kennedy 59-54 and
meets Edina Wednesday in the
semifinals.
Two other state tourney entrants last year notched victories Monday night;
East Grand Forks, Region 8
defending champion, whipped
Oslo 78:57 in District 31. Defending Region 3 titlist Granite Falls
dumped Clarkfield 67-45.in District 11,
Thirty-eight teams were eliminated Monday night,- cutting
last week's original field of
more than 480 teams to 163. Tonight's ¦action
will eliminate 55
¦
teams. " '
¦

'¦
¦

¦;

Granby High School in Norfolk, Va., a producer «f fine
wrestling talent, has three former athletes on Michigan
State's varsity. They arc Bob
Byrum, Keith Lowrance and
Mike Ellis.
.

.

.

12 record; a season which is
more successful than the record
would indicate. St. John's, now
having won the District 13
NAIA playoff in two straight ,
will take a 20-8" record into the
32-team national tournament in
Kansas City, Mo., March 10-15.
"Soineday we're going to win
that," said Winona State coach
Ron Ekker, indicating the dist r i c t NAIA
plaque w h i c h
w a s in St.
John's possession.
That "someday" was nearly this year.
There were a
dozen would-be
turning points
Besonen
in the game, but
the m o s t apparent - one occurred with just 10 seconds to
play and Gene Schultz speed
dribbling up the sidelines.
WITH "Rat Hall" literally
bulging with bedlam, the Johnnies' Tom Grudnowski was called for a foul and Schultz was
apparently headed for the free
throw line with a one-and-one
situation and
¦ ¦ Winona ahead 5958., '. ' ' ¦' ¦ ¦ '
But the roar of the crowd had
drowned out an earlier whistlo
which eventually prevailed after several seconds had ticked
off the clock.
Apparently Don Besonen, who
had snared a rebound after St.
John's Mike Dady missed a
shot, had pushed off oh a. St.
John's player—Joe Weber. To
the delight of the 2,000 assembled, except for a small but
noisy Winona contingent, it was
Weber and not Schultz who was
to get the free throw.
The 6-4 senior connected to
tie the game 59-59.
Winona quickly moved the
ball up court and then called
a time out. The Warriors hurriedly set j i gBesonen from 25
feet but the shot came off the
rim and the buzzer sounded.
IF PRECEDENT h a d prevailed at this moment, Winona
State w6uld have been in the
driver's seat. Never had Ekker
seen his team lose in overtime
since be took over in the 196G67 season , and when Rick Starzecki popped in an eight-foot
jump shot at the 4:17 mark to
put Winona on top 61-59 it appeared that the string would
stay intact.
But fate wouldn't have it that
waySteve Protsman, who was kept
in check by the collapsing St.
John's defense, missed a chance
to pad the lead when he missed
a free throw. Then Weber hit
the first of two at 3:38 to make
it 61-60.
Protsman , spinning up the
lane, was then the victim of
an offensive foul call that even
the St. John's rooters didn't believe. But the officials won out
and at the three-minute mark
(Continued on Page SB)
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Tastewhat it does to a Sour.
A lot of people like Fleischmann's Preferred. For some,
it's simply the smooth taste. For others,
it _ <
the 90 proof J., and the value.
I "~5>^
For many people the important thing is
S^^^
the Fleischmann name. (And that's the kind
!^S^
of con6dence we've been building
Vllliii
ever since 1870.)
liiJllilB

Cardin als Get 6 to Sign

;S;;1i§

t^j QVW «mj;.'.

i

pearances, of key players Monday. But the Houston Astros and
Montreal Expos were anxiously
awaiting a settlement of n
sticky situation brought on by
Donn Clendenon 's abrupt retirement last week.
Montreal had traded Clendenon and Jesus Alou to the Astros for Rusty Staub. Monday,
Commissioner Bowie Kuhn requested that Staub and Alou be
kept out of uniform until a
meeting is held to resolve the
matter. The trade could be nullified, or the Expos could be obliged to deliver another player
to Houston as a replacement for
Clondcnon .
"Scratching the whole trade
would do us irreparable harm ,"
said Expos President John
McIInle.
Meanwhile, the Expos arc
seeking a replacement from
Philadelphia for pitcher Larry
Jackson , who announced his retirement after being drafted by

the National League expansion
club.
¦
Golf's touring professionals
made 20 holes-in-one during
1968.
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1 SELF LUBRICATING
1 BEARINGS & BAR STOCK
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TO MEET SPRING VALLEY

Bruins No 1
For 3rd Time
In Last Six

Rushford Gains Finals

By CARL PETERSON
Dally News Sports Writer
ROCHESTER, Minn. — For
the third year in a row, Rushford will" Carry the banner of
the Root River Conference into the District One championship game.
The Trojans earned that distinction again Monday night at
Mayo Civic 1 Auditorium by holding off Preston's last gasp rally to emerge a 66-62 victor in
the second 1 semifinal game.

RUSHFORD, now 18-3 for the
season, will play Spring Valley (also 18-3) at 9 p.m. Thursday for tha district title. The
Maple Leaf Conference kingpin wolves ended Grand Meadow's hopes with a 74-49 conquest in Monday's first game.
The Root River champion
Trojans defeated Spring Valley in a regular season game
69-53 and will be seeking to end
seven straight years of domination in district by Maple

Leaf teams. Not since Caledonia's title in 1961'has a Root
River member won the crown.
Rushford reached the finals the
last two years, but lost * to
Chatfield both times.
This time, the Trojans nearly
lost it in the semifinals; After leading, by as much as 14
points early in the second period, Rushford watched its lead
wilt and finally dry up completely late in th*j game.
PRESTON ACTUALLY took

WARRIORS

(Continued From Page 4B)
Dady drove the lane for a 62-61
St. John's lead.
WINONA apparently had, the
lead back when Besonen followed his own missed shot and
put in the rebound, but he was
called for traveling and with
1:34 to play Paul Bernabei hit
a" pair of free throws that made
it 64-61.
Bernabei then stole the inbounds pass and St. John's
stalled until Grudnowski was
fouled with 57 seconds to play.
He missed the free throw but
got his own rebound. At the
29-second mark Jim Holmes
missed a free throw, but Pro'.sman did the same seconds later
and St. John's ran out the clock
until Bernabei .hit a meaningless "driving layup with two
seconds to play for the final
score.
"I couldn't have asked the
kids to play a belter game,"
said Ekker. "They played it
just as we would have done if
we had drawn it out on paper.
"It was quite a year and this
is a great bunch of ballplayers."
THE FIRST half of the contest left you with the impression that you had seen it all
before. It ended with St. John's
ahead 28-25, the same score
that had prevailed in the first
game at Winona State Saturday night.
Winona had held early leads
of 6-3 and 10-7 as the Warriors'
methodical play apparently had
the Johnnies befUddled. But the
host squad began to get untracked in the waning minutes
of the half and sophomore center Tim Muller dropped in four
straight points to give St.
John's a 27-21 lead. It appeared the Johnnies were about to
break it open.
But Besonen, who played the
best . game , of his short WSC
career, and graduating Gene
Schultz connected to trim the
gap.
The second half started cautiously with the teams trading
buckets, but then Besonen converted a three-point play and
Schultz hit a free throw for a
37-26 Winona lead. ;
BERNABEI tied it with a
free throw, but Besonen stuffed in a rebound and Starzecki
made a clean steal and drove
for a layup for a 41-37 lead,
Winona's biggest of the game.
Moments later Jack Gibbs hit
a jump shot and Besonen again
twisted his 6-2 frame among
the giants for an offensive rebound and it stood 48.42 with
10 minutes to play.
Onfy Bernabei's deadly outside shooting kept St . John's
in the game at (his point. At
the 5:2? mark he.canned, the
second of two straight 30footers for a 50-49 St. John's
lead, but Protsman chose this
time to get his only field goal
of the night and hit a pair of
free throws for a 53-50 Warrior
lead with 4:27 left in the game.
From there it went to 53-52,
55-54, 57-56 and 59-58 with Winona leading at each juncture
only to see Weber's free throw
end the bid for an upset which
would have returned the play*
off to Winona for the third and
final game..;
BERNABEI finished with 21
points and played what Smith
called "one of his greatest
games." Holmes had a dozen
for St. John's which hit "16 of
32 shots in the second half for
50 percent. The Johnnies finish with 24 of 61 for 39 percent.
In addition they out-rebounded
Winona 31-29, ail aspect of the
game In which they improved
considerably since Saturday
night. Holmes had 10 rebounds.
Besonen hit eight of 13 shots
from the field nnd finished with
19 points and nine rebounds to
lead both brackets for Winona.
Schultz finished wilh 17 points
and Starzecki 10. Both of the
latter played their fast came
;
for WSC.
Winona took only 47 shols in
the game , hitting 22 for 47 percent. Iq the second half and
overtime the Warriors were 12
for l» for 03 percent.

STRETCH . . . Preston forward Gary Hellickson gives it
an all'put effort as he fights for a rebound, daring Monday
night's District One semifinals in the Mayo Civic Auditorium
in Rochester. Also in the picture are Preston's Craig Thauwald (41) and Dennis Thacher (23) along with Rushford's
Bill Haugen (32). (Daily News Sports photo )

Kentucky Lands
For 24th Time

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Kentucky has its NCAA tournament berth and the rest of
the Southeastern Conference
also has its NCAA—No Chance
.;, '
At 'All. • .
That's what it must seem like
to the also-rans after Kenutcky
won the SEC championship for
the 24th time in Adolph Rupp's
39 years at the helm with a 90-86
victory over Auburn Monday
night.
"This championship is just as
important as the first one," said
Rupp, "and it feels just as good.
I've never seen a happier bunch
of boys."
The seventh-ranked Wildcats
trailed 66-58 with 11 minutes left
but rallied behind Dan Issel,
Mike. Casey and Mike Pratt,
who scored 34, 23 and 18 points,
respectively.
Three other members of The
Associated Press' Top Twenty
teams were in action. Marquette, ranked 14th, got by the
Air Force 69-57 and 15th-ratcd

Basketball
Scores
Minnesota

MONDAY'S RESULTS
District 1
Spring Valley 74, Grand Meadow 4t,
Rushford 44, Preston 67.
District l
Austin 71, Dlocmlng prairie 44.
Otonvllle S3, Lylo 41.
District 4
, Waseca l». Kenyon 14.
District a
Worthlngion 73, Jasper 4f.
Dli.'rlct 10
Franklin 74, WlnlhrOp 38.
Redwood Palls 74, New Ulm ll.
District it
Oranlli Falls 47, Clarklleld 4],
Clera Clly II, Marietta 47 .
District n
Olivia sr, Htitchin:on ».
Glincoe 71, Renville la.
District IS
Mechanic Arts 71. Harding 47.
St, Paul central 7», Monroe 11,
District l
l
Edina it. Cooper 34,
Hopkins S»j Kennedy 54.
Mnnttonka «, Richfield 43.
Lincoln 4», Robblnidale 41.
District 7«
Disss! 55, Howard Lake H.
Payneivllle
54.
Wlllrmer il,
District 2]
Olonwood 70, Upsata 54.
Alexandria 17, Swanvllla <l.
Winona (11)
St. John's (it)
District ly
Id ft pft p
Ig Itp ltp
Detroit Lakes 71, Underwood 11.
Oaioncn » 3 1 It Weber
1 1 4 1
Rothiay 41, Olyndon 51.
Jabrosky 1 0 5 1 Holmes I Ull
District 14
Protsman 1 1 4 1 imrncy 0 2 4 1
Crosby-lrcnton 5), Allkin 47.
Starzecki 2 4 1 to OnlnoiM 1 ] 4 »
Staple* 44. Llllle Falls 41.
Schulli 4 3 4 17 Brnabel 10 4 4 14
District 35
Olbbs
1 p 0 2 Dady
2 0 14
Moon
Lake 41, Forest Lake 11.
Wllko
1 1 1 7
1 0 1 2 Ifivllar
District ¦>;
Clo^uet 77, Hormnn'own 51,
Totals 11 17 If il
Totals 74 II Jl ii
Dululh Dontleld 44, Tolvola Mesifov)
WINONA
J-il
75 34
(audi St.
ST. JOHN'S
7-44
11 31
District Jl
Park Rapldi 57, Walker 41.
SOMMERVILUC8 WIN
Lllllifork Blo Falls 44, ttlackduck 47.
District 30
GRAND FORKS , N. D. 1/11 - Manior 47, llendrum
44.
The defending . champion Hwl
District if
71,
Crookston
44 (OT).
CINex
Sommcrville Rink of WisconRiver Palls 71, Ooodrldge «l
sin trounced ' tho Don MacLeod Thlal
Oslo
il.
Dasl Grand Fork* 74,
rink of Connecticut 1C-3 Mon- Warre n 41, Fisher 40.
District 11
day to open the 13th U.S. Men 's Kennedy 71, Warroad 54.
Iteplien 45, Newfolden 47.
Curling Championships.

Louisville downed Bellarmine
93-80, but Creighton stunned
17th-ranked Notre Dame 79-74.
Sophomore Dean Meminger
paced Marquette with 16 points
as the NCAA-bound Warriors
outscored the Air Force 'by six
points in each. half .
Louisville, still in the Missouri
Valley Conference running but a
more likely participant in the
National Invitation Tournament,
drubbed Bellarmine as Mike
Grosso scored 24 points and
Butch Beard added 23.
Creighton's 1-2. punch of Wally
Anderzunas and Bob Portman
kayoed Notre Dame, another
NCAA team, with 28 and 20
points, respectively. Portman's
layup with 6 minutes put the
Blue Jays ahead to stay.
Three more tourney-bound
clubs played Monday night and
all came through unscathed.
Weber State , NCAA-bound as
the Big Sky kings, edged Montana State 86-84 in Overtime.
NIT entrants Rutgers and
Southern Illinois won respectively over Gettysburg 92-77 and
Indiana State 75-69. Rutgers has
a 20-3 -record and 15 straight
wins, i
A couple of tourney hopefuls
were not so lucky. Tulsa lost
any chance for the Missouri
Valley crown 'by blowing a 14point lead in the second half and
bowing to Wichita State in overtime 95-87.
Greg Carney
sparked the upset with 37
points.
Kansas State knocked Missouri out of the Big Eight race
with a 60-55 triumph as Jerry
Venable hit two key baskets in
the closing minutes. ,

City Sports
Calendar

i

WEDNESDAY

BASKETBALL-*
District It Winona High vs. Dodge
Center at Rochester , 7:10 p.m.
NAIA Playolli SI. John 's al Winona
State, 71) 0 p.m.

THURSDAY

the lead at 56-54 In the eaily
stages of the final period before Rushford regained the upper hand and scored eight
straight points to take control
for good.
""It looked like we were
scared of being ahead when
we finally got the lead. We
must have blown three of four
easy layups in that fourth
quarter," sighed cool Ken Deriney, Preston coach, after the
game.
A completely enervated Mike
Jeresek (Rushford coach) said:
"I really didn't think we could
Ipse it. Honest. -We 've , bad. a
lot of close games this season
and most always came through.
I was confident we could do it
again."
The closeness of the game in
the waning moments may have
saved it from becoming- one
long bore. .
A total of 49 fouls were whistled in the contest (26 on Preston ) and four players fouled
out.
PRESTON'S 6-4 Jeff Knles
sat out nearly all of the second
half after he picked " up his
fourth foul midway through the
second quarter. Knies' replacement, Steve Gross, also fouled
out. '
Rushford's starting guards,
Ken Benson and Mark Peterson, both fouled out in the third
quarter. Benson left with over
sis minutes to go in the period and Peterson departed just
over a minute later.
"Fortunately, 1 feel we have
a pretty fair bench. Otherwise
the loss of the starting guards
from a running offense and
pressure defense like we use
might have hurt us more than
it did," observed Jeresek, in
his first year as Trojan coach.
Outside of slowing the pace
of the game considerably at
times, the fouls had little to do
with the final outcome. Both
teams finished with 20 free
throws with Rushford missing
13 and Preston 14.
WITH THE exception or rebounds, in which- Preston had
a rather definite 41-28 edge, the
rest of the statistics were pretty even also. : The winners shot
40 percent for the game (23 of
58) and Preston 38 percent (21
of 55). Rushford wound up with
12 turnovers and Preston 15.
The board deficit didn't
bother the Trojans that- much.
In the first half they managed
onlv one offensive rebound, but
still maintained comfortable
leads.
Mike Miller and Peterson led
the way for the Trojans in the
opening half, sparking a surge
which resulted in a 22-10 scoring edge through the last half
of. the first Quarter and the
first half of the second quarter.
Trailing 36-26 at intermission,
Preston came out fighting in
the second half and outscored
Rushford 8-2 in the first two
minutes of the third period. And
although Rushford . moved Jn
front again at 45-36 the tempo
of the remaining playing time
had been established.
The rebounding of forwards
Craig Thauwald and Gary Hellickson and the shooting of
puards Bruce Hoff and Dennis
Thacher broupht the 'Jays back
to within 52-50 at the quarter
break.
A PAIR OF free throws by
Thauwald at the six-minute
mark tied the game for the
first time since the first minute of the game and then, after
a two-minute scoring drought,
Hellickson's rebound shot gave
Preston its first lead since 4-3.
Two minutes latere however,
Rushford had a 62-56 lead before Dennis Rindels' jumper
and two " free throws by Hellickson closed the lead to 62-60
with 41 seconds to .go. Fifteen
seconds later tho Trojans' Bill
Haugen canned a 15-foot shot.
With 16 seconds tc go Rindels
scored again, but a pair of free
throws by reserve Mark Thompson decided the issue. Preston
had 12 seconds to make up the
four-point difference but couldn't deliver.
Miller led the balanced Rushford scoring with 17 while Jerry Bunko, Jack O'Donncll nnd
Peterson each had 13.
Hoff , who just became eligible, led Preston with 14
and Hellickson and Thauwald
had 11 points each and tho
same number of rebounds.
Rushlord Mi)
(0 HP'tP
t 1 4 17
4 S 4 1)
S J 4 11
1 0 J I
4 9 S 13
10 0 4
1 J 1 4
0 0 0 0

Millar
imnke
O'Donell
Benson
Peterson
HnUficn
Thompsn
Overland

Preston

Thauwld
ttrllcksn
Knits
Thither
Rindels
Oro>*
Oundrin
Hod

<«)
'9 «P "»
4 1 1 11
* S 4 II
1 7 4 I
1 1 » 7
l i s t
1 * 5 1
o « 0 0
t 1 1 14

WRESTLINOTotals n 30 11 i
i
Totals 11 10 14 (1
Wlnona Slate In NAIA toornament , RUSHFORD
10 It la" 14—«»
Omaha, Neb .
PRESTON
II 14 14 II—«
Sprlno Valley (74)
fo (t pf tp
WRESTLINOTobln
1 ) 1 1
Wfnana Sfefe In NAIA tournament, Turoenrrt 7 f 4 »5
Omaha, Neb,
Filch
1
1 3 7
.'
SWIMMINOReps
i 1 1 II
Wlnona High In Stale meet , Univer- Crnsltr 4 1 11)
sity ol Minnesota.
Ruud
I I o J
Sauer
1 1 II!
Orabau 0 0 1 0
SATURDAY
o a I o
llovt*
Drmeltlr 1 0 0 1
WRESTLINOWlnona Slatt In NAIA tournament, Lindsay a 0 0 •
Oaaricti 0 0 0 0
Omaha, Neb,

FRIDAY

SWIMMINOWinona Hlgn In Stale meet,
varsity ol Mlnneiota ,

Vnl-

Grand Meadow (41)
>0 I' P' IP
Baudoln 4 1 4 11
I I *
I
Langa
Guandl 1 • 4 4
Benson
1 1 1 5
Peterson 4 1 l 11
Stevens
I I I 1
Lannltr* 1 0 1 1
Burnt
• 0 O O
l 1 o a
sovtrln
Totals 17 II II 4>
.

Totals 11 to II 74
SPRING VALLBV . 11
ORAND MEADOW . 11

II
11

14 14—74
I Ii—41

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
For the third time in six
years, UCLA has finished on top
in The Associated Press' final
major college basketball poll.
The Bruins overwhelmed runner-up LaSalle in the balloting
although the streaking Explorers from Philadelphia managed
a single first-place vote.
Just as bad been predicted In
the AP's preseason poll, the
Bruins have swept toward an
unbeaten campaign, scoring 24

TIPTOE DOWN THE BASELINE . . . Rushford forward
Mike Miller (34) eases his way past Preston's Craig Thauwald (41 ) on his journey to the basket during Mpday's
District One semifinal game at the Mayo Civic AuHHorium
in Rochester. The other identifiable player is Preston center
Jeff Kniesx (45). (Daily News Sports photo)

B. Englerth,

M. Douglas
Crack Top 10
Two top ten counts occurred
in local bowling Monday — both
in the Westgate Pin Topplers
League. Mary Douglas, subbing
for Lakeside Gulf, smashed a
244 singleton, good for ninth
best this season, while Betty
Englerth wound up with 226-605
for Main Tavern.
It was Mrs. Englerth's second
national honor count of the year
and tied her for tenth place.
Her 661 in the same league is
high among local women bowl-

BETTY ENGLERTH
Blasts Second 600

NIT Adds 4
More; 11
Still Open
NEW YORK (AP) Rutgers
and Southern Illinois celebrated
their entrance into the National
Invitation Tournament with victories Monday night as they
closed out their regular season
schedules.
Rutgers, 20-3, made it 15
straight wins by thumping Gettysburg 92-77. Southern Illinois,
which won the NIT two years
ago, wound up 16-7 with a 75-69
triumph over Indiana State.
They were among four teams
named to the NIT Monday. The
others were Temple, 18-8, which
lost a playoff to St. Joseph's,
Pa., for the Middle Atlantic
Conference title, and West Texas State, 18-7, featuring highscoring Simmio Hill.
Named earlier was Boston
College, 20-3. Eleven teams still
remain to be chosen for the
tournament, which runs from
March 13-22.
Possibilities Include Tennessee , Florida, North Carolina ,
South Carolina, North , Carolina
State , Wake Forest, Drake,
Louisville, Tulsa , Cincinnati ,
Western Kentucky, Kansas, Colorado.
Wyoming, Brigham Young,
Arizona , New Mexico, St. Peter 's, Manhattan , Long Island
U., New York U., Fordham, St
Francis of Pennsylvania, Lamar Tech, Oklahoma City, Texas-EI Paso and Army
¦
¦

FIGHT SLATED
NORTH ADAMS , Mass. (AP)
—Mntclimnkcr Sam Silverman
announced today the signing of
Al Romano, New England welterweight boxing champion, of
North Adams, and Jim Drury of
Toledo, Ohio, for a 10-round nontftfe bout March 15 at (he Ar
mory. Romnno has won four
straight fights in his hometown.

ers this season.

Wilt Charged
With Hurting
Lakers Play

victories although their most recent one- last Saturday was in
overtime against California.
UCLA also wound up in the
No. 1 position in the final polls
of 1964 and 1967, Last season,
the Bruins placed second to
Houston after the Cougars upset
them in raidseason. The Cougars this year managed only a
16-10 mark without star Elvin
Hayes and did not place among
the first 20.
UCLA collected 44 first-place
votes in the final 1968-69 poll of
45 sports writers and broadcasters. LaSalle, third a week ago,
climbed .one notch to second
with one vote for the top spot. In
points, UCLA led 898 to 724. La
Salle wound up with a 23-t
record.
Santa Clara, 24-1, advanced
one place to a final No. 3 while
North Carolina , beaten last
week by Duke, skipped to
fourth.
Davidson held fifth position.
Rounding out the Top Ten were
Purdue, Kentucky, St. John's,
N.Y., Duquesne and Villanova.
Pennsylvania thus placed three
teams among the first 10—LaSalle, Duquesne and Villanova.
Purdue, a winner over Michigan : State and Iowa, climbed
three places to sixth on the last
ballot. Kentucky a loser to Vanderbilt last week, slipped from
sixth to seventh while St.
John's, upset by Notre Dame in
overtime, also fell a notch to
eighth.
Duquesne moved up from 10th
to ninth arid Villanova from 12th
to 10th. South Carolina dropped
out of the Top Ten, slipping
from eighth to 13th after losing
to North Carolina and North
Carolina State.
Drake, unranked last week,
scared to 11th place on a 21-4
record and a share of the Missouri Valley Conference lead.
New Mexico State advanced
from 16th to a final I2;h place.
Marquette also climbed four positions, from 18th to 14th.
Louisville, in 15th place, is followed in order by Boston College, up four positions, Notre
Dame, Colorado, Kansas and Illinois. Notre Dame and Colorado also were not ranked a week
ago.
Ohio State , Tennessee and
Tulsa slipped out of the ratings.
Each was defeated Jast week,
the Buckeyes twice and the other two once each.

LOS ANGELES (AP) _ Baltimore's Leroy Ellis, who played
for the Los Angeles Lakers in
four National Basketball Association seasons , says that Wilt
Chamberlain is hurting the lakers with his style of play.
"Wilt gets in Elgin Baylor 's
way," Ellis told newsmen Monday. Elgin loves to come across
the middle and drive the key for
his amazine body-control shots.
"But Wilt has always stood
there, playing one side or the
other. And he's still doing it and
getting in Elgin's way, which
hurts the team.
"I don't think he'll be able to
adapt himself to a different position this quickly. Maybe next
year he'll be a lot better at
adapting to the high post and
low post both ."
Ellis, who is 6-foot-10, played
forward and center for the Lakers from 1962 through 1966, averaging 12.2 points per game in
his last season with Los Angeles.
The Bullets lead the Eastern
Division with a 50-18 record.
John Egan, 6-0 guard in his
first season with Lakers , agrees
with Ellis.
'Throughout the years, Elgin
has .been a driving type ball
player," said Egan. "He would
rather drive than take a 15-foot
jump shot,
'Ever-y time Chamberlain
comes down, he sets up at the
low post on the left-hand side of
the court—the same side that
Baylor likes to work out of. So
at times it does create a probWLPIS.
, „-. .
lem."
i. La Sella
j j, | ...
"After all; when you have 3. Santa Clara ........;.. u 1 «o
three big super stars, fantastic «. North Carolina
22 j Ui
Davidson
IS 1 171
scoring among the three of 3.
i. Purdua
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . is 4 us
them, they tend to get in each 7. Kentucky
..... 10 4 18*
John 's (N.Y.)
other's way at timer" Egan I. SI. uc
51 4 J13
,
?•
«
» s m
" . ............. 51
added , referring also to Jerry ,10. Bi!?
Villanova
4 jai
West.
»• orak.
:.;:. ;,' J ,SJ
11. Now Mexico stata
« 2 134
"But we're on a four-game II. South Carolina
1 1 5 122
win streak right now," Egan 14. Marquatta
31 . n»
!. Louisville
.. ii 4 101
said , "and the way Wilt's play- 1
U. Boston COllegt
JJ
3 ls
ing right now, we're a better 17. Notre Dams
20 5 41
U.
Colorado
10.
team."
4
II. Kansai
,
20 5 ^
31
Both Ellis and Egan say Balti- 20.
Illinois
17 j 27
more's rookie center Wesley
Unseld should be named Rookie
of the Year and might be a good
College Basketball
choice for Most Valuable PlayEAST
Man. 74, New Hampshire 50.
er.
Long
Island
U
. 4], Solon Hall 36.
"Wes has been the difference Falrltlon DlcWnion
' .
11J,
in the Bullets this year," Ellis Fairfield ti, Canislus ;j. Wagner W.
SOUTH
said.
Florida 73, W*at Vlrolnla 57.
Baltimore won only 36 games Tennessee
70, Vanderbllt 40.
and lost 46 last season for last Louisville <3, Bellarmine 10.
Wake Forest 17, VlrSlnla «.
season in the East.
Kentucky 10, Auburn It.
"He's given us all tho power Morehead 77, East Tenn. 47.
we need on the backboards," Creighton 7», MIDWEST
Notre Dame 74.
Ellis said of Unsold.
Kamat Stele 60, Missouri 35.

WATKINS Cosmetics t o o k
team highs in the league with
937-2,671. Other honor counts
were; Mrs. Douglas 586, Helen
Englerth 211-564, Jane Maschka
212-560, Mary Hengel 551, Sue
Glowczewski 545, Betty Schoonover 529, Irlene Trimmer 529,
Esther Pozanc 525, Marge Moravec 200-250, Pat Stahmann
519, Irene Bronk 510 and Doris
Bay 509.
The big noise in men's bowling Monday was in the Hal-Rod
City League where four 600 series were recorded.
Irv Praxel's 632 leading Holiday Inn to 1,017-2,941 led the
way while Bob Dennis had 236619 errorless for Sunshine Cafe,
Gordon Fakler 609 errorless and
Hal Biltgen 603. Vince Suchomel and George Kratz bad errorless series of 595 and 569, respectively.
WARREN BONOW blasted
235-609 to pace Winona Excavating to 970-2,834 in the VFW
League at Hal-Rod.
In • the Athletic Club Monday
League, Paul Maliszewski laced
614 for First National Bank.
Rich Schreiber's 244 helped
Bunke's Apco to 2,832 and Quillin's IGA had a 989 game. Rich
Schreiber socked a 594 errorless.
ATHLETIC CLUB — Helen
Gora's 177-476 sparked Steve's
Lounge to 912 in the Go Getters
League.
HAL-ROD—The Sockittomes
registered 622-1,221 in the ParkRec Junior Girls League. Linda
Bambenek had 149-for the Royal Rollers and Barb Biesanz 254
for the Queens.
WESTGATE-Haddad's tumbled 897 in the Ladies League
as Marge McNally bit 204. Leona Lubinski had 524 for Safranek's and Winona Typewriter finished with 2,605. Arlene
Sobeck had 505 and Shirley
Gehlhaart 504.
Ray Ruppert's 314 and Floyd
Kadel's 555 helped Gibson's to
986 in the Community League.
Blumentritt's Store had 2,756.
Marlene Flanagan tagged 223547 and her Montgomery Ward
team slamtaed 924-2,579 in tho
Alley Gaters League. Sue Plait
wound up with 518 and JeanORLANDO, Fla. (AP)-Twins
ette Luhman forged a 128 triplipitchers Ron Perranoski and
cate.
Jim Perry signed contracts
Monday. There arc now eight
Pro Basketball
holdouts.
ABA
MONDAY'S RESULT
Minnesota meets Baltimore
Kentucky 117, Houston 111.
Friday in its first exhibition
Only asm* scheduled.
with left-hander Tommy Hall
TODAY'S OAMHS
Dallss at New York.
tho starting pitcher.
MINNESOTA at Denver.
Manager Billy Martin anOnly names scheduled.
WEDNESDAY'S OAMIS
nounced the starting lineup
Oakland at Houston.
Monday after a three-hour
Dallss al Indiana.
MINNESOTA al Los Angtlsi.
workout completed before it
Naw York at Kantucky.
rained.
Only eamts scheduled.
The only regular in the outfield will be Tony Olivr in right
RUSS HAS EDGE
WINNIPEG (AP) _ The Mos- field.
cow Selects edged the Canadian Twins President Cnl Griffith
Nationals 3-2 Monday night In said he was close to signing
on exhibition hockey game. Tho Frank Quiiici.
Russians now have a 3-2 won- Rod Cnrew , who has reportlost record on their tour of Can- edly agreed to terms , was expected In camp today.
ada.

Wichita Slate n, Tulsa »7 <OT).
PAR WEST
Marquettt it, Air Force K.
Wcbcr Stale u, Montana State M
(OT).
Montena 78, Idaho State 47.

Two Pitchers
Added to Fold
By Minnesota

We Can Help You!

W0*&
>

m
|

TOUR NAMENTS
NAIA PLAYOFFS
District 3)
Cnemplortshlpi
E. Mich. W, Mich. Lulh. 70.
District 15
Championship)
Warburg . *J, Iowa Wesleyan 71.
District t
Championship:
SW Okie. 4|, central State (Okla.)
47 (OT).
District 1
Championship)
Central WaiMnkton it , Simon Fraser
(B.C.) 51.
District I
Championship:
Corpus Chrliti «o, Midwestern 73,

¦

Pro Basketball
NBA

MONDAY'S RESULTS
Cincinnati 1|], Seoin, 107.
Philadelphia 143, Milwaukee I}] .
Only dimes scheduled .
TODAY'S GAMES
Detroit al New York.
Philadelphia at Chicane.
Baltimore at Lot Angeles.
Cincinnati at Phoenix.
Boston al San Francisco.
San Dlago al Seattle ,
only o'mei scheduled.
WEDNESDAY'S GAMES
New York at Detroit.
Chicago at Milwaukee,
Baltimore at San Francisco.

HERE'S HDW !

»»y DUANE RINGLER

Paper, u a point roller dipped In
-^
+
" " It up end'edown
the wall. Lot paper
«cr* ,M
1'°' water; roll holds
soak 15 minutes , then screpe It oil.
&lfiH
v
^
mortoege
the
Is well protected
^tttmM^^Am) ^Tha ronn who
lire destroys
your homo. Out.
Better check
ro,cc,M
mmm\ by> ln!1'rnnco In case
mmmmtti*'
It.
^^^mSimmmmX orl ycm "' we " P
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OUANE

RINGLER
Phone); 7241

To remova v 1

SENTRY.^INSURANCE
The Hardware Muhiali Organlrallon
(c) i«7. cepp
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ONLY ONE CALORIE PER SERVING ; GainsContinue

HA diet-rite cola flH|
AMERICA'S LEADING SUGAR-FREE COLA
.- ¦ • . •
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for SAVING |
MONEY !

I
(Not Spending It)
|
|
• Now you can get the same valuable S&H |
Green Stamps for savings money that you get |
for spending ill Yes, "Fidelity " gives S&H I
Green Stamps every time you make a deposit I
fa your passbook savings account —up to 800 |
Green Stamps at. the rate of 1 stamp for each I
$1.00 deposited. In addition, Fidelity pays the |
highest passbook savings , rate in Winona —a |
generous ; ' 4V4% dividend compounded twice a |
FEEDING THE UNDERNOURI SHED .. . An underyear.
Jl nourished child is fed a ball of |arri dipped in fish sauce
at a feeding center Amimo, near Owerri, in the African
breakaway state of Biafra. After more than 19 months
of war Biafra has seen all its major cities gone and
hundreds of thousands have
starvation or disease.
¦. ¦¦. . ' ¦ of
¦ ¦ ¦ ¦ ¦died
¦:
(AP Photofax)

FIDELITY |

|

Professional Bldg.

172 Main St.
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MOST COMPLETE STOCK
IN THIS AREA!

I
I

— Phone 4970 ~

1

CALLAHAN' S I
LIQUOR STORE

|
I
|

Leonard J. Tschumper
;. ; . 119.Main. Open Fri. to 9 P.M. Saf. to 10 P.M.
¦
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FREE HEARING TESTS

\

PRIVATE SOUND TREATED TESTING
AND CONSULTATION ROOMS or

|

Home Demonstrations Without Obligat ion
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HEARINGS AIDS
SERVICE
SALES,
, REPAIRS & BATTERIES
WRITE
PHONE
P.O. Box 912
784-7632
329 MAIN ST., LA CROSSE, WIS.
A*

i

-w ^
^Kiis.'s iV.Jl-X-K .

Have You Time

to Knock on
22,000 Doors?
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This newspaper will : be respenslbla
for only ona Incorrect. Insertlen ot,
any claitltied advertisemeht published In the Want Ad lection, . Clwdr,
your.ed and call . 3321 It a correction
:
must be made.
BLIND ADS UNCALLED FOR —
¦
A-44, 52, «q, . «7, 91, 94;

31

Plumbing, Roofing

END RUSTV CLOTHESI Hard vwler contains parflclfli^trl Iron rust which take
the edgeoff brlnht, clean clothes. Only
a watir softener can assure you of
brlonf whites every time. Let -w¦ Install
•
one for you.

* ' ¦ Frank O Laugh! in

.
PLUMBING & HEATINC
,
¦
761 E. ilh
, . T4I. 2371

F»mal»—Jobs ef Int. -*;26
«B». exBEAUTICIAN ^ANTED-State
perience ant telephone number. Writ*
A-W Dally News.
GIRL OR WOMAN to sfay with middleage couple. Transportation tioma weekends furnished. Tel. Witoka 22*9.

Card of Think*

ANDERSOM AAAIDS WANTED-Tel. 8-131B.
Nl^W YORK (AP) - Gains
My sincere thanks to - my friends and
relatives for their prayers, visits cards, PART-TIME FEMALE help wanted. Apcontinued to build up their lead
letters and gifts while I was a patient
ply Alma Hotel, Alma, Wis.
over losses early today as the
at Lutheran Hospital Ihe' past four
weeks. A special (hank you to Pastor SALESLADY-full-tlme. Apply ¦ Wed.- -or
stock market continued its upSeflrood for his prayers and visits.
Frl„ between 1 and 9 P.m. United
Mrs. Raymond Anderson'
FabrlcV Westgate.
ward trend,
^
:; . ¦ ¦ ¦ ¦ . ' ' • ' ¦ ¦¦
"
.
V
.
.
KJEKBUSCH
—
"
LADY TO LIVE with elderly woman, cook
The advances, whose margin
Tel.
4107.
"
line.
I
would
like
to
leke
opportunity
to
this
bus
on
nights,
and
stay
¦
p.
' thank everyone who remembered ma
was fairly thin shortly after the
with cards, flowers, gifts and visits and WANTED—housekeeper for home la Le
opening, grew as tie session
the/entire hospital staff for their wonCrescent, -Live-In - optional. 'Applicant
derful care, especially the . ntlrses on
must know how to drive. Tel. La Creswore on and built their advanthe second floor, while I was at the
cent B»5-444s between 9 and¦ S week. hospital. Special' thanks to Dr. Loomls
days for appointment.
.
tage to,860 against 346 minuses.
and Father Tlghe for hlj ¦¦comforting
.words. Thank .you aill. ¦ - ¦. '... •
and part-time
NIGHT
cook
MARKETS
WINONA
PART-TIME
¦ ' ¦;¦ ¦' • Tha Dow Jones industrial avr
'
Mr*.'. H. Ktekbusch
day cool! wanted. Sea Paulina at Randalls, Weatgate.
"
,
start
was
.
'
from
the
Company
.;;
Swift
&
up
,
.
erage,
•ROBERTS —
apply to hoas deliver- Our .sincere and grateful • thanks -are exThese
quotations
WAITRESS
ahead 8.33 poihts, or 0t91 per ed to 1He Winona Station by noon¦ today, tended -to all-cur friends, neighbors and
Will train. Must be 21.
'
'
relatives
for
916.55.
Volume
.
fhefr
acts
pf.Wrwness
and
HOGS ) - .
.
STEVE'S LOUNGE
centrist noon at
•- messages of sympathy M the lime of
^market: Steady^
at the end of two hours of trad- Hopj
• our recent 'Bereavement. Your thouoMMeat tyfrj , 200-230 .lbs. ... 19.75-20.2S
ing was 5,220,000 shares, com- Butchers, 200-230 lbs. ......,.,. 19.75 'fulness Is deeply appreciated, and will Wanted Immediately
long be remembered. Special thanks to
.............. 17.75
MORNING WAITRESS
pared with 4,930,000 shares in Sows, 270-300 lbs.
Rev. Arneberg.
CATTLE
J:.
K SHOP
the same period Monday.
SNAC
The
Family
of.
Mrs.
Atfella
Roberts
-y Cattle market : Steady,
i • .'
.
_f_— .
—
.
Of the 20 mostactive stocks Hlflh: choice and prima ,....' ... ,27.50
Lost 'and Found
.... ,..;.. : ......:.. 2450-27.00
4
YOUNG LADIES
bn the' New York Stock Ex- :" ¦ . Choice
2350-25.00
Good .;......
2O.0O-22.J0.
18 to 23
change/ 15 were ahead, 2 were Standard
RlWcI OF KEY? lost Jan. 24, between
Utility cows .. ........... 17,00-19.25
Sts, Reward. Te), FREE TO TRAVEL Chicago, New York
Olmsteed
/ Lincoln and
down, and 3 were unchanged.
¦
¦
¦;
15.00-18.25¦
and Los Angeles and 35 drier maior
. ;- : ' :
' M5S4V
Brokers said the advance indi- Canner and cutter
VEAL
cities and return with chaperoned group.
Transportation expenses paid. Cash
cated a continuation of a techni- Veal market: Steady.
Personals
7
..39.00 .
drawing account to start. Average earnchoice .........:.
cal rally resulting from the Top
ings $130 a week plus bonuses. We train
Good and choice .......... 25.00-37.00
you. Must enloy meeting people. See
18.00-24.00 ' SPECIAL REMINDER . . . to the Post
market's oversold position.
Commercial
¦
¦
17,00-down
Mrs.
WulKns at the Park Plaza from
.......
' Execullve Committee. Meeting TOThey, said a lot of bargain Boners
Parents welcome at
•' NIGHT at 7 p.m. Legion members are 11 a.m. to 6¦ '. p.m.
¦
¦ . '¦¦
Milling
Company
¦ '
Bay
State
Interview.
hunters were in the market
..
also reminded to ' return- their Legion
Ijlevator A Graliv Prices <¦ .. . ,
looking for stocks at more fa- One hundred bushels of flralu will be birthday tickets. LEGION CLUB.
—Jobi of .nterett—• 27
Ihe minimum loads accepted at -Ihe ele- SOME PEOPLE have already started Mala
vorable prices.
. . . • ¦ !•
vators.
conthinking about bowling parties-and
person,
PART-TIME COOK — apply. ¦'in
No. 1 northern spring wheat .... 153
• . .- ¦
tacted us to -inquire ebosjl special
The Associated Prtss average No.
Happy Chef. Restaurant.
1 northern sprlng'wheal .... 1.51
menus,' etc. Why don't you get an early
of 60 stocks at neon was up 1.4 No. 3 northern spring wheat ,.., 1.47
start on planning your .party? We will WANTED—latherers and plasterers. Call
No. 4 northern spring wheat .... 1.43
be glad to help In any way We cart. Ray
at 338.2, with industrials up 2.1, No.
Harry Hendley & Sons, Mankato, Minn.
1 hard winter wheat ;......, 1.43 ¦'
Meyer. Innkeeper, WILLIAMS HOTEL.
Tel, 345-5475.
rails up .7, and utilities up .6.
iNo. 2 hard winter wheat ........ 1.41
.1.37
No. 3 hard winter wheat ..:
DOES ONE ol. your loved ones have a
. Trading in Atlantic Richfield No.
1,33
4 hard winter wheat
drinking problem? If so, contact "-Ihe
Mechanic !
and Sinclair was delayed pend- No.
. ............... 1.14
W/nora Alarmrl .Temlly Grol/p. Write
I rye • .' ,
open
for an experienced auto.
Position
«14 W. 3rd.
ing a news announcement. A No. 2 rye r. :
1"
bus or truck mechanic with . long esfirm: For Informaruling on a preliminary injunc- J'Yordlert Malt (orporaliqn WHATEVER your size problem. Pappy, tabllshed, reputable
tion and Interview call Joe „F°1y,
Hours: 8 a.m. lo 4 p.m.
tion, barring their merger is ex'we'd like to . help you to be happy.
335-8745, Minneapolis. Jefferson
collect
(Closed.Saturdays)
H. Betsinger,. Tailor, 227 E. 4th.
Lines. Inc.
pected to be handed down to- Submit sample before loading.
Barley¦ purchased at prices subject to BEST . TASTE In town. . Compare; ;Wed.
day. '
Special: Breaded pork steak, ' baked
YOUNG MEN
1 Glen Alden was the most-ac- .market.Winona Egg Market
potato/ vegetable,, roll, butter, bever18 to 23
tive
stock
on:
the
New
York
exage., 90c. SIDEWALK
Miracle
CAFE.
.
Ziebell
Produce)
¦
(Winona
Produce,
¦
1
FREE TO TRAVEL Chicago, New York
Mall. :¦ " .- j . ;. - .
These quotations apply as¦ of
change,
up
%
at
145.3.
Kidde
&
and Los Angeles and 35 other malor
|
10:30 a.m. today. ' ¦
cities and return with chaperoned group.
Co., second most-active, was off Grade A |umbo
HANNAH'S husband, Hector, hates hard
(white)
.34
|
expenses paid. Cash
Transportation
work
so
he
cleans
the
rugs
with
Blue
¦
1
at
49.
Grade A larse (white) ........... .29
Rent electric .shampooer " II. R. • drawing account 1o start. Average eari>
I Prices were generally higher Grade A medium (white) ........ .24 . Lustre.
week
plus bonuses. We train
Ings
$130
a
D, Cone Co,
.24
Grade B (white) .;.. .
See
1 on.: the . American Stock Ex- Grade
Xou. Must enjoy meeting peopta. from
.12
C
Irs. Mulllns at the Park Plaza
HOW HANDY can It be? Convenient dowi>
1 change.
11 a.m. to t p.m. Parents welcome at¦ ¦
town location at 12<S E. 3rd St.l RUTH'S
¦
' •-

1 p.tn. New York
Stock Prices
Allied Ch 32% Inland Stl 36%
Allis Chal 27% I B Mach 297%
Amerada 104% IntTHarv 34%
Ani Can 54V4 Intl Paper 373A
Am Mtr¦:¦ 11% Jns f : h 64y4
AT&T
52% Jostens
31%
Am Tb
38% Kencott 47V4
Anconda 54 Loew's : 47%
Arch t)n 60% Minn MM 97%
Armco Stl 59% Minn P L ... ,
Armoup 56% Mobil Oil 53%
Avco Cp 39 Ma Chm 49V4
Beth Stl 33% Mont Dak 33%
Boeing
52% Marcor
51%
Boise Cas 64% Nt Dairy 41%
Brunswk 21% N" Am R 37%
Catpillar 44% N NT Gas 56%
Ch MSPP .... Nor Pac 58%
Chi RIRR 28% No St Pw 29%
Chrysler 51% Nw Air
81%
Cities Svc 63% Nw Banc 66%
Com Ed 47V« Peoney
46%
Com Sat 44% P«psi
47%
Con Ed 33% Pips Dge 46%
Cont Can 65 Phillips
67%
Cont Oil 71 Polaroid 112%
Cntl Data 130% RCA
43%
Deere
49% Rep Stl
46
DowCm 73% Resall
427/«
du Pont 156% R«y Tb 41%
East Kod 72% Sears R 64%
Firestone 58% Shell Oil 65%
Ford Mtr 50% Sinclair
Gen Elec 87 Sp Rand 49%
Gen Food 78% St Brands 43%
|Gen Mills 33% St OU Cal 66%
I Gen Mtr 78% St Oil Ind 56%
|Gen Tel 37% St Oil NJ 79%
Gillette
54 Swift
29%
|Goodrich 49% Texaco
81%
i Goodyear 56 Texas Ins 101%
1 Gt No Ry 56% Union Oil 53%
53
f Greyhnd 22'/4Ua Pac
Gulf Oil 42% U S Steel 44%
Homestk 43% Wesg El 66%
Honeywl 12m Vllworth 30y4
_...

|

I

\

1
|

Call 3321 J

ssssscisrc.v ^

BY GEORGEI.. . Attorney Donald C. Haberman said
he'd had about enough kidding from Judge William J.
Shaughnessy about his baldness. So he showed up before
Shaughnessy in Milwaukee County Court in a powdered
wig, and in early American garb complete to silver-buckle
shoes while the judge chuckled. He introduced himself as
George Washington Haberman , (AP Photofax)

I

LET A |
WANT I
j
AD
DO IT |
FOR
1
YOU! II

Want Ads
Start Here

¦
. • N o n c e : '. ¦/ ¦ . "•;¦ " '. '

To Hike Lead
I Over Losses

f

Stir Up Compliments

by Leary

. .

1

I
|

Savings & Loan Ass'n.

GRAFFITI

HIJACKING IS OLD HAT . . . Lynn Barlow, 10, a
student from New York City, is surrounded by reporters
at Miami International Airport after Lynn returned on an
Eastern flight that had been hijacked to Cuba. The flight
makes the second time this year that Lynn has been on
hijacked flights to Cuba. (AP Photofax)
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LEOION
-Nil-Rod.
points
Watkins
JJ
Hinwnik's
ij
" IJ
Teamsters
^
Bluer Electric
nft
oaslt Bar
10
Mutual Service
7
Williams Annex
4
Mayan Grocery
4
East Side Bar
4
' 3
Wlnom Plumbing
NSP
4
Freddies Bar
4
LAKESIDE
WaslMt.
pom,,
Westgiti Liquor
54
Wallv 'a Supper CliA
JJ
Holiday inn
53
Shorty 's Bar a Cafs
14
Louisa 's Liquor
54
Winona Printing Co
wf,
Hauser Studio '
14W
Pickwick Inn *
0
SUGAR LOAF
Westgate
Polnla
Black Horse
j7
Warnken'i Meals
,
21
Club Midway
JJ
Hoi Brau
j ivs
Arnolds' Kleenll
19
L-cova Bar
uvs
Laka Sid* Golf
u
E.B.'a corner
JJ
SATBILITE
Westgiti
, w. L.
Cory Corner
i»
*
Minkowski's
11 «
Wlnom Heat Treating .... 14 u
Trl-Counly Electric
14 u
Cock-A-Ooodle-Doo
u 14
oarvln Brook T«v«m
la »
Chicken Villi
12 u
Unknowns
,
4 21
BRAVES 4 S.QUAWS
Weslgat*
w. L.
Valentin* Trucking
u 11
Utt llVi
'•l'* S "vl'
Otson-Tulll*
ij 11
Hellmah-Hopklnt
11 14
Knopp-Lublnskl
11 14
Meyer-How*
11 14
Alice Sheet Mitat ,
12 is
Schaullnbll-paterion
»'A uvi
PIN DUSTERS
H»t-R0d
W. L.
|Teamster*
it
^
Oriham ft McOuIri
u
1
p . Wlnon*
Run Clilnlng
14
I
H viking Sewing Machine .... 14 10
Buster '* Bar
n i|
Dutchman
,... U ll
's
Blanche' s Tavern
11 12
I Edwin's
Jowalirs
ny<, m,i,
& Shorty 's Bnr Csle
» IJ
Federated Iniurencs.
i u
il Sloppy
Joe 's
7W 14%

LIVESTOCK

SOUTH ST. PAUL
-SOUTH ST. PAUL, Minn. tf)-(USDA)
—Cattle 4,500; calves 1,000; fslrjy active
trade on alt slaughter classes of cattle;
slaughter steers and heifers steady to
strong; cows strong; {bulls fully steady;
veaters and slaughter calves strong to
11 higher; feeders scarce; choice 9501,250 lb slaughter steers: 28.00-28.50;
mostly average choice 1,050-1,100 lbs
28.50) mixed high good and choice 27.25
to 28.00; choice 850-1,050 lb slaughter
heifers 27.00-28.00; mostly average choice
WO-1,000 lbs 28.00; mixed high good
and choice 2i.50-27.00; good 23.50-26.50;
utility and commercial slaughter cows
20.00-20.50; canner and cutlet 16.50-19.50;
strotigwelght cutter 20.00; utility and
commercial slaughter bulls 22,00-24.50;
cutter 20.00-22.00; choice vealers 38.0040.D0; oobd 34.OD-38.00/ choke slaughter
calves 25.00-28.00; good 21.0C25.00; feeders scarce. '
Hogs 9,000; barrows and gilts prices
fully 25 cents lower, trading slow; 1-3
190-540 lbs 20.50-20.75; 2-3 190-240 lbs
29.25-20.50; 2-4 240-260 lbs 19.75-20.25; 2-4
260-380 lbs 19.25-20.00; 3-4 280-300 lbs
18.75-19J5; sows steady; 1-3 300-400
lbs 17.75-18.75; 2-3 400-600 lbs 16J0-18.00;
feeder pigs steady to weak) 1-3 120-160
lbs I7.OM7.50; boars steady.
Sheep 1,200; wooled slaughter lambs
fully steady; slaughter ewes - scares,
steady; limited supply wooled feeder
lambs fully steady, general demand
good; choice and prime 85-110 lb wooled slaughter lambs 28.00-28.75; 110-120
lbs 27.oo-28.00; shipment 131 lbs' 25.50;
utlllly and good wooled. slaughter ewes
7.00-B.OO; choice and fancy <5-85 lb wooled feeder lambs 27.53-28.00.
CHICAGO '
CHICAGO Iffl -(USDA)— Hogs 4,500;
butchers fully steady; 1-2 205-225 lb
2UD-22.25; 1-3 190-240 lbs 2J.75-2U0; 2-3
200-250 lbs 20.25-20.75; 3-4 270-300 lbs
19.00-20.00; sows steady to 25 cents higher; 1-3 300-350 lbs 1B.50-19.OO; 2-3 550600 lbs 16.25-17.00.
^
Cattle 800; calves none; slaughter
steers steady; heifers Insufficient volume for a price test; load mixed high
choice and prime 1,250 lb slaughter
steers yield grade 3 and 4 31.25; choice
950-1,225 lbs yield grade J to 4 28.7530.50; few Odd lots choice 825-900 lb
slaughter heifers 37.50-38.0Oi load mixed
good and choice 825 lbs 26.75.
Sheep 100; not enough of any class for
a market test.

GRAIN
MINNEAPOLIS (AP ) -Wheat
receipts Mon. 215; year ago
254; trading basis unchanged;
prices }A lower; cash spring
wheat basis, No. 1 dark northern 11-17 protein 1.5614-2.07%.
Spring wheat one cent.premium each lb. over 58-61 lbs;
Spring wheat one cent discount
each % lb. under 58 lbs.
No. 1 hard Montana winter
1.49V4-1.79V4.
Minn-S.D. No. 1 hard winter
14714-1.76%.
No . 1 hard amler durum,
choice 1.90-2.10; discounts, amber 5-10; durum 10-18.
Corn No. 2 yellow 1. 11%1.12%.
Oats No. 2 extra heavy white
63-67.
Barley, cars 154, year ago
197; good to choice 95-1.28; low
to intermediate 95-1,20; feed 00S4.
Rye No. 1-2 1.17-1,20.
Flax No. 1 3.0B nominal.
Soybeans No. 1 yellow 2, 57.

PRODUCE

CHICAGO (AP )
Chicago
Mercantile Exchange — Butter
steady; wholesale buying prices
unchanged: 93 score AA 60; 92
A 60; 90 B C3y4j 89 C CO'A; Cars
OO B 8,4%; DO C 62.
Eggs uneven; wholesale buying prices % lower (o % higher;
OO per cent or better grade A
whites 30%-39%; mediums 36;
standards 36; checks 27.
Sam 's Direct Service
4
RDDMBN'S LEAGUE
Kryisko Commons
W.
Dooran
1*
Pafirath'i Paint
17
P»lnl Depot
11
Sunbeam Bread
ll
NIT0 • OWL
Athletic Club
W.
Dick's Marino
19
Curley 's Floor Shop
17
Tempo
17
Wabisln
I

IB
L,
11
ll
17
19 .
L.
ll
11
U
21

RESTAURANT offers tasty lunches and
snacks • for workers, businessmen, shoppers, students. Open 24 hours every day
except Mon., so early risers |oln us for
breaKfast, too. Let us cook something
up for youl

GROVE'S PSORIASIS skin cream, relieves itching, removes scales, soothes
skin. Sold only In. drugstores. Listed
In druggist, blue book.
EMOTIONAL PROBLEMS? A lot Of US
have them. Join us weekly. A self
help group. Write -Box Ml.
:'
LOSE WEIGHT safely - with Dex-A-Dlet
Tablets. Only > «8c at Ted Mlaler Drugs.
GROVE'S PSORIASIS medicated shampoo, beautifies hair, relieves Itching,
medicates scalp. Sold only In drug
stores. Listed In druggist blue book.
Wheelchairs — Trusses
'
Abdominal &" Back Supports .
GOLTZ PHARMACY
273 E .3rd
Tel. 2547:

Auto Service, Repairing

10

AUtOMGiSiLE ;
AIR
CONDITION ING
SERVICE

MARK TV

VENABLES;

110 Main
Tel. $200
We Service What We Sell
14

PORTABLE TOILETS-rent«d and cleaned. Bill' s Pumping Service, La Crosse,
WIS. Tel. 782-76331
TREES, TREES, TREES — trimming,
stump removal, spraying, etc. Free
estimates. Blong's Tree Service, Wl
nona. Tel. 8-S311.
LENNOX HEATING SVSTiJMS
Oil - Gas - Electric
Cleaning — Repairing — Paris
QUALITY SHEET METAL WORKS
1151 E, 6th
Tel. B-4414

Plumbing/ Roofing

21

ELECTRIC ROTO ROOTER
For clogged towers and drains .

CALL SYL KUKOWSKI
Tel. 9509 or 6436

l-yeer-fluarante»;

Jerry 's Plumbing Service
837 E. 4lh

.

, - .

.

. v, .- .

HEU WANTED

Part-time
6 Men
Guaranteed $20O per Mo.
¦
Tel. Mr. Cook 5?47 •
{Between 5 p.m. & 8 p.m.
Wed. & Thurs., Mar. 5 and «.)

HERE IT IS
LEADS,LEADS^ LEADS
Men with late model cars to call on
local farms with new products.

ALL LEADS SUPPLIED —
EVERYDAY - ALL YEAR
AROUND

No experience necessary. Will train.
' For personal Interview call:

KEN CARTER. WESTGATE MOTEL, WINONA
• Between 7 p.m. and 9 .
p.m. only.
Tel. 8-2981.

MAINTENANCE

MAN

Day shift work, welding
and machinery maintenance
background desired.
Apply In Person -

AIR CONDITIONING
MODERN EQUIPMENT PLUS
FACTORY-TRAINED '
MECHANICS ASSURE A
' GOOD JOB.

Business Services

Interview.

Tel. OJ94

Pipe-Fittings.Fixtures
fPipe Threading
Complete Plumbing Supplies

SANITARY

PLUMBING & HEATINO
US E. 3rd Sf.
Tel. 2737

Taylor Captures
Cage Playoff

FIBERITE CORP.

501 W. 3rd, Winona, Minn.

WANTED'
TWO MEN
With good potential, to begin as commission salesmen in furniture and appliances.
Opportunity for advancement, to sell on commission plus paid vacations
and holidays, profit sharing and retirement plans,
group insurance and other
benefits.
APPLY IN PERSQN

WMIRACLE
ARD S
MALL

TV-RADIO
GENERAL
ELECTRONICS
REPAIRMAN
No outside service calls.
Basic salary plus fringe
benefits, approximately
$700 per month. Excellent working conditions ,
in Rochester.

TAYLOR, Wis. (Special) The Taylor Commercial Club
basketball team defeated Hix- Write Daily News.
ton 01-73 Sunday at Black Biyer Falls High School gymnasiA-95
urn in tho playoff for first place
ot tho Central Division of the
Indianhead Basketball League. Train for
PRINTING
Hixton was ahead 40-38 at the
half. Taylor won the game in
¦ft Hand Composition
the third quarter by oiitscoring
Hixton 20-9.
Llnecpstlng nnd Presswork
Larry Fletcher was high
scorer for Taylor with 28 poln's
Write
followed by Arlyn Steiop with
GRAPHIC
ARTS
2l .
Technical
School
The Indianhood Divisional
lor Catalog.
playoff will be Sunday at Tayfor with the first game at 1:30 1104 Currle Ave.,
Minneapolis
p.m. pitting Taylor vs. Arcadia. At 0 p.m. the winner ol Approved for Veteran Training
the game will pla\> Fall Cfeck,

Mai* —Jobi of Intiresl— 27 Horses, CaMl*, Stock

43 Article* for Sal*

99 Wanted—Real Estate

81 Housu for Sale

57 Wanted to Buy

FULL-TIME tnlWIe-age or older man to RE GISTERED Black Angus bull, 3 yea rs
deliver and assist In floral business. SaloW; rtglttartd Angus bull. 1 year eld.
ary open, Inquire Ronald Q. Wiffand, Jamu Hoff, Rushford, Minn. Tal. ««•
Siebrecht Floral Co.,. 2200 Homer Road.
744J. ' ¦
FULL-TIME DRIVERS^-Must be 21. Apply In eirion, Royal Yellow Csb. Co.
MARRIED MAM wanted for yeir around
Sahara) farm work en sepureta farm,
modern house. Herb Wlebke, Prosper.
Minn. TW. 7*3-8507.
1

tab Technician

Som Weisman & Sons >

Medifuran
For AAqstitis

Day shift opening. Permanent work. Should be draft
exempt, high school chemistry heipM.

Rooms Without M I

$10.75

86

Poultry, Eggs, Supplies 44

ONE ROOM, furnished, near WSC, avail
WESTINGHOUSE electric stove and Vikable now. 452 Main:
ing refrigerator. Tel. 3842.
HYLINE LAYING HENS-U,O00, laying
good, 1 yeir eld, 550 eech. Must ba
LARSE PLEASANT room at 315 E. 3rd.
sold to make room for pullets. Arthur CLEAN carpets with ease. Blue Lustre
Rent,
electric
makes
the
lob
a
breeze.
Drangstvelt Independence, Wis. Tel
ROOMS FOR MEN, wilh or wlthoul
stiampooer SI. Robb Bros. Store.
MJ-347*.
housekeeping privileges, NO day sleepera. Tel. 4859.
•
'
DEKALB CHICKS, Skyline Strain Cross, TWO DINETTE SETS, both like new. Tel. ' . '
i
—
Rollingstone 689-2310.
California White, White Leghorns, or
Place
chicks.
Meat Type Betters baby
children's,
your order now and. get the hatch date RUMMAGE SALE — babies',
DISHWASHER—e days a week 7 to A,
adults' lackets, overcoats and clothing. HERITAGE DELUXE 1-bedroom apartyou want. Our Winona office-will ba
no Sunday*. Apply In person, steak
Fruit |ars and toys. 502 E. 4th.
ment, available now. BOB SELOVER
, open stsrtlno Mon., Feb. 17. SPELT2
Shop.
REALTOR, Tel. 2349.
CHICK HATCHERY, Rollingstone, Minn.
.In
excellent
STEREO
PHONOGRAPH
'
Tel. MMMl. No toll charge from Wi-for
quick
sale.
condition. Will sacrifice
UNFURNISHED LOW rent apartment
nona or Witoka,
See after 4 p.m. weekday*. John Corn,
above Steak Shop. Tel, 3158.
forth, 308 E. 3rd, second floor apartment.
SUGAR LOAF Apartmenti. Deluxe 1-bedroom apartment on but line. Tal. (-3778.
HEREFORD COWS wanted, lo freshtn in PICKUP BOX cover—32" high, paneled
- Don ROOMY 3-bedroom apirrminf , carpeteo
with
light
Inside,
used
i
months.
the spring. Tel. Centerville, Wis, 539'
living room and dining room, utility
Doebbert, Cochrane, Wis. Tel. 248-2616.
3233 after 5 or Sat. and Sun.
area and porch, centrally
located,
table,
desk,
boy'
l
available March 1. $150 ' per mo; Tel.
CONDITIONER,
AIR
.. LEWISTON LIVESTOCK MARKET
"
8-4745 Sunday (after 5 p.m. weekdays);
toboggan. Ice skates, universal bumper
A REAL C00B auction market for your
hitch. 224 E. 8th after 4 p.m.
livestock. Dairy cattle bn hand all
• week. Livestock bought every day.
Trucks available. Sale, Thurs:, I p.m. USED REFRIGERATORS, ranges. Washers, portable TVs and humidifiers. All
Tel. Lewlslon 2467 or Winona 7BI4
VERY CLEAN, well-furnished, suitable
guaranteed. B 8. B ELECTRIC, 155 E.
for couple or girls. 264 W. Wabasha.
3rd.

FIBERITE CORP.!
601 if . 3rd, Winona

;

H«Ip—M«l» or Femala

28

AGCOilNTANT
WANTED

Apartment*, Flats

Want«d—Liv«ifock

We are looking for jan experienced accountant who
is interested in a good fu- "
ture in a rapidly 'growing
firm. If you are stymied in
your present situation or
your' future is in question,
contact us flow in confi' . ¦' ^dencei '

Gateway Foods, Inc.
P.O. BOX 871,
la Crosse, Wis. 54601

•

Situation! Wanted—F«m. 29

Apartment*, Furnished

Farm Implements

-

-

' •

--

Situation* Wanted—Mats 30
^

¦
.

.

•

'

'

.

SINGLE WAN wants .farm
•' - '
Alma 685-3512.

• "

¦

lob.

Business Opportunities

Tel.

THREE-ROOM apartment In Wyattvllle
KITCHEN CABINETS by HAGER -. Top
area. Utilities. $85. Tel. Rollingstone
quality construction, ten door styles,
B«B9-2113.
wood.
four finishes, Oak or Birch
215 E. 3rd. Tel.
GAIL'S APPLIANCE,
FURNISHED APARTMENT-College men,
'
: ' ¦ ¦ . ¦¦ ' : ¦
4210. '.
1M) blocks from Winona State. Tel,
10
minnew,
Loader,
like
8-5378 or 8-1128.
FORD Maniiti
household Items. Furniutes to put on-end fake off, fits moct GOOD USABLE
clothing, lippera replaced al
ture
and
tractors. <14S.; Tel. S-1476.
EFFICIENCY APARTMENT for 1 IndiCADY'S ON W. 5TH.
vidual. Living room-bed room combinaJOHN DEERE 13' CCA digger, Jobn
tion, kitchen and bath, 222 W. 4th. Rent
Color
Motorola
:
.
.
.
' Deere U' dlgger. Ralph Herman, Rt. 2, BARGAIN PRICES
$70.
inquire Merchant National Bank
TV In crate. We service all makes
' Osseo. WIl, Tel. 71W94-2J7).
Trust
Dept.
7354.
SCHNEIDER SALES CO, Tel.

iirvlea

station.

The Villager Restaurant

¦
¦

Busints* Places for Rent 92

IT'S TERRIFIC the way we're soiling
Blue Lustre for cleaning rugs and upSi. CONVENIENT downtown office and store
holstery. Rent electric stiampooer
, ¦ . ¦¦
H. Choote 8. Co.
. spaces. "

Stirneman-Selover Co.

SURE YOU CAN get along without a
'
. 52V4 E. 3rd
clothes dryer, dishwasher, snowblowcr ,
Tel. 6066, 4347 or 2349
new furniture, but Max Bunn knows
" " • ¦'
life's more pleasant vhen you nave
' HOMELITE
them. He advises you to get that extra
Chain' Sato & Yard Trae Mowers
now wilh a low-cost loan
convenience
Special Prices—Specialized Service
from MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK
POWER MAINTENANCE & SUPPLY CO.
Friendly service, easy payments, de- LAND FOR RENT—190 acres, level, 2
fields, located between Minnesota City
tails strictly confidential; make borrowand Rollingstone. Contact Ray Llterskl,
ing money from Max the¦ smart thing
'
MILK HOUSE EQUIPMENT
.
¦
¦
Rt. 1, Minnesota City, or Tel. 8689-2300
' '
'
.' .
- . ¦' :
id do.
; '. . .
RATH
wash tanks, fans, air Intakes, hose
or Winona 2395.
¦
parte, storage cabinets,
YOU'RE SEW EFFICIENTI ¦
Ed's Refrigeration & Dairy Supplies
You whip up a new dress . . " . zip
. . 555 E.- 4IH ;
' • ' " ,.
: , Tel. 5532
through Ihe mending , . . turn out
new draperies In .record time . . . COZY BRICK home, lull basement, east,
You're the lady who "lews it herself"
near bus line. Adulls. Tel. 4007 until
with the latest in colorfu l fabrics from
5:30.
SHOPPES, 9ffi & ManCINDERELLA
BALED HAY and straw for sales Tel. St.
kato or 62 W. , 3rd.
NEARLY NEW 3-bedroom ranch, on
Charles 932-4261 after «:30.
wooded lot, 5 miles out, 1150 monthly.
Gordon Agency. Tel, 2551 or 5709.
BALED HAY-Alfalfa, stored Inside, easy
•toadinfli Alvln j. Thompson. Lewlston, IT costs no more to own a Gibson. Come
-Minn. Jil.«74.
In and get our prices. WINONA FIRE
& POWER
CO., 54 E. 2nd. Tel. 5065.
¦
BALED HAY-Alfiffi, stored Inside, any
—. j .
-—i
THREE-BEDROOM home; will pay up to
loading. Leland Ferden, Utica, Minn.
$200 per month, • will sign , lease. Tel.
' :TeI. ' St. Charles 032-3488.
a-3866, LeRoy.
FIRST AND second .crop hay, delivered ) RESTAURANT EQUIP/VENT-like new.
also strew. Eugene Lehnarti, Kellogg
a cu. ft. drycooler. Tel. Rollingstone 6891
Tel:. Plalnvlsw 534-17e3; .- :: :! .'
. 2574.

Farms for Rent

37 ¦2 nd &: Johnson

RESTAURANT FOR SALE—Good going
business In Blair, Wis. Complete line
of equipment and. inventory. at $3,000.
Building can be rented or purchased.
' Owner farced to - sell'because of- health.
Haiverson Agency, Blair, Wis.
FOR LEA.SE - ' 1-bay
¦¦ ¦
.,Tel. 4743.

93

Tel. 5453

Houses for Rent

Hay, Gnln, F«ed

95

Grass and teguma seeds also available.
Tel. 867-4352 preferably from 11 a.m.1 p.m. or write P.O. Box 51, Fountain
City 5W2J.
. '- . _,.,

c/o) Franchise Director
ORLAN LUX
HARTLEY, IOWA

You Are Invited To
Northrup King

I
f
w $dm t>
1

BOB

SEED DAY
in Rushford on

THURS., MAR. 6

T REALTOR

' at-

I10 <6HT6R-Teu2349l
Village store with post office, established growing
trade; Three bedrooms, living quarters, all in good
particucondition.
¦ Ask for
lars; /'
Building suitable for service,
business plus a very, nice
three-bedroom home next
dopr. Ask for details.
Downtown - business location, corner on Third, good
traffic, excellent for car
wash or service business.

WSeto&b
T REALTOR

12.0 awTEftr m.23r49
Mon«y to Loan

40

Quick Money , . .
on any artlcle .ol value . . .
N EUMANN'S BARGAIN STORB

Dofj*, Pets, Supplita

42

PUPPIES FOR SALB-3 mala CollleSheptierd cross. Tal. Lewlston 5726,

Horsos, Cattle, Stock

THREE HOLSTEIN springers, halters arllllcuily bred, due middle of Mar. Edwin Schmidt, Rt. I. Alms. Wis. J4el0.
GOOD FEEDER PIGS — 45, wormed,
woantd and castrated. Herb McNamer,
Houston, Minn. Tal. 6W-3IJ3.
GOAT3-comlno In March. Tooaonberu.
WIIIU stuber, Founlaln Cl|y, Wis.
THREE SOWS-wlll start lo farrow wilh-.
In 1 week. Eldor Mallhecj, Rolling^
•lone, Minn. Tel, Lewlslon 2767.

'

-

Articles for Sal*

and
Call
Mrs. *
Tel.

. 57

A LITTLE BIT of paper, a llllle bit
ol paint will make even an otdertioma
look like new arjaln. When painting,
may we recommend you use Elliott's
While Veneer Gao'holl, Ihe completely
waihtble, low-lustre finish for walls
and woodwork. Rich In Appearance.
Applies easily. Dries quickly,

PAINT DEPOT
167 Center St.

KITCHENS
-BY -

REINHARD'S

227 E. 3rd StJ ' Tfll. 5229

""D A I LY

NEWS

MAIL
SUBSCRIPTIONS
May Be Paid at
TED MAI ER DRUGS
NO TELEPHONE ORDERS
WILL BE TAKEN

Musical Merchandise

IF YOU ARE in the market for a farm
or home, or are planning to sell real
estate of any .type, contact NORTHERN
INVESTMENT COMPANY , Real Estate
Brokera, Independence, Wis., or Eldon
W. Berg, Real Estate Salesman, Ar
cadla, Wis. ('el. 323-7350.
FARMS - FARMS-FARMS
MIDWEST REALTY CO.
Osseo, wis.
Tel. Office 597-3659
Res. 695-3157
We buy, we sell, we trade.

70 Houses for Sale

GIBSON GUITAR, Model 330; also Gibson
amp. Tel. 8-2830 after 5:30,

HARMONY DOUBLE pickup electric guitar and amp. Like new, Tel. 8-2921, extension 31, between 2-5 p.m.
COMPLETE SET of Ludwlg drums , ntw
chrome snare. Tel. 2512.

NEEDLES
For All Makes
Ot Record Players

Hardl 's Music Store
71

JOHN'S RADIO 4 TV REPAIR
Service All Makes 8, Modijls
Prompt & Dependable Service
761 E. 8th
Tel. 9732

Sewing Machines

73

SEWING CLASSES - Learn to sew
stretch and knit fabrics on your own
sewing machine, M«ke T-shlrIa, sweat ,
ers, stretch pants, etc. Tel. 9348 for
Information.

TypewrJtere

77

TYPEWRITERS and addlho machines for
sale or rent. Reasonable rates , frat
delivery. Sea ui tor *H your office supplies, desks , (Ilea or office choirs
L UND T Y P E W R IT E R CO ., T«I. 5222

Vacuum Cleaners

78

WE REPAIR all makes and models, Disposable bags for moat cleaners . Hoover
vacuum cleane rs . Sales and Service ,
AREA SEWINO MACHINE CO., 12? 0,
3rd. Tol. 6474.

NOTICE
Wlnonn Kirby Co.
Service Department
is now open for business
between 0 a.m , nnd 8:30
p.m.
There will be no labor
charge on nny type vacuum
cleaner between Mnr.,5 nnd
Mar . 20.
Tel. 5940

99

EAST CENTRAL-Modern I-famlly house
with large garage, 20x40. Rent terms
to reliable party. C. SHANK . 552 E. 3rd.
THREE-BEDROOM bouse, has hardwood
floors, lull basement, oil heat furnace,
near Lincoln School. Tel. 4036 after 5
for appointment, i
FRANKLIN ST . 419-4 bedrooms, 2 baths,
good condition, very clean, financing
like rent.

Frank West Agency ¦'
175 Ltlayette
Tal. 5240 or 4«0 after hours.

VIOLIN—perfect condition , good lone .
Bow recently reslrjno, S120. Tel. 6112
or 3828.

116-118 E. 3rd

Antiques, Coins, Stamps 56
,
,
(
ANTIQUES—2 wardrobes, cupttoard
aettsa which converts Into bed,
on WMkands or dfler 5 weekdays,
William Rcsenow, Cochrane, wii.
J4M5W,

69

DESPERATELY In nied ol farm listings
In Winona Area. CORNFORTH REALTY, La Crescent, Minn. Tel. 895-2106.

RUSSET POTATOES, 20 lbs., 59C; Grade
A large eggs, 43c doz. Bock beer Is
here. Winona Potato Market.

Radios, Television

"Breezy Acres"
Winona
Hwy. 14-61

1

SHOP SHUMSKI'S for ceramic and plastic tile, Cushlon-Flopr and vinyl linoleums, fine Inlalds, scatter rugs, braid
rugs, room-size nylon rugs, floor wax,
wall linoleum, counter tops, formica,
adhesives, carpet, carpet remnants,
carpet runners. SHUMSKI'S, 58 W. 3rd.
Te). 8-3389.

SUNN AMPLIFIER-* mo. old, excellent
condition, priced to sell right awsy.
Don Schnlepp, 310 High Forest. Tel.
8-1368.

F. A. KRAUSE CO.

43

crossbred
HAMP S HIRE-YORKSHIRE
boars, two, waloht 550 lbs. Gene Weiss,
Tal. dllmanton 944-38J4.

-—

¦

1 per customer
COFFEE & DONUTS
will be served

QUALITY MINIATURE Schnauw pupplaa , AKC, lovlnn. companions lor children or adults. CloaiV no aheddlna.
Easy to Irnln. stubor Farm & Kennub, Tal. 487-477B Founlaln City, WIl.

MODERN DAIRY FARM—Excellent sat Of
farm buildings. Including modern home,
on 164 acres fertile land. Available
with or without personal property. Owner forced to sell because of health.
Haiverson Agency, Btalr, W is.

FRESH COUNTRY EGGS. Harvey WIskow, Tel. Rolllngslons 689-2718.

You can qualify for a
beautiful American Oil
Lamp FREE with the cash
purchase of your Teweles
seed on our
ANNUAL SEED DAY

BOB

WALNUT BEDROOM SUITES-3 pc„
consisting of 6 drawer double dresser
with mirror, chest and bed. J99.M.
BORZYSKOWSKI F U R N I TURE, 302
Mankato Ave:

Drawings every hour all
day long for free seed,
C o f f e e and sandwiches
served,
Northrup King Agronomist
will be around to answer
all of your seed questions.

¦FRL , MARCH 7

AFTER HOURS CALL:
?I18
Laura Flsk
,
rAylcs Peterson . . . , . , . . 400?
Laura Sntka
7632

FARM FOR SALE—3IO acres, good sat
of buildings, modem home, priced at
$18,000 for quick sale.. Available Immediately. Haiverson Agency, Blair,. Wis.

Good Things to Eat

TEWELES
SEED DAY

Sales floor plus apartment
on East Broadway, good
location , good condition.

coppertone finish, 20")t34" plastic top.
$32. BURKE'S FURNITURE MART, 3rd
& Franklin. Open Wed* 4nd Frl. evenings. Park.behind th» store.

Humble Fertilizer.

•*-i—j—————

New commercial building
64x50 approximately, 3600
square feet on large lot
200x175. Next to four-lane
highway.

k

Motorcycles, Bicycles

{

°\

"Wib" HELZER
REALTY
106 Exchange Bldg.

$320 MONTHLY INCOME
from this newly decorated
home for students just 2
blocks from college . All
furnished too. Payments of
$101 after low down payment.
HIGH SCHOOL AREA
Exceptionally neat 2 bedroom home. Big kitchen has
built-lns and disposal. Attached garage. Heated laundry area. Weill landscaped.
Tile bath. Immediate occupancy.
NEW & BIG
3 large bedrooms. Bath &
'/4. Family size kitchen
has built-inu, disposal and
dishwasher. Completely carpeted. Tile bath. If you're
tired of skimpy size rooms
in the new homes see this
spacious and quality homo.
Tel. 8-4808
"24 Hour Phopc Service "
Telephone Your Want Ads
to The Winon a Daily News
Dial 3321 for an Ad Taker

PRICED TO SELL

NOW

107

SCRAMBLER 305-1MB, excellent condition. 2 helmets, 2 sets of handlebars
and cables, extra road sprocket. Tel.
(ttt, ask for Mark .

1967 CHEVROLET

IMPALA
4 door Hardtop. Regular ges
V-8 motor, automatic transmission, power steering, radio and whitewall tires. Sotid black finish with matching cloth and vinyl interior .

Motorcycles New & Used
Complete Parts eV Service
Winona — La Crosse — Eau Claires
ROBB MOTORS, INC.

Trucks, Tract's Trailers 108

$1995

We-Have A Terrific
Selection of Residential,
Income & Commercial
Properties — Good Buys.

SELUNG?

Used Cars

EXECUTIVE
2 door Hardtop. Solid dark
bfue metallic ; finish with
blue vinyl interior. This ear
is equipped with automatic
transmission, power steering, power brakes, radio,
whitewall tires and FACTORY AIR CONDITIONING

109

PLYMOUTH — 1944 4-passenger wagon,
V-8, automatic, white With blue Interior,
Choice of 2. ideal Auto Sales, 470 Mankato.

$1995

PLYMOUTH — I960 4-doOr, automatic
Inquire
transmission, In good condition.
¦ ¦
1629 W. Jlh alter s.. .
.. . . .

1966 PONTIAC

FORD—1954, V-lV.good shape. 1125. Tel,
4105 after 5.

L

am} •tmK4tnT~ ^gg,

BECAUSE . . .

1. We have a long list of
people who want to buy
. : ' . . . and
2. We .will GUARANTEE
the sale of your property
.. ... ,'.and- '
3. We know you will eft joy
doing business with us.

TREE

Telephone number where you can buy
a 1964 Volksv/agen bus for $875.
Tel. 4537.

'63 Ford Wagon

$695
'

CALL
4115

: Ji^ym

f

We advertise our prices,

WALZ'
CHEAPIES
196 1 MERCURY

Beautiful View

Completely insulated home
with garage. _Large lot.
Nice kitchen with bar. Double fireplace. New furnace.
Full bath . Living room and
dining room. Large lot.

Income I nvestment

Three-unit apartment building only minutes from Winona. All apartments very
roomy with kitchens, living rooms, baths. Two and
three bedrooms. Garage.

Business Opportunity
Busy car wash is now for
sale . Completely equipped
and ready for business.
Owner has moved and must
sell. Call us today to inquire about this excellent
investment .

Business Space
Large brick building suitable for a small retail business. Living quarters in-.
elude a very nice,. two-bedroom apartment. Living
room, kitchen, bath.
Residence Phones: After 5
4854
4523
3973

Charles E, Merkel — Realtor

4 door sedan, V-8, automatic transmission, power
.steering, .radio and. heater,
enow tires on rear. PRICED
TO SELL . . . . . . . . . . . . ; $295

. - W6\ FORD-

6 cylinder engine, automatic transmission, radio and
heater, good transporter
tion . . , _ . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . $1S5

109

MUSTANG—1965, d-cyllnd»r 3-speed, excellent shape. Will trade. Tel. Plainview 934-3519.

Mobile Homes, Trailart 111
ROLLOHOME -1961 lO'xSO', very oood
condition..New carpat¦ throughout.
Tel.
¦
¦
, - ..
72M.
Many homes to choose from at
COULEE MOBILE HOME SALES .
Hwy. 14-61i B„ Winona.
Tel. 4276

Auction Salai
FREDDY FRICKSON

Auctioneer

Will handle all sizes and kinds ot
auctions.
Tat. Dakota ta-ZHi

Minnesota Land &
Auction Service
Everett J. Kohner

Jim Papentuss, Dakota, Tel. 643-197
Boyum Agency, Rushford, Tel. 864-93J1
~
ALVlH KOHNER
,
AUCTIONEER, City and state Ileans.
ed end bonded, Rt. 3, Winona. Til. ¦
4980.
.
MAR. 5-Wed. 1) a.m. 7 mnes N. ot
Lewlston. Donald Mullen, Ownen Alvln Kohner, Auctlonetri Northern Inv,
Co., Clerk. .
MAR. 6— Thurs. 10:38 a.m. S miles W.
ol Black River Falls on County Trunk
P then 2> a miles N. on East Kenyon
Valley Road. Vcrland Peterson, Owner; Alvln Kohner, Auctioneer; Northern. Inv. Co., Clerk.
MAR. 7—Frl. 1 p.m. S mlUs W. ef
Augusta on "O", then 1 mile N. on
.
"V". Hilary R. Elbert, Owner Zeck I
Helke, Auctioneers; Northern Inv, Co.,
Clerk.
MAR. «—Set. 12:30 p.m. Angus CattleSale, at Spring Grove Sales Barn In
Spring Grove, Minn. Pcrllnd J. Olsen
& Sons, ownen; Ralph Kuhr, auctioneer Thorp Sales Corp., clerk. :
MAR. S—Sat. 12l30 p.m. On Hwy. 95 In
Hixton on the West side. Alvln Carlson
Estate, owners) Alvln Kohner, auctioneer; Northern Inv. Co., clerk.
MAR. 8—Sat. 11 a.m. 6 miles W. Ot Pr*iton, Minn, on Hwy. 16 or 4 miles E. of
Wykofl 4 corners on Hwy. It. Earl S»
Isabella Sabatke, ownersi Mallila, Turbenson & Grate, auctioneers) First Stale)
Bank, Wykotl, clerk.
MAR. -8—Sal. 12' noon. 1 mile E. of
Mabel, Minn, on Hwy. 44 , then 1 ml|e>
N. ot the Sportsmen*' Park Road, then
'V< mile E. Victor Mitchell, owner) Knudson & Erickson, auctioneers) First National Bank, Mabel, clerk.

$1195

MAR. 10—1 p.m. 2 miles W. of Lanesboro, Minn. Orran Flaby, owner) Re4alen & Knudson, auctioneers) Thorp Sales
Corp.. clerk.

SAVE AT

MAR. 10—Mon. 12:30 P.m. 10 mllei S. Of
Durand on County Trunk F. Alfred Anderson ; properly Leon Sehroeder, a»e>
tlpneer) Northern Inv. Co., clerk.

VENABLES

MAR. 10-Mon. 11 ajn. ' 1'A miles W. of
Lewlston on Hwy. 14. Arnold Bonow.
owner) Alvln Kohner, auctioneer) Northern Inv. Co., clerk.

75 W. 2nd
Tel, 8-2711
Open Mori. & Fri . Evenings

MAR. 10-Mon, 11 a.m. 6 mlUs N. of
Alma Center. Glen Dobson, owner) Zeck
& Helke, auctioneers) Northern Inv. Co.,
clerk.
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SALE SITE: At Spring Grove Sales Barn in SPRING
GROVE, MINN, watch for the Thorp auction arrows.
Lunch by Scheie Church Women. This is a production
sale. Catalog available at sale.

|
I
i
i

if

ANOTHER I THORPIAUCTION

%

I Sat > Mar.8-12:30p.m. |
94 REGISTERED
ANGUS CATTLE
:
- ¦¦ ¦ ' ¦ ' ¦ •

8
if

'

¦"

| The cows carry many of the popular blood lines and
H'. are bred to the herd buB, Flying W O Bardoliermere
|286, whose sire is 0 Bardoliermere 2. All are pregnancy
I tested. The calves are sired by Flying W O Baraoliermere
I 286, and L J H Velvet Bardoliermere. Al! of the cattle
p are calfbood vaccinated and tested for interstate ship1 959 FORD '
ment. This will be an opportunity to add well bred,
V-8 engine, automatic trans- | |
quality individuals tc your herd, or start a herd with
1
mission, radio, heater. $100 I outstanding foundation stock. 1 herd bull , Flying W O
|. Bardoliermere 286; 3 2-year-old bulls; 25 bred cows; 35
I bull calves from 1968; 30 heifers from 1988. For more
i information, contact the Thorp office in Rochester, Minn.,
|
|507-288-4041.
THOBP ON-THE-SPOT CREDIT
|
Buick • Oldsmobile • GMC
Owen
Hegge
and 0. J. Strand , Thorp representatives.
|
Open Mon . & Fri. Nights
||Ralph Kuhr, Blair, Neb., auctioneer. Robert Fitzgerald,
|l Nickerson, Neb., ringman.

WALZ

1ST OF WEEK
SPECIAL
1 965 DODGE
CUSTOM 880
4 DOOR SEDAN

• V-8 engine
o Automatic transmission
o Astrophonic radio
• Whitewall tires
© Deluxe wheel covers
e Power steering
• Tinted windshield
Beautiful Jet black with
turquoise interior .
TEST DRIVE TODAY
"We service what we sell. "

Tel. 8-5141

Wanted—Real Estate

Used Cars

CATALINA
4 door. Solid maroon finish
with matching cloth and
vinyl interior, automatic
transmission, power steering, power brakes, radio
and Whitehall tires. Exceptionally clean throughout.

^^s,.

45 Years in Winona
Ford-Iincoln-Mercury
Open Triday Evenings
and Saturday Afternoons

m*\0&.
Amr/f l '"9

601 Main

$1895
1964 PONTIAC

Fairlane. Very clean. No
miles at all on newly InStalled", licylinder engine
Including exchange cylinder
head. You get a new car
warranty on the block assembly. Standard transmission.

COURTEOUS
HELPFUL
EFFECTIVE

Bill Ziebell
Mary Lauer
E. J. Hartert

CATALINA
4 door. Solid light blue, metallic finish with matching
cloth and vinyl interior, automatic transmission, power
steering, p o w e r brakes,
whitewall tires, radio and
FACTORY AIR CONDITIONING.

FORD — 1964 4-door, 4-cyllnder With
straight stick, very clean, good condition, Will take any reasonable offer.
Tel. Founlaln City 687-4355. .

Winona Dally N«wt "ID
ID
Winona, Minnesota
TUESDAY, MARCH 4, 1969

Wlnoni, Tel. 7«I4

1966 PONTIAC

CHEVROLET—IIS1 Won pickup, i-ap»ad,
reflnlshed, a real nice one. ideal Auto
Sales, 470 Mankato Ave.

BUILDING
FOR SALE

The Vi Ilager Resta urant

SAVE

LARGE FARM wanted, suitable for purebred beet cattle operation. Send full
details to Don Wall, Rt. 3, Box 376AA,
Excelsior, Minn, 55331 or Tel. All-Tan.

PICKUP,WANTED-1W? Chevrolet Vi or
}i ton. Will pay cash or trade in a
'44 Chevrolet !4-tOn.- Haielton Variety,
218 E. 3rd. Tel. 4004.

50

'
; FREEZERS
Sandwich and 19<J
Wanted to Rent
96
Hamfcurger Drive Inn
1. Seating 80 persons
Business Equipment
62
2. Dining Room atmosphere'
3. Meiiu includes king v size
Bus Property for Sat* 97
sandwiches: Roast Beef,
¦ .Cornbeef, Ham and Rueben,
HAY FOR .SALE—2500 bales or more.
Doug Llndberg, Galesville, WIl. Tel. Coal, Wood, Other Fuel
63
¦
4. Sell-Service.
v339-3382. .. . : . . ; . ¦
. . . ¦
5. Capita? required $18,000.
MOBIL FUEL OIL and entoy
6. Yearly net income, mini- Seeds, Nursery Stock
53 BURN
the cornfort of automatic personal care.
¦
full- service
complete burner 7,000 square feet ot terrific bulldtafj
.,'.. Mm $20^000.- . . ..^ ..
- FREE LANDSCAf'E. planning. Hardy Keep
Ideally suited for light manufacturing
care. Budget service. Order today
7. No experience necessary,
business.
Beautiful
offices.
Good
parkslock from Sherman Nursery Co. Tel.
from JOSWICK FUEL & OIL CO, 901
ing and room for expansion. For deB4IM.
.
franchise will be trained.
_ E. 8th. Tel. 3389. :
tailed Information or to Inspect, Tel
8. Company backed by 26 SEED OATS — Certified LodI, CarUnd,
Jim Soderberg, 4115 or 8-1964.
64
years food experience.
Harmon and Rodney, $1.75 pen.bu. Un- Fum., Rugs, Linoleum
certified Kelsey, S1J5 per lw These
Farm*, Land for'Sal*
98
WRITE:
prices on cash and carry orders only. KITCHEN BASE cabinets- In white or

^

FARM WANTED by private Individual.
Prefer Garvin or Gllmore Rldo» airca
but any location within 15 miles ot Winona will bo considered. Give location.
- price and a brief description In first
response. Wrlta A-»7 Dally News,

109

CHEVROLET—i960, Ml", com, solids,
pistons, etc. Gretn wilh hood bubble,
custom palnl, chrome wheels, wide
ovals, stock - car (Ires, Hurst, T-handle,
tach and gauges. Tel. 6493 afttr 5 or
see at 758 W. 61l>.

FORD—1951 Vi-ton pickup, good body, new
engine. Tel. Rollingstone 6tt-22&2.

91

48

JOHN DEERE .8" power grain drill,
clover sMd attachment. Emtd wades,
Dakota. ¦ Til. e«3-3945.

BUYING?

90

46

USED AUGERS-all sizes. Peavey Co.,
Elevator F, foot ot Stone St. Hours.
WILL -BABf-SIT in my home while 'Mom through Frl., 7i3o to 4.
mother/ works. Prefer
¦ ¦>.girl 'about. 3 or
...
4 years. "Tel. 84864. .
DELAVAL MILKING equipment, wash
tanks, pipeline milkers, anything for
the mllkhouie. Ray Speltt & Son, Lewlston, Minn. T»l. 2953 or 8112.
¦'

160-300 ACRES productive land with good
buildings. Write A-92 Dally News.

TED MAI ER DRUGS

¦

Apply hr person,

RUMMAGE SALE-at 362 Grand. Laroe SMALL metal-turning lathi, Writ* Melvln M. ONE OF "THE moil -beautiful recreaEdelbach, Kellogg, Minn,
tion rooms t have ever seen, it Is large
selection of men's, women's and chiland fully carpsted. If can easily be
dren's clothing dlshesi curtains! lugreached trom the main entrance without
factory
wreclctr
for
towGOOD
NEED
A
gage; tricycle and 3 bicycles. , All day
going through the rest of no home.
ing cars and trucks. Bill Cornforth,
Wed., Thurs. and Frl.
195-2101.
Tel. La Crescent
You are sure to be pleased vMh this 3REGISTBRBO HAMPSHIRE boars and
bedroom home with large attached gagilt*, testing union records. Mllo Wills, USED 30" electric range, like new. $85.
rage, located west of city. To learn
La Crmcent. (IW nnllH S.W. of nodtni).
FRANK LILLA & SONS, 741 E. Ith. WM. MILLER SCRAP IRON (. METAL
mora ef this dream home, cell 8-4345
pays
highest
prices
for
scrap
iron.
Open evenings.
CO.
anytime. ABTS AGENCY, INC., 159
metals and raw fur.
BOARS—purebrnfs and crojjbreds, s»rWalnut Jt.
Saturdiya
Closed
,
vtcseble tgi, ibout 3so lbs. Doug Llnd- 12x15', 9x1J' wool rugs end pad; single
Tel. 2087
size bed, complete; bronze) dinette set.
222 W. 2nd
barg, Galaivllli. Tal, 539-3382.
¦1'eS High' Forest.
O. IF YOU RAVE SS.000 you can own this
"*~
charming duplex. Let your tenant make
HIGHEST PRICES P7MD
.
PUREBRED CUROC boira, vtcclnattd.
all the rut of the payments, while you
for scrap Iron, metals, rags, hides,
Clifford Hoff, Lanesboro, Minn., (Pilot GRAY CHROME kitchen set, M"x49" plus
live rent f«e. ABT8 AGENCY, INC.,
raw
furs
and
wool
I
Mound). T«l, Pstorson 175-6133.
1 board. S25. Tel. 4560 alter 5 p.m.
159 Walnut St. Tel. (-43(5.
LA BELLE AUTOMATIC slide projector
'
SPLIT FOYER, 3 to 4 bedrooms, dining
INCORPORATED
with 6 trays, $20. After 4 or alt day
room, family room, large kitchen, all
450 W. Srd
T«l. S847
Frl. 702 w. Howard.
carpeted. Dishwasher. Tel. 4303.
MIRACLE WALL CLEANER - Cleans
Fret tools with 12-tube pack
M I
J. A MEDALLION ell-electrlc home
. walls, paper with no fuss or muss,
located In West part of Winona. Srand
re-usable. BAMBENEK'S, 9th b ManFURNISHED ROOMS with kitchen prlvnew and ready for you to move right
kato.
lieges, for college or working girls, 221
in. Coniult us on this one evtn II you
E. 4th.
Animsl Heallh Center ,
now own t home. ABTS AGENCY,
TRICYCLE, . 13" child's sire redwood picDowntown eVMlracta Mall
INC., 15» Walnut St. Tel. fM345.
nic table; 1 coffee and 2 end tables; 2SLEEPING ROOM for men. Tel. 8-2349.
fler utility stand; patio table. Tel. 2412.

102 Uied Car*

102

HAVE BUYER with *I5,00O-«O,000 down
tor Southern Minnesota beef and horj
(arm. Stettlc r Realtors, Rt, 3, Rochester. Tel. 365-4039.

BUILDINGS
FOR SALE
In anticipation of its move to new facilities
this fall . Peerless Chain Company is offering
all of its present buildings for sale for occupancy
after its moveInterested parties please
contact Mr. A. J. Bambenek , President
at our main office.

PEERLESS CHAIN CO.
Tel. 2370.
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1 PERLIND J. OLSON & SONS, Owners J
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ANOTHERj JHORPj AUCTION

|
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IHi Monv Mar. lb -1 p.m. I
w

'
?| SALE SITE: 2 miles west of LANESBORO, Minn,, or €
(
Road),
7
miles
east
of
Fountain
Irish
Bidge
then
Vi
I
%
i
H mile north. Watch for the Thorp auction arrows.

I
t

FARM MACHINERY

I

ORREN FLABY, Owner

I
%m

This is a well cared for and shedded fine of ma%
% chinery, 1959 JD 729 tractor, top condition, good rubber, 'd
§ low hours; IHC Super C Farmall tractor with cultivator, I
k top condition, good rubber; JD 14T baler; JD elevator, i
p 38 ft , with elevator hopper and bale chute, also down 1
I spout; JD 200 cultivator ; JD^ "L" spreader; JD 66H i
j | tractor plow, 4x14 in., throw away shares, cover boards, jf
§'. large coulters; JD 55 tractor plow , throw away shares; §
% JD 4-section steel drag, new stylo; 1965 IHC 37 wheel f
$ tandem disc, U ft., 18 in . blades, sealed bearings; IHC 5|
pi 18 side delivery, parallel bar; 1963 II1C 250 2-row plant- I
|er. large plastic fertilizer boxes, insecticide <Gandy) |
att., disc openers ; MM double disc drill , 8 ft., all steel, f
% Tow
wheels, on rubber, hyd. clutch lift ; MINN, heavy ll
!^
%¦ duty steel wagon on rubber, with box 7x12 and heavy t\
\ " • Midwest hoist; tractor mounted boom sprayer with drop U
$ nozzle; JD hyd, cyl. heavy duty. MISC . ITEMS: 14 ft.x |
;j 14 ft. torp; rubber tired wheelbarrow ; Walsh wagon p
fi jack, heavy duty ; new Homelite C51 chain saw ; truck &
U chains; screw jack. FEEDERS & WATERERS: 2 cattle f
% bunlis, 14 x 16 ft. on skids; Pride of the Farm No, 5 |
% round feeder, new ; 2 hog waterers, one barrel with !§
y wnterer; chicken feeders, nests, brooders, etc. ; hog k
(| troughs, wood and cement; heat lamps & cords.
||
FEED: 150 bu. of ear corn; 700 ecj. bales of hay ; %
-|
H 500 sq. bales of straw .
i|
y
HOUSEHOLD GOODS : 10 x 12 ft. wool rug and pad; I
i-ij dining room set; dresser and chair; pots, pans, etc.; 30 U
gallon gas hot water heater . For more Information, con- ij
^ tact the Thorp office in Rochester, Minn., 507-288-4041,
%
|
THORP ON-THE-SPOT CREDIT
|
%
}< \ Paul A. Evonson, Lanesboro, Minn.. Thorp representa- $
' tlve, Orvis Redalcn , Lie. No . 5 and Howard Knudson, $
{\
|
$ Lie . No . 2, Auctioneers.

|
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By Roy Crai*

BUZZ SAWYER

By Chester Gould

DICK TRACY

By Mort Walker

BEETLE BAILEY

By Chick Young

BLONDIE
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By Al Capp

LI'L ABNER

By Hanna-Barbera

THE FLINTSTONES

By Fred Lasswell

BARNEY GOOGLE and SNUFFY SMITH

By Milton Canniff

STEVE CANYON

THE WIZARD OF ID
APARTMENT 3.0

By Parker and Hart

By Alex Kotzky

TIGER
REX MORGAN, MD.

"^

By Bud Blake

By Dal Curtis

i

NANCY

By Ernie BushrtiHIer

" '

MARY WORTH

'
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DENNIS THE MENACE

—'—

GRIN AMD BEAR IT

T

By Saunders and Ernst

...And tince we concede that war by mistake h possible,

"

*.JCAUSE I'O m ^mi&iWamvmw&c&sMii&r

gentlemen, it may be equally hue that peace
bv mistake is oosiiblai" .

-

